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When a single object is created from its constituents, a step-bystep assembly strategy is a modus operandi which allows the
control of success and sometimes even an error correction after
each sequential step. Moreover, it guarantees the uniqueness of
the fabricated object. However, the fabrication of several identical objects by assembly or by shaping its constituents is much
more effective if a mold or template can be used. All this holds
true for the macroscopic as well as for the microscopic world.
A chemical template controls a reaction in such a way that from
a multitude of possible products a specific one is preferentially
or even exclusively formed. The template can influence the
reaction in a stoichiometric or a catalytic way, it can be reused
or remain in the product as an integral part.
Template effects in chemistry are commonly associated with the
formation of (macro)cycles, or covalent bond formation in
general. However, chemical templates can also exert a variety
of other effects. They can influence the formation of non-covalent bonds or they can control the positioning of objects in one,
two or three dimensions. For example, a functionalized linear
template strand leads to the generation of a complementary
functionalized product strand. A two-dimensional template,
often a planar substrate with a specific structure and composition, determines the respective pattern formation on its surface.

And three-dimensional templates are a unique and versatile tool
for providing well-designed volume structures, often decorated
with useful functionality. Not surprisingly, the annual publication activity of scientific articles in the chemical community
containing the concept “template” has doubled within the last
decade and is expected to increase further.
Remarkable breakthroughs in synthetic, spectroscopic and
microscopic as well as theoretical methods facilitate a closer
investigation and more detailed understanding of template
effects in all areas of chemistry. It will also lead to the identification of new template effects and new methodologies for the
adaptation of existing binding motifs into functional chemical
matrices. The articles in this Thematic Series represent a snapshot of the current activities in template-directed reactions. This
selection from a broad variety of different fields of chemistry
will hopefully be inspiring for the reader, thus leading to new
exciting discoveries in template chemistry and attract new audience to this field.
Sigurd Höger
Bonn, June 2014
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Abstract
The readily available ex-chiral-pool building block (−)-isosteviol was combined with the C3-symmetric platforms hexahydroxytriphenylene and hexaaminotriptycene providing large and rigid molecular architectures. Because of the persistent cavities these scaffolds are very potent supramolecular affinity materials for head space analysis by quartz crystal microbalances. The scaffolds serve
in particular as templates for tracing air-borne arenes at low concentration. The affinities of the synthesized materials towards
different air-borne arenes were determined by 200 MHz quartz crystal microbalances.

Introduction
Divalent building blocks with a well-defined geometry play a
significant role in the construction of highly potent supramolecular structures [1-5]. The rigid nature of such architectures limits the degrees of freedom and guarantees a good preorganization [1,2,6-10]. Particular interest was given to
C3-symmetric structures, serving e.g. as templates in asymmetric catalysis or molecular recognition [11-14].
A specific but potent subclass of such C3-symmetric architectures is represented by triphenylene ketals [15]. They have
found significant application as receptors and chemical sensors
in the detection of aromatic compounds [16-20]. Thus, the first

artificial receptor for caffeine had been established [21,22]. The
introduction of chiral information onto a supramolecular entity
gave rise for enantiofacial differentiation of a single substrate
[23,24]. Due to the concave arrangement of both functional
groups, exhibiting a distance of the two carbonyl carbon atoms
of about 7 Å, naturally occurring diterpene (−)-isosteviol 1 [25]
came into focus as building block for the construction of such
receptor geometries (Figure 1) [26].
(−)-Isosteviol 1 can be easily obtained on large scale by acidic
treatment of stevioside [27,28]. This stevioside is a commercially available natural sweetener which is isolated from stevia
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Figure 1: Unique structural features of (−)-isosteviol.

rebaudiana by alcoholic extraction [29,30]. In addition to their
cytotoxic activities [31-34], compounds based on (−)-isosteviol
have found application in various fields of synthetic chemistry
[35], including the construction of tweezer-like supramolecular
transporters for amino acids [36], chiral organocatalysts in aldol
reactions [37], or the complex formation with aromatic compounds [38,39], Within in a nine-step synthesis triphenylene
ketals based on (−)-isosteviol were prepared [40]. Receptor
structures 2 equipped with amino or sulfonylamido functionalities were obtained (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Structural features of triptycene derivatives.

Here, the functionalization of (−)-isosteviol-based triphenylene
ketal all-syn-2a as well as the combination of (−)-isosteviol
with the triptycene platform is reported. The application of
these novel architectures as supramolecular affinity materials
was studied.

Figure 2: Triphenylene ketal based on (−)-isosteviol.

In addition to triphenylene ketals, triptycene-based structures
also exhibit the geometrical requirements for the formation of
C3-symmetric architectures with extended cavities. Due to their
structural features, triptycenes have found widespread application in organic synthesis: Ranging from polymer sciences [41],
materials for gas storage [42-50], (organo)catalysis [51,52],
molecular machinery [53,54] and supramolecular host–guest
chemistry [55,56]. With an angle of 120° between its aromatic
moieties, it exhibits a rigid geometry with a defined alignment
of functional groups (Figure 3, left). Next to classical convergent–concave structures, architectures with a divergent–concave
arrangement of functionalities can be obtained upon installation
of building blocks with a linear geometry (Figure 3, right).

The investigations of these possible affinity materials were
carried out with 200 MHz high fundamental frequency quartz
crystal microbalances (HFF-QCMs) via gravimetric sensing of
the adsorbed analytes. The advantage of HFF-QCMs is the low
detection limit and the fast, highly reproducible and easy to
apply electro spray protocol for the coating of such devices [5759]. Almost all organic materials which show at least a certain
solubility in tetrahydrofuran or other volatile organic solvents
allow application of this versatile coating protocol. For such
studies only small amounts of affinity material in the sub
mg-range are required.
The frequency shifts of the coated QCMs were determined for
different analyte concentrations. Subsequently, the constants of
the Langmuir isotherm are obtained by fitting the frequency
shifts over concentration. The affinity of an affinity material to
an analyte is calculated by multiplication of these constants.
Details about the experimental setup and the determination of
the affinities are given in Supporting Information File 1.

Results and Discussion
Triphenylene ketals
The high hydrogen bonding donor capability of sulfonamides
made this class of functional groups highly attractive for supramolecular affinity materials [60]. The installation of larger
substituents at the sulfonyl moiety should provide suitable prop-
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erties for the processing on the quartz crystal microbalances.
Based on the reported triamine all-syn-2a [40], 2a was brought
to reaction with para-toluenesulfonyl chloride in order to equip
the receptor scaffold with sulfonamide binding sites
(Scheme 1).

Figure 4: Hexaammoniumtriptycene hexachloride 4 and 15-oxoderivatives 5a–c of (–)-isosteviol.

For the elaboration of optimal condensation conditions to form
quinoxalines and to obtain model compounds representing
subunits for the triptycene architectures o-phenylenediamines
were employed (Scheme 2). It turned out that 5b forms the
corresponding quinoxaline derivatives 6 and 7 in acceptable
yields of 41% and 60%, respectively, when refluxing in glacial
acetic acid.

Scheme 1: Functionalization of triphenylene ketal 2a.

The reaction proceeds with a moderate yield of 32% under very
mild reaction conditions. The high steric demand in vicinity of
the amino functions requires these prolonged reaction times.
Unfortunately, more drastic reaction conditions lead to degradation of the substrate.

Triptycenes
Recently, the synthesis of hexaammoniumtriptycene hexachloride 4 (Figure 4) was reported by Mastalerz et al. [61]. Further,
(−)-isosteviol and its esters can be converted into the corresponding 1,2-diketones 5a–c via Riley oxidation [62-66]. The
linkage of the two building blocks by condensation reaction of
the keto with the amino functionalities presents a promising
route for the construction of novel (−)-isosteviol-based
C 3 -symmetric scaffolds.

The established reaction conditions failed on the C3-symmetric
platform due to the poor solubility of the starting materials.
Switching to a protocol with sodium acetate as additional base
and operation in a sealed tube provided a satisfactory yield of 8
(Scheme 3) [61]. By molecular modelling the structural features
can be visualized (Figure 5). A relatively closed C3-symmetric
cleft is formed by all-syn-8 (Figure 5a), whereas the less
symmetric anti,anti,syn-8 (Figure 5b) provides an open side to
access the concave regime.
As anticipated, two stereoisomers are formed in this condensation reaction of 5b with 4. After separation via column chromatography, these products were identified as the all-syn- and
anti,anti,syn-isomers of the desired product 8, which were
obtained in a total yield of 59%. Due to very similar polarity of
both isomers, the separation turned out to be tedious. Thus, pure
anti,anti,syn-8 and all-syn-8 were isolated in yields of only 25%
and 3%, respectively, with the remaining 31% as mixture of
isomers. In order to facilitate the separation of isomers the ester
moiety of (−)-isosteviol was converted into nitrobenzylic esters.

Scheme 2: Quinoxalines based on diketone 5b.
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Scheme 3: Condensation of 5b with hexaammoniumtriptycene hexachloride.

Figure 5: Molecular modelling structures (Spartan ’08 V1.0.0) of (a) all-syn-8 and (b) anti,anti,syn-8.

The highly polar nitro groups at the periphery of the resulting
triptycene isomers should provide the desired difference in
polarity. Another feature of the employment of benzyl derivatives is the facile cleavage under reductive conditions representing a versatile precursor for further modifications. Starting
from (−)-isosteviol 1, there are two ways of obtaining the diketo
building blocks 10 and 11, bearing a dinitrobenzylic (DNB) and
a p-nitrobenzylic (PNB) ester moiety, respectively (Scheme 4).
Following path A, (−)-isosteviol can be oxidized under Riley
conditions (Table 1, reaction conditions a: selenium dioxide/
xylene) [62,63] to give the corresponding diketone 9 [66].
Subsequent esterification with 3,5-dinitrobenzylic chloride
under basic conditions (Table 1, reaction conditions b for
R = DNB) [67] proceeds with a yield of 57% and leads to the
formation of 10 with an overall yield of 46%. Alternatively,

protection of the carboxylic acid function of (−)-isosteviol can
be carried out first (path B), yielding dinitrobenzyl ester 12.
Subsequent Riley-oxidation renders the desired product 10 in an
overall yield of 48%. Since path A and path B both proceed
with almost identical yields, either pathway is suitable for the
preparation of such protected 1,2-diketones. Apart from
applying 3,5-dinitrobenzyl chloride in the reaction sequence,
the conversion of the carboxylic acids 1 and 9 with
4-nitrobenzyl (PNB) chloride was carried out (Scheme 4).
Again, both paths A and B lead to the formation of the desired
PNB protected diketone 11. Esterification was achieved by
reaction with 4-nitrobenzyl chloride and cesium carbonate in
DMF (Table 1, reaction conditions b for R = PNB) [68]. Both
sequences A and B proceed with similar overall yields as well,
rendering 11 in 54% and 57%, respectively. Upon employing
4-nitrobenzyl chloride, both reaction paths result in slightly
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Scheme 4: Synthesis of nitrobenzylic ester derivatives 10 and 11, starting from (−)-isosteviol 1.

Table 1: Oxidation and esterification sequence of 1.

R=

Reaction conditions

Yield

Overall yield a + b

DNB

a: SeO2, xylenes, 145 °C, 2 d

9: 80%
10: 78%
12: 61%
10: 57%

Path A: 46%

9: 80%
11: 74%
13: 77%
11: 68%

Path A: 54%

b: 3,5-dinitrobenzyl chloride, NEt3, DMF, 25 °C, 16 h

PNB

a: SeO2, xylenes, 145 °C, 2 d
b: 4-nitrobenzyl chloride, Cs2CO3, DMF, 25 °C, 5 h

higher yields than the analogous reactions with 3,5-dinitrobenzyl chloride. Diketones 10 and 11 were then brought to
condensation with hexaammoniumtriptycene hexachloride 4,
following the protocol mentioned above (Scheme 5). Reaction
of the 3,5-dinitrobenzyl ester 10 with 4 renders the corresponding triptycene structure 14 as a mixture of isomers in a
good total yield of 86%. However, the impact of the nitro
groups at the periphery of the molecule on the polarity of the
isomers was far less than anticipated. After twofold column
chromatography, the anti,anti,syn-isomer was isolated in a yield
of 48% while the all-syn-isomer was obtained in 17% yield,
again leaving the rest as a mixture of isomers.
Reaction of 4-nitrobenzyl ester 11 with 4 leads to the formation
of the corresponding triptycenes anti,anti,syn-15 and all-syn-15

Path B: 48%

Path B: 57%

in an excellent total yield of 95%. Separation of the isomers
results in the isolation of 34% of the anti,anti,syn-isomer and
12% of the all-syn-isomer, leaving the remaining 49% as a mixture of isomers.
The benzyl ester moiety of all-syn-15 was subsequently cleaved
by hydrogenolysis using standard conditions (Scheme 6) [69].
The tricarboxylic acid all-syn-16 was isolated in almost quantitative yield. In this protocol the heterogeneous catalyst did not
affect the quinoxaline moieties by over-reduction.
With this versatile precursor all-syn-16 in hands and the need
for organic materials with pronounced cavities as potent affinity
materials we envisioned the synthesis of a capsule-type architecture. Therefore, all-syn-16 was O-alkylated by treatment with
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Scheme 5: Condensation of the nitrobenzyl esters 10 and 11 with hexaammoniumtriptycene hexachloride 4.

Scheme 7: Alkylation of all-syn-16 renders terminal alkene all-syn-17.
Scheme 6: Hydrogenolysis to tricarboxylic acid all-syn-16.

5-bromo-1-pentene using standard conditions [70] to yield the
corresponding triptycene derivative all-syn-17 (Scheme 7).
Alkylation proceeded with a moderate yield of 31%. Equipped
with three terminal alkenes all-syn-17 seems to be a suitable
precursor for subsequent olefin metathesis to form a capsulelike structure.
The structure of all-syn-17 was confirmed via X-ray analysis of
a suitable single crystal. The molecular structure clearly reveals
the spatial arrangement of the terminal alkene moieties. The
side view of all-syn-17 (Figure 6b) unequivocally shows the
cavity which is formed, its size ranging approximately to the
quinoxaline-nitrogen atoms of the triptycene core which exhibit

a mutual distance of 8.1 Å, 8.8 Å and 8.9 Å, whereas the
carboxylic carbon atoms exhibit a distance of about 12 Å. The
cavity of all-syn-17 is “roofed” by the alkyl chains of the (−)isosteviol units (Figure 6a), whose terminal carbon atoms show
a mutual distance in the range of 4.2–5.2 Å.
Since the introduction of nitrobenzyl esters as protecting groups
for the (−)-isosteviol carboxylic acid moiety obviously does not
have an enhanced effect on the polarity of the two isomers and,
as a consequence, the chromatographic separation procedure
does not correlate with the nature of the ester substituent, the
detour via protecting groups in the synthesis of alkylated
triptycene 17 was subsequently avoided. Therefore, alkylated
diketone 18 was synthesized, starting from (−)-isosteviol
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Figure 6: (a) Top view on the molecular structure of all-syn-17 with the terminal alkene fragments labelled in grey; (b) side view of all-syn-17.

Scheme 8: Alkylation of (−)-isosteviol diketone 9 with 5-bromo-1-pentene.

(Scheme 8). Since alkenes are known to participate in Riley
oxidations as well, rendering allylic alcohols, there is only one
route to 18. After Riley oxidation of 1, alkylation was carried
out under the same reaction conditions as before, providing the
desired product in a yield of 85% [70].
18 was then brought to reaction with hexaammoniumtriptycene
hexachloride 4 (Scheme 9). The corresponding all-syn- and
anti,anti,syn-isomers of 17 were obtained in an overall yield of
67%.
After twofold column chromatography, complete separation of
the isomers was achieved. The anti,anti,syn-derivative was
isolated in a yield of 44% whereas the all-syn-derivative was
obtained in 23% yield. The molecular structure of all-syn-17
depicted in Figure 6 provides the rationale for the ameliorated
separation of the isomers. The protection of one side with
alkenyl esters blocks the access of the quinoxaline moieties
from one side. The all-syn derivatives will show a better interaction with the stationary phase. The combination of entire
isomer separation and shortcut in the reaction sequence (three
steps instead of five, starting from (−)-isosteviol) makes this a
highly attractive route for the construction of the desired

Scheme 9: Direct synthesis of alkylated triptycene 17 by condensation of 18 with hexaammoniumtriptycene hexachloride 4.

triptycene derivatives. All-syn-17 was then brought to reaction
in an olefin metathesis (Scheme 10), employing the 2nd generation Grubbs catalyst in refluxing dichloromethane.
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Scheme 10: Olefin metathesis of all-syn-17.

Even after prolonged reaction times, complete conversion of
the starting material could not be achieved. However, the
formation of a sole product was observed. Upon chromatographic separation, the product was obtained, exhibiting a molecular weight corresponding to the cage-like structure 19. Comparison of according sections from the carbon NMR spectra of
starting material and product shows that the signal which corresponds to the terminal carbon atom in the starting material
(Figure 7, grey) is not existent in the product spectrum. Furthermore, a new set of signals (Figure 7, green) can be seen in the
product spectrum which show typical shifts of 1,2-disubstituted
alkenes.
Since the obtained analytical data strongly indicate the existence of cage compound 19, molecular modelling calculations
(Figure 8, MacroModel 9.3.5) indicate a “collapsed” structure
in which the triptycene units are twisted by 60° and approaching
each other, prohibiting the formation of significant voids for
intercalation of analytes.

Results of the gravimetric measurements
with HFF-QCMs
Triphenylene ketal 3 and the triptycene derivatives 8, 14, 15,
17, 19 and the model compound 7 were subjected to QCM
measurements in order to evaluate their properties to serve as
affinity materials in the tracing of volatile aromatic compounds.
For this purpose, a collection of chemically related aromatic
analytes were screened. The analytes range from benzene to
pseudocumene, exhibiting similar electronic properties but
differing in their size. This allows a probing of cavity size of the
individual affinity materials.
Triptycene based material anti,anti,syn-8 shows the highest
affinity towards aromatic analytes, which can be rationalized
with a more facile access of the analyte to the void created by
the anti,anti,syn-isomer (Figure 9).
This remarkable effect can already be observed when plotting
the primary data (Figure 10).
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Figure 7: Extracts of the 13C NMR spectra of starting material and product.

Figure 8: Molecular modelling structure (MacroModel 9.3.5) of collapsed 19, (a) top view; (b) side view.
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Figure 9: Screening of aromatic analytes with affinity materials 3, 7, 8, 17 and 19.

Figure 10: Primary data of anti,anti,syn-8 and a [3 + 2] cage compound (increasing pseudocumene concentrations and recovery times between each
step, for details see Supporting Information File 1).
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For comparison, we included the primary data of an organic
cage compound (for structure see Supporting Information
File 1) which was published recently [71]. At small concentrations which are relevant for tracing, anti,anti,syn-8 is creating
unusual large signals which indicates a high affinity of
the material for this analyte. For high concentrations, other
materials like the [3 + 2] cage compound get ahead in means of
signal depth, indicating more places for adsorption on/in
the film. This behavior of anti,anti,syn-8 is exclusively
observed for the aromatic analytes. Our triptycene-based cage
compound 19 exhibits only moderate affinities, which
is in accordance with the calculated collapsed structure
(Figure 8).
For protic analytes, anti,anti,syn-8 is comparable or even inferior to other triptycene based materials (Figure 11). Therefore,
anti,anti,syn-8 is a very promising substance for the application
as affinity material in a sensor array for the tracing of air-borne
aromatic compounds at high dilution. Besides anti,anti,syn-8,
the triphenylene based architecture all-syn-3 also exhibits excellent affinities towards the aromatic analytes as well as very inferior affinities to protic analytes (Figure 11).
The affinities of triptycene derivatives with different protecting
groups on the carboxylic acid function to protic analytes were
then compared (Figure 11). While the adsorption of aromatic
analytes is dominated by the cavity size, the nature of the
protection group dominates the adsorption of the protic analytes

via hydrogen bonding [72]. A clear dependency on the number
of nitro groups in the molecule, ascending from 8 with no nitro
group to 14 with six nitro groups per molecule, is observed,
indicating a strong influence of hydrogen bonding interactions
between analyte and affinity material.

Conclusion
Architectures based on triptycenes and (−)-isosteviol create
molecular voids which can accommodate guest molecules.
These molecular templates are the basis for powerful affinity
materials of quartz crystal microbalances (QCM). In particular,
the combination of 15-oxoisosteviol methyl ester with hexaaminotriptycene provides upon condensation reaction the statistically prone anti,anti,syn-derivative which shows unique properties as affinity material in QCM studies with aromatic
analytes. Although this affinity material exhibits moderate
performance at high analyte concentrations unusual strong
signals are found at low concentrations of the analytes. This
powerful and unique performance in the low ppm range is an
essential prerequisite for latter tracing applications, e.g. gravimetric sensing. This superior property is attributed to well
accessible molecular voids. As soon as such structures are
allowed to collapse the outstanding affinity is not observed
anymore.

Experimental
For preparation and characterization of the compounds, see
Supporting Information File 1.

Figure 11: Screening of protic analytes with affinity materials 3, 8, 14 and 15.
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Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Characterization data, spectra of synthesized compounds,
QCM set up, and QCM screening details.
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Abstract
Two new 9,9’-spirobifluorene-based bis(4-pyridines) were synthesised in enantiopure and one also in racemic form. These ligands
act as concave templates and form metallosupramolecular [(dppp)2M2L2] rhombi with cis-protected [(dppp)Pd]2+ and [(dppp)Pt]2+
ions. The self-assembly process of the racemic ligand preferably occurs in a narcissistic self-recognising manner. Hence, a mixture
of all three possible stereoisomers [(dppp)2M2{(R)-L}2](OTf)4, [(dppp)2M2{(S)-L}2](OTf)4, and [(dppp)2M2{(R)-L}{(S)L}](OTf)4 was obtained in an approximate 1.5:1.5:1 ratio which corresponds to an amplification of the homochiral assemblies by a
factor of approximately three as evidenced by NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. The racemic homochiral assemblies
could also be characterised by single crystal X-ray diffraction.

Introduction
Concave templates are versatile tools to achieve self-sorting
behaviour in the self-assembly of defined aggregates from
multicomponent mixtures in a social self-discrimination or a
narcissistic self-recognition manner [1-3]. Usually, geometrical
size and shape complementarity are employed to ensure such
self-sorting. However, these factors do not account in self-

sorting processes where enantiomers are involved whose shape
and size does not vary but only their relative spatial orientation.
Hence, chiral self-sorting is a truly challenging task and highfidelity chiral self-sorting processes have been observed in a
rather limited number of examples for the formation of stereochemically defined metallosupramolecular aggregates from
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racemic ligands in a self-recognising [4-18] or a self-discriminating manner [19-27].
As part of our ongoing programme to develop general guidelines for the diastereoselective self-assembly of metallosupramolecular aggregates, we have recently started a systematic study on the influence of rigid concave building blocks on
the outcome of the self-assembly of bis(pyridine) ligands into
dinuclear metallosupramolecular rhombi upon coordination to
cis-protected [(dppp)Pd(OTf)2] or [(dppp)Pt(OTf)2] (dppp =
1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)propane) complexes [27,28]. So far
we have studied templates based on the Tröger’s base [27] and
the 2,2’-dihydroxybinaphthyl (BINOL) [28] scaffold and identified the bend angle of these V-shaped compounds to be a critical factor for the degree of self-sorting that can be achieved
[9,15-18,25-28].
The 9,9’-spirobifluorene scaffold is another very interesting
concave structure that offers the possibility to orient functional
groups in a defined manner [29]. Hence, we were wondering
how V-shaped bis(pyridine) ligands based on this chiral
skeleton would behave upon coordination to [(dppp)Pd(OTf)2]
or [(dppp)Pt(OTf)2] in order to learn more about the underlying
principles of chiral self-sorting in metallosupramolecular chemistry.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis
The synthesis of the spirobifluorene-based templates is shown
in Scheme 1. It started from 2-aminobiphenyl following the
established procedures of J. M. Tour [30], M. Gomberg [31],
and V. Prelog [32,33] leading to (rac)-2,2’-dihydroxy-9,9’spirobifluorene ((rac)-1) in six consecutive steps. This sequence
involved a Sandmeyer-like iodination, followed by a Grignard
reaction with fluorenone to furnish the corresponding tertiary
alcohol. This alcohol was subjected to an acid-mediated condensation to give the 9,9’-spirobifluorene. Friedel–Crafts acylation with acetyl chloride gave rise to the racemic 2,2’-diketone
which was transformed to the racemic diester in a
Baeyer–Villiger oxidation. Saponification of the ester functions
then afforded (rac)-1. One part of the racemic material was
transformed into the corresponding racemic ditriflate (rac)-2
which was reacted with a 4-pyridylboronic acid ester in a
Suzuki cross-coupling to afford the desired racemic bis(pyridine) ligand (rac)-3. (Please note that (rac)-3 has been prepared
before, however, on a different way [34].)
The other part of the racemic diol (rac)-1 was resolved via
clathrate formation with (R,R)-2,3-dimethoxy-N,N,N',N'-tetracyclohexylsuccindiamide to obtain enantiomerically pure (R)-1
and (S)-1 [35,36] which were subsequently converted into the

optically pure ditriflates (R)-2 and (S)-2. (R)-2 was then
subjected to a two-fold Suzuki reaction to obtain the enantiomerically pure bis(pyridine) ligand (R)-3. (Please note, that
the conditions used to elaborate the enantiomerically pure 9,9’spirobifluorene derivatives were demonstrated not to affect the
optical purity of these compounds in our previous work (see
[35]).)
(S)-1, however, was reacted in a nickel-catalysed Kumada
cross-coupling reaction to furnish 2,2’-dimethylated spirobifluorene (S)-4 which was then brominated twice to afford tetrafunctionalised spirobifluorene (S)-5. Finally, (S)-5 could be
transformed into the second bis(pyridine) ligand (S)-6 in a twofold Suzuki reaction.

Metal coordination
After the successful synthesis we mixed solutions of ligands 3
and 6 and [(dppp)Pd(OTf)2] or [(dppp)Pt(OTf)2] and characterised the resulting complexes by 1 H, 31 P, 1 H 2D-DOSY
NMR, ESI-MS, and single crystal X-ray diffraction to investigate if the desired rhomboid complexes are formed and whether
we can observe any degree of self-sorting in the self-assembly
processes of the racemic samples.
The ESI-MS spectra recorded from the complex solutions
showed the successful formation of the expected dinuclear
[(dppp)2M2(L)2] aggregates with different numbers of counter
ions both from the enantiomerically pure (R)-3 and the racemic
ligand (rac)-3 and the enantiomerically pure template (S)-6, and
hence, proved the selectivity of the self-assembly processes in
terms of aggregate stoichiometry (Figure 1 and Supporting
Information File 1). (Please note, that we investigated our
complexes in a number of different solvents (acetone, acetonitrile, mixtures of dichloromethane and acetonitrile) and in all
cases we observed the expected dinuclear [(dppp)2M2(L)2]complexes as the dominating species.)
Next we measured 1H NMR spectra of the aggregates and the
free ligands. All complexes of the enantiomerically pure ligands
gave rise to NMR spectra with sharp but significantly shifted
signals compared to the ones of the free ligands, which supports
the formation of discrete metallosupramolecular species
(Figure 2b,c). This could be further confirmed by 2D 1H DOSY
NMR spectra (see Supporting Information File 1) of the aggregates as well as of the free ligands. In all cases the relative size
of the aggregates was a little more than twice as large as that of
the respective concave template. (Please note, that we could
only determine relative sizes or ratios of sizes from the DOSY
experiments because the spectra were recorded in a 3:1 mixture
of dichloromethane and acetonitrile of unknown viscosity
which does not allowed us to calculate hydrodynamic radii.)
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Scheme 1: Synthesis of ligands 3 and 6.
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Figure 1: ESI mass spectrum (positive mode) of an 1:1 mixture of (R)-3 and [(dppp)Pd(OTf)2] in acetone.

Figure 2: 1H NMR spectra (500.1 MHz, in CD2Cl2/CD3CN 3:1 at 298 K) of a) a 1:1 mixture of [Pd(dppp)]OTf2 and (rac)-3, b) a 1:1 mixture of
[Pd(dppp)]OTf2 and (R)-3, and c) (R)-3.

Therefore, these NMR-spectroscopic results nicely complement the results from mass spectrometry with regard to the
assemblies’ composition.

Comparison of the 1 H NMR spectra of the homochiral
complexes of (R)-3 with the spectra of the complexes obtained
from the racemic ligand (rac)-3 then allowed us to obtain infor-
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mation about the stereoselectivity of the self-assembly
processes (Figure 2a,b). In principle, three stereoisomers of
the dinuclear metallosupramolecular rhombi can form from
racemic ligands upon coordination to [(dppp)Pd(OTf) 2 ] or
[(dppp)Pt(OTf) 2 ] – a racemic mixture of two enantiomeric
homochiral assemblies and an achiral heterochiral complex.
These are expected to form in a 1:1:2 ratio if the assembly
would occur in a completely non-selective purely statistical
manner. Any deviation from this ratio would either mean an
amplification of the racemic homochiral assemblies in the sense
of self-recognition or an amplification of the heterochiral
assembly in the sense of self-discrimination.
Analysis of the 1H NMR spectra provides versatile information:
first, the self-assembly is not completely diastereoselective,
since a number of additional signals are visible in the spectrum
of the aggregates obtained from (rac)-3. Second, the selfassembly does not happen in a completely statistical fashion but
rather proceeds with a preference for forming homochiral

complexes for both palladium (Figure 2a,b) and platinum ions
since the intensity of the signals of the homochiral assemblies is
larger than expected from statistics. However, both diastereomers were found to give very similar NMR spectra resulting in
strong signal overlap. Hence, we wanted to obtain further proof
by recording 31P NMR spectra in which signal overlap should
be considerably less problematic due to the much broader spectral width.
As shown in Figure 3 the 31P NMR spectra indeed confirm the
conclusions drawn from the 1H NMR spectra. Two individual
peaks for the two diastereomers can be detected when (rac)-3 is
employed for complexation and the intensities of the signals of
the racemic homochiral diastereomer are approximately three
times as large as those of the signals of the heterochiral one in
both cases – the palladium and the platinum complexes and
independent of the solvents we used. This corresponds to an
amplification of the homochiral stereoisomers via self-recognition by a factor of approximately three.

Figure 3: 31P NMR spectra of a) a 1:1 mixture of [Pd(dppp)]OTf2 and (R)-3, b) a 1:1 mixture of [Pd(dppp)]OTf2 and (rac)-3 (both recorded at
162.0 MHz in CD2Cl2/CD3CN 3:1 at 293 K), and c) of a 1:1 mixture of [Pt(dppp)]OTf2 and (rac)-3 (202.5 MHz, in CD2Cl2 at 298 K).
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Although these NMR spectra already provide a very good proof
for the stereoselectivity of the self-assembly process we wanted
to get additional independent evidence by another analytical
method. Standard mass spectrometry, however, cannot distinguish between different stereoisomers. In order to employ this
technique for this purpose, we therefore used a 1:1 mixture of
ligands (R)-3 and (S)-6 as a pseudo-racemate in which the two
methyl groups of 6 in the outer periphery of the ligand structure
serve as a kind of mass label. These labels then allowed us to
identify the three possible different complexes due to their
different number of methyl groups, and hence, different m/z
values. Equimolar amounts of the enantiomerically pure ligands
(R)-3 and (S)-6 and two equivalents of the respective metal
corner were mixed. The ESI mass spectrum of the diluted solution (Figure 4) nicely corroborates the results obtained by the
NMR experiments as it shows the presence of ions derived
from all three complexes [(dppp) 2 M 2 {(R)-3} 2 ](OTf) 4 ,
[(dppp) 2 M 2 {(R)-3}{(S)-6}](OTf) 4 , and [(dppp) 2 M 2 {(S)6}2](OTf)4. Furthermore the peak ratios of the signals of these
ions differ from the statistically expected 1:2:1 ratio. Although
these peak ratios suggest a slightly lower amplification of the
homochiral assemblies by a factor of only two to three, this still
reinforces our analysis – especially, if one takes into account
that mass labelling in the periphery might cause differences in
the ESI response factors that can cause slight deviations in the

relative quantification of different components compared to the
ratios obtained by other techniques, e.g. NMR spectroscopy, as
we have recently reported [28].
Finally, we were able to grow single crystals of the dinuclear
palladium complexes derived from the racemic ligands from a
3:1 mixture of dichloromethane and acetonitrile using ethyl
acetate as anti-solvent and characterise them by X-ray diffraction. Interestingly, we only obtained single crystals of the
racemic mixture of homochiral complexes although the solution obviously contains both diastereomers. Figure 5 shows
both of the homochiral complexes {[(dppp)2Pd2{(R)-3}2](OTf)4
and {[(dppp)2Pd2{(S)-3}2](OTf)4 as they were found in the
crystal structure. Again, this indicates the preferred formation of
the homochiral complexes in the sense of a self-recognition
because in most of the cases where both the achiral heterochiral
and the chiral homochiral assemblies are present in solution the
heterochiral aggregates tend to crystallise more readily. (The
reason for the usually preferred crystallization of the achiral
assembly (compared to the corresponding diastereomeric
homochiral assembly) is not yet completely clear. It might be
due to the fact that nature often tries to achieve the highest
possible symmetry in crystalline matter. There is also some evidence that in most cases the achiral assemblies can pack more
efficiently in the solid state than the chiral ones.) Hence, selec-

Figure 4: ESI mass spectrum (positive mode) of an 1:1:2 mixture of (R)-3, (S)-6, and [(dppp)Pt(OTf)2] in acetonitrile.
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Figure 5: Single crystal X-ray structure analysis of [(dppp)2Pd2{(R)-3}2][(dppp)2Pd2{(S)-3}2](OTf)8 obtained from a 1:1 mixture of (rac)-3 and
[(dppp)Pd(OTf)2]. (Counterions and solvent molecules within the crystal packing, and hydrogen atoms are omitted, colour code: petrol – palladium,
grey – carbon, blue – nitrogen, orange – phosphorous).

tive crystallisation of the homochiral aggregate can be interpreted as another hint for its thermodynamic more favourable
formation. It is important to note, however, that dissolving the
crystals again very quickly led to a mixture of homo- and
heterochiral assemblies in the same ratio as observed before.

Conclusion
In summary, we were able to synthesise dissymmetric bis(4pyridyl) ligands (R)- and (rac)-3 based on the 9,9'-spirobifluorene scaffold in racemic and optically pure form and a
closely related mass-labelled dimethylated derivative (S)-6.
These ligands self-assemble into dinuclear metallosupramolecular [(dppp) 2 M 2 (L) 2 ](OTf) 4 rhombi upon coordination to
[(dppp)Pt(OTf)2] or [(dppp)Pd(OTf)2], respectively. Interestingly, these self-assembly processes proceed with significant
diastereoselective self-sorting via preferred narcissistic selfrecognition amplifying the formation of the homochiral assemblies by a factor of approximately three. Together with the
results obtained for further bis(pyridine) ligands derived from
other rigid scaffolds such as Tröger's bases or 2,2'-dihydroxy1,1'-binaphthyls this suggests that the bend angle of the
V-shaped ligands seems to be a crucial general factor that has to
be adjusted carefully to obtain (high-fidelity) self-sorting.
Angles of more than 105° cause an unfavourable preorganisation of the ligands’ structure thus leading to non-selective selfassembly processes whereas smaller angles of about 90–105°
lead to chiral self-sorting. The current study of the ligands 3 and

6 provides further evidence that angles at the lower end of this
range do lead to a preferred self-recognition.

Experimental
Reactions under inert gas atmosphere were performed under
argon using standard Schlenk techniques and oven-dried glassware prior to use. Thin-layer chromatography was performed on
aluminum TLC plates silica gel 60F254 from Merck. Detection
was carried out under UV light (254 and 366 nm). Products
were purified by column chromatography on silica gel 60
(70–230 mesh) from Merck. The 1H and 13C NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker Avance 500 spectrometer at 298 K, at
500.1 and 125.8 MHz, or a Bruker AM 400 at 293 K, at
400.1 MHz and 100.6 MHz, respectively. 31P NMR spectra
were recorded at 293 K at 162.0 MHz or at 298 K at
202.0 MHz. The 1H NMR chemical shifts are reported on the δ
scale (ppm) relative to residual non-deuterated solvent as the
internal standard. The 13C NMR chemical shifts are reported on
the δ scale (ppm) relative to deuterated solvent as the internal
standard. 31P NMR chemical shifts are reported on the δ scale
(ppm) relative to 85% H3PO4 as the external standard. Signals
were assigned on the basis of 1H, 13C, HMQC, and HMBC
NMR experiments (for the numbering of the individual nuclei
see Supporting Information). Mass spectra were recorded at a
microOTOF-Q or an Apex IV FT-ICR from Bruker. Most
solvents were dried, distilled, and stored under argon according
to standard procedures. 4-Pyridylboronic acid pinacol ester and
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2-aminobiphenyl were used as received from commercial
sources. 2-Iodobiphenyl [30], 9,9'-spirobifluorene [31], (rac)2,2'-diacetyl-9,9'-spirobifluorene [32], (rac)-2,2'-diacetoxy-9,9'spirobifluorene [33], (rac)-, (S)-, and (R)-2,2'-dihydroxy-9,9'spirobifluorene {(rac)-, (S)-, and (R)-1} [33,36], (rac)-, (S)-,
and (R)-2,2'-bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyloxy)-9,9'-spirobifluorene {(rac)-, (S)-, and (R)-2} [36], (S)-2,2'-dimethyl-9,9'spirobifluorene {(S)-4} [36], (S)-2,2'-dibromo-7,7'-dimethyl9,9'-spirobifluorene {(S)-5} [36], and (dppp)M(OTf)2 (M =
PdII, PtII) [37,38] were prepared according to literature known
procedures.
(R)-2,2’-Bis(4-pyridyl)-9,9’-spirobifluorene ((R)-3): (R)-2
(339 mg, 0.55 mmol), K3PO4 (476 mg, 2.24 mmol), 4-pyridylboronic acid pinacol ester (551 mg, 2.69 mmol), [Pd(dppf)Cl2]
(25 mg, 0.031 mmol), and dppf (22 mg, 0.040 mmol) were
added to a round-bottomed flask. Dry THF (10 mL) was added
and the mixture was heated to 65 °C and stirred overnight
resulting in a brown solution. After that the reaction mixture
was cooled to rt and quenched with a sat. solution of NaHCO3.
The aqueous phase was extracted three times with dichloromethane and the collected organic phase was washed with water
and brine and dried with MgSO4. The solvent was removed in
vacuo. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel using MeOH/ethyl acetate (1:1) as eluent.
The solvents were evaporated and the residue extracted with dichloromethane to get rid of previously dissolved silica gel.
After evaporation of the dichloromethane the product was
obtained as a brown oil (262 mg, 100%). 1H NMR (500.1 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 8.50 (d, J15,16 = 5.4 Hz, 4H, H-16), 7.97 (d, J3,4 = 7.9
Hz, 2H, H-4), 7.91 (d, J5,6 = 7.5 Hz, 2H, H-5), 7.68 (dd, J3,4 =
7.9 Hz, J1,3 = 1.0 Hz, 2H, H-3), 7.41 (dd, J5,6 = 7.5 Hz, J6,7 =
7.3 Hz, 2H, H-6), 7.33 (d, J15,16 = 5.4 Hz, 4H, H-15), 7.15 (dd,
J6,7 = 7.3 Hz, J7,8 = 7.5 Hz, 2H, H-7), 7.00 (s, 2H, H-1), 6.77
(d, J 7,8 = 7.5 Hz, 2H, H-8) ppm; 13 C NMR (125.8 MHz,
CDCl 3 ) δ 150.0 (C-16), 149.4 (C-10), 148.9 (C-13), 148.0
(C-14), 142.9 (C-11), 140.9 (C-12), 137.8 (C-2), 128.6 (C-7),
128.2 (C-6), 127.1 (C-3), 124.2 (C-8), 122.5 (C-1), 121.5
(C-14), 120.8 (C-4), 120.5 (C-5), 66.0 (C-9) ppm; HRMS-ESI
(m/z): [M + H] + calcd for [C 35 H 23 N 2 ] + , 471.1856; found,
471.1861; [α] D 25 +280.7° (c 0.385, CHCl 3 ).
(S)-2,2'-Bis(4-pyridyl)-7,7'-dimethyl-9,9'-spirobifluorene
((S)-6): CsF (602 mg, 3.96 mmol) was dried under vacuum.
After flushing with argon (S)-5 (300 mg, 0.60 mmol), 4-pyridylboronic acid pinacol ester (148 mg, 0.72 mmol), and
[Pd(Pt-Bu3)2] (15 mg, 5 mol %) were added and the reaction
flask was evacuated twice. Next dry THF (10 mL) was added
and the reaction was heated to 65 °C overnight. After that the
reaction mixture was cooled to rt and diluted with dichloromethane. The organic phase was washed with a saturated solu-

tion of Na2CO3 and the aqueous phase was repeatedly extracted
with dichloromethane. The collected organic phases were
washed with a diluted hydrochloric acid (5%) and the resulting
aqueous phase was extracted thoroughly with CH 2 Cl 2 . The
aqueous phase was brought to pH 14 with 2 N NaOH and
extracted thoroughly with CH 2 Cl 2 . The collected organic
phases were washed with water and brine and subsequently
dried with MgSO4. The solvents were removed in vacuo. The
crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica
gel using petrol ether/ethyl acetate/triethylamine (5:1:1) as
eluent resulting in a yellow solid (207 mg, 69%). 1H NMR
(500.1 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.50 (d, J15,16 = 5.6 Hz, 4H, H-16), 7.91
(d, J3,4 = 7.9 Hz, 2H, H-4), 7.78 (d, J6,5 = 7.8 Hz, 2H, H-6),
7.67 (dd, J3,4 = 7.9 Hz, J1,3 = 1.6 Hz, 2H, H-3), 7.33 (m, 4H,
H-15), 7.22 (d, J5,6 = 7.8 Hz, 2H, H-6), 6.99–6.98 (d, J1,3 = 1.6
Hz, 2H, H-1), 6.56 (s, 2H, H-8), 2.23 (s, 6H, H-17) ppm; 13C
NMR (125.8 MHz, CDCl3) δ 149.7 (C-16)*, 149.5 (C-10)*,
149.2 (C-13), 147.9 (C-14), 143.0 (C-11), 138.6 (C-7), 138.2
(C-12), 137.1 (C-2), 129.0 (C-6), 126.9 (C-3), 124.7 (C-8),
122.4 (C-1), 121.3 (C-15), 120.3 (C-5)*, 120.2 (C-4)*, 65.7
(C-9), 24.8 (C-17) ppm (* signal assignment might be interchanged); HRMS-ESI (m/z): [M + H]+ calcd for [C37H27N2]+,
499.2169; found, 499.2160. [α]D24 −128.1° (c 0.39, CHCl3).
Preparation and characterisation of the metal complexes:
Approximately 10 µmol of a ligand and an equimolar amount of
[(dppp)Pt(OTf) 2 ] or [(dppp)Pd(OTf) 2 ], respectively, were
dissolved in 0.6 mL of CD2Cl2 and 0.2 mL of CD3CN. The
resulting solution was characterised by NMR. For the ESI-MS
studies ca. 10 µmol of a ligand and an equimolar amount of
[(dppp)Pt(OTf) 2 ] or [(dppp)Pd(OTf) 2 ], respectively, were
dissolved in 1 mL of solvent (acetone, acetonitrile, mixtures of
dichloromethane and acetonitrile). An aliquot of this solution
was then diluted with the same solvent to give 1 mL of a
300 µmolar solution of the complex.
[(dppp)2Pd2{(R)-3}2](OTf)4: 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD3CN/
CD2Cl2 1:1) δ 8.48 (d, J15,16 = 5.8 Hz, 4H, H-16), 7.94 (d, J5,6
= 7.7 Hz, 2H, H-5), 7.92 (d, J3,4 = 8.0 Hz, 2H, H-4), 7.53–7.46
(m, 8H, H-dppp), 7.44 (dd, J5,6 = 7.7 Hz, J6,7 = 7.7 Hz, 2H,
H-6), 7.41 (dd, J3,4 = 8.1 Hz, J1,3 = 1.5 Hz, 2H, H-3), 7.36 (dd,
J = 7.5 Hz, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H, H-dppp), 7.24 (dd, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H,
H-dppp), 7.21–7.14 (m, 6H, H-7, H-dppp), 7.09 (dd, J = 7.3 Hz,
J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, H-dppp), 6.90 (s, 6H, H15), 6.69 (dd, J7,8 = 7.5
Hz, 2H, H-8), 6.52 (d, J1,3 = 1.5 Hz, 2H, H-1), 3.10–3.00 (m,
4H, H-dppp), 2.23–2.06 (m, 2H, H-dppp); 13C NMR (125.8
MHz, CD3CN/CD2Cl2 1:1) δ 150.1, 149.9, 149.5, 148.4, 144.1,
140.8, 134.8, 133.1, 132.9, 132.3, 132.0, 129.4, 129.1, 128.5,
127.1, 125.9, 125.4, 125.4, 125.0, 123.9, 123.3, 122.4, 122.1,
121.3, 121.2, 119.9, 65.7, 21.4, 17.5; MS (ESI, positive mode,
acetone) m/z: 667.0 {(dppp)Pd(OTf)}+, 709.2
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{[(dppp) 2 Pd 2 {(R)-3} 2 ](OTf)} 3+ , 1138.2 {[(dppp) 2 Pd 2 {(R)3}2](OTf)2}2+, 1567.6 {[(dppp)4Pd4{(R)-3}4](OTf)5}3+, 2426.4
{[(dppp) 2 Pd 2 {(R)-3} 2 ](OTf) 3 } + and {[(dppp) 4 Pd 4 {(R)3} 4 ](OTf) 6 } 2+ .
[(dppp)2Pd2{(S)-6}2](OTf)4: 1H NMR (500.1 MHz, CD3CN/
CD2Cl2 1:1) δ 8.47 (d, J15,16 = 5.5 Hz, 4H, H-16), 7.86 (d, J3,4
= 7.9 Hz, 2H, H-4), 7.82 (d, J5,6 = 7.9 Hz, 2H, H-5), 7.54–7.45
(m, 9H, H-dppp), 7.39 (dd, J3,4 = 7.9 Hz, J1,3 = 1.6 Hz, 2H,
H-3), 7.36 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H, H-dppp), 7.28–7.21 (m, 6H, H-6,
H-dppp), 7.16 (dd, J = 7.1 Hz, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H, H-dppp), 7.08
(dd, J = 7.3 Hz, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, H-dppp), 6.89 (s, 3H, H-15),
6.52 (s, 2H, H-8), 6.49 (d, J1,3 =1.6 Hz, 2H, H-1), 3.09–3.01
(m, 4H, H-dppp), 2.19 (s, 6H, H-17); 13C NMR (125.8 MHz,
CD3CN/CD2Cl2 1:1) δ 150.1, 149.9, 149.6, 148.8, 144.3, 139.4,
138.1, 134.2, 133.2, 133.0, 132.3, 131.9, 129.4, 126.0, 125.9,
125.5, 125.4, 125.0, 124.5, 123.3, 122.4, 122.1, 120.9, 119.9,
65.4, 21.5, 21.1, 17.5; MS (ESI, positive mode, acetone) m/z:
667.0 {(dppp)Pd(OTf)} + , 1166.3 {[(dppp) 2 Pd 2 {(S)6} 2 ](OTf) 2 } 2+ , 2482.5 {[(dppp) 2 Pd 2 {(S)-6} 2 ](OTf) 3 } + and
{[(dppp) 4 Pd 4 {(S)-6} 4 ](OTf) 6 } 2+ .

www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif, or by emailing
data_request@ccdc.cam.ac.uk, or by contacting The Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre, 12, Union Road, Cambridge CB2
1EZ, UK; fax: +44 1223 336033.
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Abstract
Herein, we present three new 2,2’-bipyridines that carry two β-cyclodextrin moieties in different substitution patterns. When coordinated by zinc(II) or copper(I) ions (or their complexes), these compounds undergo conformational changes and switch between
“open” and “closed” forms and thereby bringing together or separating the cyclodextrin moieties from each other.

Introduction
In biological systems, recognition events play a major role to
guarantee the selectivity of essential processes. Multivalent
[1,2] and cooperative binding [3-5] are two of the major
concepts to ensure and control the efficiency in those events and
the associated complex biochemical cascades following. In
order to regulate several of their metabolical functions, a
process named “allosteric regulation” is used by enzymes and
proteins [6], which stands for cooperative effects in the binding
of more than one substrate to different sites of a receptor.
After binding of the first substrate (the effector), the receptor
changes its conformation, and by this enhancing (positive
allosteric cooperativity) or hampering (negative allosteric cooperativity) the binding of another substrate at a second binding
site.

This powerful regulatory concept has become quite interesting
in supramolecular chemistry, and the development of artificial
receptor systems which can be controlled by allosteric effects
comes out of it [7-14].
2,2’-Bipyridines have been demonstrated to be excellent artificial allosteric centres due to their well-known ability to switch
between syn- and anti-conformations as an answer to an
external stimulus [15]. This switching process can be controlled
either by adding or removing suitable transition metal ions or
their complexes [16] or by adjusting the pH value [17-19]. The
latter, however, is not as secure as using metal ions because of
three possible protonation states (not protonated: anti, protonated once: syn, protonated twice: anti) instead of two states
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using metal ions (not coordinated: anti, coordinated: syn) and
was not used in our work for this reason.

nated β-cyclodextrin that could be coupled with each other via
two-fold nucleophilic addition.

Some time ago we developed a series of 2,2’-bipyridine-based
allosteric analogues [20-22] of the well-known resorcinarenebased hemicarcerands [23,24]. However, these possess only
rather shallow binding sites that bind non-polar substrates via
dispersive interactions. Hence, we wanted to take this approach
one step further by using β-cyclodextrins as another class of
macrocyclic compounds that are very well-known for their
excellent recognition properties towards non-polar substrates
[25]. Depending on the substitution pattern for the central 2,2’bipyridines, three conceptually different types of allosteric
receptors can be obtained: 4,4’- or 6,6’-substitution, both
leading to positive allosteric receptors, meaning that they adopt
an open anti-conformation in the free state where the two
cyclodextrins cannot interact with a substrate in a cooperative
fashion (off-state) but change their conformation to a closed
syn-conformation (on-state) upon binding of a suitable transition metal ion or complex as an effector. This is shown
schematically for a 4,4’-substituted bipyridine-based receptor in
Scheme 1.

Symmetrically 4,4’- and 6,6’-disubstituted 2,2’-bipyridines
were prepared starting from commercially available 4-amino-2chloropyridine (4) and 2-amino-6-bromopyridine (5), respectively. After protection of the amino functions as 2,5dimethylpyrroles, pyridines 6 and 7 were transformed into the
corresponding 2,2’-bipyridines 8 and 9 via a nickel-catalysed
homo-coupling reaction in excellent yields [26]. The nonsymmetric 4,6’-disubstituted bipyridine 10 was obtained in
good yield from a Negishi cross-coupling of 6 and 7 [27].
Cleavage of the pyrrole protecting groups of 8–10 with hydroxylamine provided the corresponding diamines 11–13 [26] in
satisfying to excellent yields which were finally reacted with
thiophosgene to give rise to the desired diisothiocyanates 14–16
(Scheme 3) [28].

However, these two scenarios differ in the fact that the effector
is bound close to the substrate in case of a 6,6’-substitution
whereas it is bound in a remote place in case of a 4,4’-substitution. In contrast, a 4,6’-substitution leads to a negative allosteric
system which adopts the closed on-state in the absence of the
effector and changes its conformation to the open off-state upon
binding of it. In this article we present the synthesis of three
new cyclodextrin-functionalised 2,2’-bipyridines 1–3 differing
in the bipyridine’s substitution pattern (Scheme 2) and their
metal complexes.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis
The synthesis of 1–3 requires the three different 2,2’bipyridines that carry isothiocyanate functions and a monoami-

β-Cyclodextrin (17) was monotosylated by the reaction with
tosyl chloride to give 18 in moderate yield [29]. Nucleophilic
substitution of the sulfonate against an azide then furnished 19
[30] which could by peracetylated into 20 [31] using acetic acid
anhydride both in decent yields. Staudinger reduction of the
azide group of 20 then afforded the desired monoaminated
cyclodextrin 21 (Scheme 4).
Finally, nucleophilic addition of 21 to the diisothiocyanato-2,2’bipyridines 14–16 was found to proceed smoothly in dry
dichloromethane at room temperature to furnish the desired
bis(cyclodextrin)-functionalised 2,2’-bipyridines 1, 2, and 3 in
very good yields of 92, 93, and 86% yield, respectively
(Scheme 5).

Metal coordination – effector binding
With our three cyclodextrin-functionalised bipyridines in hands,
we then examined their coordination behaviour towards
different transition metal ions (or their complexes) to see
whether these could act as effectors. In our previous work,

Scheme 1: Off- (open) and on- (closed) states of a ditopic positive allosteric receptor based on a 4,4’-functionalised 2,2’-bipyridine.
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Scheme 2: Bis(β-cyclodextrin)-functionalised 2,2’-bipyridines 1–3.

silver(I) and copper(I) salts as well as pentacarbonylrhenium(I)
chloride proved to be good effectors for our allosteric receptors
[20-22]. Hence, we also started with these here. Unfortunately,
silver(I) ions turned out to be not effective in this case.
Although, they seem to form complexes with compounds 1–3,
we did not observe any of the characteristic shifts of the signals
assigned to the protons of the bipyridine moiety that would indicate successful binding of the silver(I) ions to the nitrogen

atoms. Thus, we conclude that the soft silver(I) ions rather bind
to one of the sulfur atoms of the thiourea groups. This, however,
does not cause the necessary conformational change of the
bipyridine structure to potentially affect the binding of another
substrate.
Rhenium(I), on the other hand, obviously prefers coordination
to nitrogen compared to sulfur as we could demonstrate by
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Scheme 3: Synthesis of diisothiocyanato-2,2’-bipyridines 14–16.

coordinating 4,4’-dithioisocyanato-2,2’-bipyridine (14) to it.
Figure 1 shows the molecular structure of this [(CO)3Re(14)Cl]
complex obtained by X-ray diffraction analysis.
Unfortunately, we were neither able to coordinate rhenium(I) to
our bipyridines 1–3 nor did we succeed to prepare the rhenium
complex [(CO) 3 Re(1)Cl] by using [(CO) 3 Re(14)Cl] and
reacting it with aminocyclodextrin 21.
Next, we tried copper(I) ions as effectors. Copper(I) ions indeed
form complexes very fast. However, the complexes of 1 and 3
are obviously prone to rapid oxidation to copper(II) species.

These are paramagnetic complexes which cannot be analysed
by NMR spectroscopy. Since this technique would be our
preferred analytical tool to study the host–guest chemistry of
these systems in the future, however, we did not investigate
these further. Interestingly, the copper(I) complexes of 2 were
much less sensitive to oxidation. This might be a consequence
of the steric crowding caused by the 6,6’-disubstitution of the
bipyridine which was found to give well-defined 1:1 [Cu(2)]+
complexes in this case (Figure 2).
We then turned our attention to zinc(II) ions. These proved to
be capable to act as effectors in the desired manner. We
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Scheme 4: Synthesis of peracetylated cyclodextrin 21.

observed sharp signals in the NMR when we mixed the
Zn(BF 4 ) 2 and ligands 1 (Figure 3) and 3 in a 1:2 ratio.
However, in the latter case, the expected [Zn(3)2] or [Zn(3)]
complexes could not be identified by mass spectrometry.
Hence, we hesitate to claim that zinc(II) ions are reliable effectors for ligand 3. In the case of 1, however, we were able to find

signals corresponding to the expected well defined [Zn(1)2]
complexes which, together with the NMR data, proof that
zinc(II) ions are suitable to act as an effector for 1.
Changing the substitution pattern to 6,6’ like in ligand 2,
however, makes it impossible to form a 1:2 complex due to the
steric crowding around the metal binding site. In this case we
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Scheme 5: Synthesis of receptors 1–3.

Figure 2: MALDI mass spectrum (sample prepared from a 1:1 mixture
of CuPF6 and 2 in benzene/acetonitrile (1:1) using DCTB (trans-2-[3(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile) as matrix).

Figure 1: X-ray crystal structure analysis of [(CO)3Re(14)Cl] (colour
code: petrol: rhenium, grey: carbon, red: oxygen, blue: nitrogen,
yellow: sulfur, white: hydrogen).

again observed only a 1:1 complex which probably coordinates
solvent molecules to saturate the metal ion’s coordination
sphere as we did already in the case of copper(I) ions
(Figure 4). Thus, copper(I) and zinc(II) ions can both act as
effectors for 2.
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Figure 3: Aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectra (400.1 MHz, 293 K, benzene-d6/acetonitrile-d3 1:1) of a) 1 and b) [Zn(1)2](OTf)2. Arrows indicate
coordination-induced shifts of the individual signals.

Figure 4: Aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectra (400.1 MHz, 293 K, benzene-d6/acetonitrile-d3 1:1) of a) 2 and b) [Zn(2)](OTf)2. Arrows indicate
coordination-induced shifts of the individual signals.

In order to investigate the metal complexes’ host–guest chemistry at a later stage in a quantitative manner, however, a 1:2
metal-to-ligand stoichiometry like in the [Zn(1)2]-complexes is
not very easy to study because one has to deal with a very
complicated equilibrium between 1:2:2, 1:2:1, 1:2:0 and even
more complicated metal-to-ligand-to-substrate assemblies
which would be very difficult to handle. Thus, we wanted to
restrict our systems to a 1:1 stoichiometry of metal-to-ligand
complexes also with ligands 1 and 3. This can be achieved by
blocking parts of the coordination sphere of a metal ion by a
kinetically and thermodynamically stable binding ligand. In this

way one can make sure that just one single other chelating
ligand like a 2,2’-bipyridine can be bound to this metal complex fragment. Sterically hindered 1,10-phenanthrolines and
their copper(I) complexes have been proven to be perfectly
suited for this purpose [21,32-35]. Thus, we chose to prepare
2,9-bis[2,6-dimethoxyphenyl]-1,10-phenanthroline (22) as such
a sterically congested ligand (Scheme 6) [36].
22 was synthesised starting from 1,10-phenanthroline via N,N'dialkylation to dibromide 23 in very good yield [37]. Oxidation
of 23 with potassium hexacyanoferrate then afforded diamide
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Scheme 6: Synthesis of ligand 22.

24 in moderate yield [38]. Its subsequent chlorination with a
mixture of phosphorous pentachloride and phosphoryl chloride
furnished dichloride 25 in quantitative yield [38]. Finally, twofold Suzuki cross-coupling of 25 with 2,6-dimethoxyphenylboronic acid (26) derived from 1,3-dimethoxybenzene via lithiation and borylation [39] afforded 22 in very good yield [4042].

Unfortunately, the strategy to prepare 1:1 complexes [Zn(22)]2+
and [Cu(22)]+ first and then let them react with 3 did not result
in the formation of the desired heteroleptic complexes. Obviously, the complex fragments are just too large to fit into the
sterically congested metal binding site of 3. Hence, we have to
conclude that, unfortunately, we have not succeeded in finding
a suitable effector for this ligand yet.

22 forms the 1:1 complex [Cu(22)([H3CCN)2]BF4 upon coordination to copper(I) ions. Zinc(II) ions were found to form
the dimeric complex [Zn(22) 2 ](OTf) 2 with an excess of 22
if no other ligand is available, as described before (Figure 5)
[43].

Mixing of preformed complexes [Zn(22)]2+ and [Cu(22)]+ with
1 in a 1:1 ratio, however, afforded the desired heteroleptic
complexes [Cu(22)(1)]PF 6 , and [Zn(22)(1)](OTf) 2 as evidenced by MALDI mass spectrometry and NMR spectroscopy
(Figure 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 5: X-ray crystal structure analysis of [Cu(H3CCN)2(22)]BF4 and [Zn(22)2](OTf)2 (counterions are omitted, colour code: orange: copper, petrol:
zinc, grey: carbon, red: oxygen, blue: nitrogen, white: hydrogen).
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Figure 6: Aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectra (400.1 MHz, 293 K, benzene-d6/acetonitrile-d3 1:1) of a) 1, b) [Zn(22)(1)](OTf)2, and c) 22. Arrows
indicate signal shifts upon formation of the heteroleptic complex.

Figure 7: MALDI–TOF mass spectrum (sample prepared from of a
1:1:1 mixture of CuPF6, 22, and 1 in benzene/acetonitrile (1:1) using
DCTB as matrix).

Hence, zinc(II) ions or their complexes with a single, sterically
demanding phenanthroline ligand like 22 as well as a similar
[Cu(22)] + complex were all found to be good effectors for
ligand 1 forming either 1:2 or 1:1 effector:ligand complexes.

Conclusion
We have synthesised three new β-cyclodextrin-functionalised
2,2’-bipyridines and their complexation behaviour towards
several metal salts or their complexes was investigated. Among
those (pentacarbonyl)rhenium chloride and silver(I) ions proved
to be ineffective to cause the desired long-range conformational changes. Unfortunately, we have also not yet
succeeded in finding a suitable metal ion or a complex fragment that can efficiently bind to 4,6'-disubstituted bipyridine 3,
and hence, act as an effector to cause switching from the closed
"on"-state to the open "off"-state. The sterically crowded 6,6'-

disubtituted bipyridine 2, however, readily formed 1:1
complexes with both zinc(II) and copper(I) ions, and hence, can
be switched between a closed "on"-state to an open "off"-state.
Zinc(II) ions do also form the expected dimeric complexes with
4,4'-disubstituted bipyridine 1. However, such a 1:2
effector–bipyridine ratio could lead to a difficult-to-handle
host–guest chemistry when it comes to binding of additional
guest molecules due to very complicated equilibria between
1:2:2, 1:2:1, 1:2:0 and even more complicated metal-to-ligandto-substrate assemblies. Zinc(II) or copper(I) phenanthroline
complexes with sterically very demanding phenanthrolines were
found to be effective to achieve a 1:1 effector–receptor stoichiometry. This makes these ligands promising candidates that
could act as potential allosteric receptors whose recognition
behaviour can be largely influenced by those effectors. We are
currently evaluating the host–guest chemistry of these compounds and their metal complexes which will be reported in
near future.

Supporting Information
Experimental data of all new compounds, NMR and ESI
mass spectra of compounds 1–3, 14, 21, and 22 and their
metal complexes.

Supporting Information File 1
Experimental data, NMR and ESI mass spectra.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-10-77-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Two new 9,9’-spirobifluorene-derived crown ethers were prepared and used to recognise constitutionally isomeric amino acid
derivatives. The performance of the receptors was evaluated by ESI-mass spectrometry using the isomer labelled guest method
(ILGM). This method revealed the preferred binding of L-norleucine and L-leucine compared to L-isoleucine for both receptors.
Furthermore, non-covalent isotope effects demonstrate the relevance of dispersive interactions for the overall binding event. These
effects also provide hints for the relative spatial orientation of the guest molecules within the host–guest complex, and thereby
prove the importance of the spirobifluorene moiety for the observed binding of the protonated amino acid esters.

Introduction
The separation of constitutionally isomeric amino acids is of
practical interest. This is particularly true for leucine (Leu),
isoleucine (Ile), and norleucine (Nle), especially since the first
two are both proteinogenic amino acids (Figure 1). However, it
is a great challenge to separate molecules that have the same
molecular mass and do not differ significantly in structure.
Hence, the chemical and physical properties are very similar,
and the isomers leucine, isoleucine, and norleucine are difficult
to separate employing commonly used analytical methods like
crystallization, enzymatic separation methods, or modified thinlayer chromatography [1-5].

Figure 1: L-Norleucine, L-isoleucine, and L-leucine.

Therefore, we thought to look for a supramolecular approach to
achieve amino acid recognition by an artificial host [6-11] with
regard to isomer separation upon isomer-selective molecular
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recognition by a concave template acting as a host, thereby
avoiding the necessity to establish or break additional covalent
chemical bonds. Hence, we have prepared two new templates
based on a 9,9’-spirobifluorene core and tested them with
regard to their ability to recognize the three isomeric amino
acids in form of their protonated methyl esters. We decided to
use ESI-mass spectrometry for these tests since this technique is
fast to perform, consumes only trace amounts of material, and
can be used to explore competitive experiments that are difficult to perform using UV–vis or NMR spectroscopy.

Results and Discussion
Design and synthesis of the concave
templates
Ammonium ions exhibit strong binding affinity towards crown
ether moieties. Hence, we decided to use this motif to achieve
binding of the leucine isomers as their protonated ester derivatives. This provides the major part of the overall binding
energy. However, to distinguish the three isomers the receptors
need to provide further elements that either provide additional
binding sites for the non-polar parts of the substrates, e.g., via
attractive dispersive interactions, or provide steric hindrance

that prevents substrates of a certain shape to be accommodated
in the concave binding site of the templates. Since the 9,9’spirobifluorene moiety provides such a rigid concave, non-polar
scaffold that has been demonstrated to be a valuable part of
some receptors [12,13], we decided to employ this motif. Therefore, we designed the two compounds 1 and 2 shown in
Figure 2 that differ only in the bridging element between the
crown ether group and the spirobifluorene.
The synthesis of 1 and 2 started from 1-bromo-4-methoxybenzene which was transferred into 2-bromo-4’-methoxybiphenyl
(3) in 92% yield via lithiation with t-BuLi, transmetallation with
zinc(II) bromide, and subsequent Negishi cross-coupling reaction with 1-bromo-2-iodobenzene [14,15]. 3 was then transformed into the corresponding Grignard reagent which was
reacted with 9-fluorenone to afford tertiary alcohol 4 in 55%
yield. Adopting a protocol of Tour et al. [16] led to 2-methoxy9,9'-spirobifluorene (5) in 95% yield via acidic condensation of
4. Next, the methoxy group was cleaved quantitatively by reaction with boron tribromide, followed by hydrolysis to afford
phenol 6 which was finally transferred into the corresponding
triflate 7 in 64% yield (Scheme 1).

Figure 2: Concave templates 1 and 2.

Scheme 1: Syntheses of the 2-(9,9’-spirobifluorene-2-yl)trifluoromethansulfonate (7).
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Triflate 7 was then subjected to a Sonogashira cross-coupling
reaction and a Suzuki cross-coupling reaction followed by treatment with boron tribromide to obtain the ethynylated and
arylated alcohols 8 in 95% yield and 9 in 87% yield over both
steps, respectively. Finally, deprotonation by sodium hydride
and reaction with tosylated 18-crown-6 derivative 10 [17,18]
derived from commercially available (1,4,7,10,13,16-hexaoxacyclooctadecan-2-yl)methanol afforded the desired target compounds 1 and 2 in moderate yields (Scheme 2).

anyway. Thus, the host–guest complexes would be charged and
supposedly easy to detect by mass spectrometry if they can be
separated from the counter-ions.

Molecular recognition studies

Nevertheless, it still sounds kind of paradox to use mass spectrometry to study isomeric complexes due to their identical
mass/charge ratio. This problem can be circumvented by the use
of isotopically labelled substrates in the sense of an isomer
labelled guest method (ILGM) (Figure 3) which is closely
related to the enantiomer labelled guest method (ELGM) introduced by Sawada [22].

With our crown ether derivatives 1 and 2 in hands we studied
their recognition behaviour towards the L-leucine isomers.
Usually, spectroscopic techniques like NMR or UV–vis spectroscopy are used for this purpose. However, mass spectrometry has become a major analytical tool in supramolecular
chemistry in recent years [19-21] and seemed to be perfectly
suited in this case, since we were planning to recognise the
amino acid derivatives in form of their protonated alkyl esters

Here, a competitive recognition experiment using a non-labelled
substrate and a mass-labelled quasi-isomer is performed to
reveal the relative affinity of a receptor towards the different
isomers. In this way, the mass spectrometric analysis easily
allows direct identification of the individual host–guest
complexes. This is usually more complicated with other techniques such as, e.g., NMR spectroscopy because it is more diffi-

Scheme 2: Synthesis of the two receptors 1 and 2.
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Figure 3: Schematic presentation of the isomer labelled guest method (ILGM).

cult to assign the signals to the individual host–guest complexes
and the analysis might be additionally hindered or even be
impossible due to severe signal overlapping.
In our case, we used the methyl groups of the ester function as
the mass label by employing either the normal protiated methyl
group or a trideuteromethyl group as the labelled one. To test
the relative affinity of a receptor towards two isomeric
substrates we prepared solutions that contain 1:1:1 mixtures of
the receptor, a non-labelled guest, and an isotopically-labelled
guest. These solutions were analysed by ESI-mass spectrometry (Figure 4). The intensity ratios of the signals of the
host–guest complexes can then be used to conclude which guest
is bound stronger since the mass difference is large enough to

allow an individual detection but also small enough not to cause
any problems due to mass discrimination phenomena.
It is important to note that these measurements are obviously
not biased by, e.g., different solvation energies of the structural
isomers which could cause different ESI response factors
because we did not observe different intensity ratios when we
changed the overall concentration of our samples. Another
important point that has to be mentioned here, however, is that
intensity differences of the complexes might also be the result
of differences in the tendency to dissociate under the conditions
of the ESI–MS experiment. Unfortunately, the low mass of the
leucine derivatives investigated here did not allow to study this
phenomenon directly because the FTICR spectrometer we used
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L-isoleucine, and L-leucine that were calculated according to
Equation 1.

(1)

Table 1: ILGM ratios for the recognition of the three pairs of L-leucine
isomers by templates 1 and 2.

Figure 4: ESI-mass spectrum (positive mode) of a 1:1:1 mixture of 1,
protonated L-leucine methyl ester (LeuOMe), and protonated
L-isoleucine trideuteromethyl ester (IleOMe-d3) in a 1:1 mixture of
CH2Cl2/MeOH (m/z = 792.4 LeuOMe–1, m/z = 795.5 IleOMe-d3–1).

is tuned in a way that it does not allow detection of such low
molecular mass ions with the necessary accuracy. Hence, we
optimized our ESI conditions using larger and well-detectable
protonated amino acid esters like protonated phenylalanine
benzyl ester to make sure that the conditions are mild enough
not to cause dissociation.
Having made sure that the method is in principle suitable to
study the recognition of protonated amino acid derivatives in a
competitive fashion there is still one more factor that has to be
taken into account: non-covalent isotope effects [23] might also
cause significant differences of the signals’ intensities. Therefore, every experiment has to be repeated with the different
order of isotope labelling and in addition one should measure
the same isomer in both forms – non-labelled and labelled – in
order to quantify this effect (Figure 5).

Figure 5: ESI-mass spectrum (positive mode) of a 1:1:1 mixture of 1,
protonated L-leucine methyl ester (LeuOMe), and protonated L-leucine
trideuteromethyl ester (LeuOMe-d3) in a 1:1 mixture of CH2Cl2/MeOH
(m/z = 792.4 LeuOMe–1, m/z = 795.5 LeuOMe-d3–1).

Table 1 lists the results of the ILGM measurements with regard
to the affinity of templates 1 and 2 towards L-norleucine,

pair of isomers

1

2

L-NleOMe/L-IleOMe
L-IleOMe/L-LeuOMe
L-NleOMe/L-LeuOMe

1.5
0.7
1.0

1.2
0.8
0.9

These ratios translate into the following relative affinities of our
receptors:
Receptor 1: L-NleOMe ≈ L-LeuOMe > L-IleOMe
Receptor 2: L-LeuOMe ≥ L-NleOMe > L-IleOMe
Interestingly, isoleucine methyl ester is the worst guest in both
cases although the effect is not large enough yet to think about
an application for the separation of the isomers on a larger scale
via supramolecular transport, for instance. However, these
results are still promising with regard to the development of a
template that allows the efficient separation of isoleucine and
leucine which is obviously the most interesting challenge. The
non-covalent isotope effects clearly demonstrate that the ester
group of the amino acid derivative must interact with our
templates, and therefore, these effects tell us something about
the relative spatial orientation of the template and the substrate
within the host–guest complexes (Figure 6).
In fact, the deuterated guests were always bound less good than
the protiated guests. This can be rationalized by assuming
attractive dispersive interaction to play a significant role during
the recognition event. The deuterated group is on average
slightly smaller than the protiated group [14-26] which causes a
smaller van der Waals volume of the deuterated group [27-32].
In a first approximation, however, the dispersive interactions
get stronger with an increasing size of the volume and consequently the contact area, and hence, the deuterated compounds
ability to interact via those interactions is weaker [33-35]. This
observation perfectly agrees with the conclusion that the ester
group gets into close contact with the non-polar parts of the
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Supporting Information
Experimental data of all new compounds and of the ESI
mass spectrometric experiments.

Supporting Information File 1
Experimental data, ESI-mass spectrometric experiments.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-10-78-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
A series of shape-persistent phenylene–ethynylene–naphthylene–butadiynylene macrocycles with different extraannular alkyl
groups and intraannular bridges is synthesized by oxidative Glaser-coupling of the appropriate precursors. The intraannular bridges
serve in this case as templates that reduce the oligomerization even when the reaction is not performed under pseudo high-dilution
conditions. The extraannular as well as the intraannular substituents have a strong influence on the thermal behavior of the compounds. With branched alkyl chains at the periphery, the macrocycles exhibit liquid crystalline (lc) phases when the interior is
empty or when the length of the alkyl bridge is just right to cross the ring. With a longer alkyl or an oligoethylene oxide bridge no
lc phase is observed, most probably because the mesogene is no longer planar.

Introduction
The supramolecular chemistry of shape-persistent macrocycles
has enormously expanded during the past several years [1-6]. It
covers the non-covalent interaction between the compound
molecules and also the interaction between the macrocycles and
appropriate partners. For example, the 2D organization of
shape-persistent macrocycles at suitable surfaces leads to longrange ordered patterns with nanoscale lattice parameters and,
moreover, even to the epitaxial absorption of appropriate guest

molecules on this macrocycle template [7-10]. In solution,
shape-persistent macrocycles aggregate into defined dimers or
up to μm long fibers that can form gels (in solution) or can be
casted to yield efficient sensor materials [11-23]. Amphiphilic
macrocycles in aqueous solution have been shown to be able to
form vesicles [24,25]. In the bulk state, most of the macrocycles crystallize and some could be explored by single-crystal
X-ray analysis [26-28]. Heating crystalline macrocycles above
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the melting point does not always lead immediately to an
isotropic melt, but thermotropic mesophases are observed when
the macrocycles have an appropriately substituted rim [29-35].
If the macrocycles pack on top of each other, hexagonal
columnar or rectangular columnar phases can be observed in
which the (empty) interior is able to accommodate small guest
molecules [36-39]. In some cases, however, macrocycles with a
filled interior seem to exhibit more stable mesophases compared
to the compounds alike but with an empty interior [40]. Moreover, it has also been observed that even macrocycles with a
flexible interior only, lacking the flexible rim, can form stable
mesophases (macrocycles with an inverse structure) [41-43].
Recently, we presented a series of gel forming macrocycles that
have an identical periphery but bear different intraannular

substituents [11]. We were able to show that these substituents
influence the thermal stability of the gel. As pointed out before,
the ring interior can also have a dramatic effect on the
mesophase stability of thermotropic liquid crystalline shapepersistent macrocycles [40,43-45]. However, more detailed
studies on that issue are still scarcely found in the literature.
Here, we designed and synthesized macrocycles 1–4 with flexible extraannular alkyl groups and a fixed intraannular chain
that crosses the ring interior (Figure 1) and acts during the synthesis as a template. We studied the influence of the extra- and
intraannular substituents on the molecule’s ability to form
liquid crystalline phases. The macrocycles are based on a
phenylene–ethynylene–naphthylene–butadiynylene backbone.
Naphthylene units at the four corners are expected to have a
higher mesomorphic tendency compared with compounds

Figure 1: Shape-persistent macrocycles with different peripheral side groups and intraannular templates.
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solely based on phenylene units [46]. Moreover, the naphthylene corners allow an efficient surrounding of the macrocycles
with an alkyl fringe, according to the general design principle
for discotic liquid crystals [47]. In addition to the macrocycles
with intraannular bridges, we also synthesized and investigated
a corresponding compound with an empty interior (1d).

Template-based macrocycles

covalently bound to the bisacetylenes [45,49,50]. The template
does not necessarily only support the desired cyclization, it can
also take over an active function in the final target structure.
Covalently attached templates have the advantage over most of
the supramolecular templates of being robust against solvent or
temperature changes and will still be applicable at elevated
temperatures. The bisacetylenes can be prepared independently
and attached to the template just prior to the cyclization reaction or, and this is done here, the (template bound) oligoacetylene is prepared at the template [51].

The synthesis of the macrocycle 1 follows our often used
strategy to dimerize appropriate rigid bisacetylenes oxidatively
[48]. This coupling reaction can be performed statistically or
template supported, where the latter is either non-covalently or

Scheme 1 shows the general synthetic approach towards the
macrocycles with an intraannular flexible bridge. The tetraiodide 5, which contains the two phenylene ring corners and the

Results and Discussion
Synthesis

Scheme 1: Synthesis of macrocycle 1a with an intraannular undecanedioxy bridge. a: Pd(PPh3)2Cl2, PPh3, CuI, piperidine, 84%; b: TBAF, THF, 94%;
c: Pd(PPh3)2Cl2, CuI, 1,4-benzoquinone, piperidine, THF, 49%.
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flexible alkyl template, as well as the naphthylene units 6 are
synthesized independently (see Supporting Information File 1).
Then 6 is attached to 5 in a fourfold Sonogashira–Hagihara
reaction. To compensate the acetylene dimerization side reaction, the acetylene is added in 25% excess. Fluoride-induced
removal of the silyl protecting groups yields the precursor 7.
With Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 and CuI as catalysts and 1,4-benzoquinone
as oxidant, the precursor is finally intramolecular cyclized in
THF/piperidine under high-dilution conditions by slowly adding
(48 hours) a solution of the tetraacetylene to the reaction media.
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis of the crude
product indicates that only few oligomeric byproducts are
formed (Figure 2). With the aid of recycling GPC (recGPC)
these impurities could be removed and 1a is obtained in 49%
yield. Following this synthetic route we synthesized the macrocycles 1a–c as well as the macrocycles 3a and 4a with different
side chains (Figure 1, see Supporting Information File 1 for
experimental details and reference [11] for the preparation of
2a–d).

Statistical macrocycle synthesis
Macrocycle 1d without intraannular substituents is obtained via
statistical dimerization of the halfring 10 (Scheme 2). The half
ring synthesis follows the above described approach and
precursor 10 is cyclized under the same conditions as described

Figure 2: GPC elugrams of the crude product of the cyclization reaction of 1a (—) and 1d (- - -), respectively. For a better view the curves
are vertically shifted.

for the template-mediated reaction. The GPC trace of the crude
product shows significant amounts of oligomeric byproducts
(Figure 2). Nevertheless, after purification by means of recGPC,
macrocycle 1d is obtained in a yield of 57%.
The comparison of the GPC traces of the crude products of 1a
and 1d shows that in the intramolecular reaction less oligomers

Scheme 2: Synthesis of the template free macrocycle 1d. a: Pd(PPh3)2Cl2, PPh3, CuI, piperidine, 98%; b: TBAF, THF, quant.; c: Pd(PPh3)2Cl2, CuI,
1,4-benzoquinone, piperidine, THF, 50 °C, 57%.
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are formed than in the intermolecular reaction. However, the
yields of the cyclization reactions do not differ significantly.
That indicates that in the template-mediated cyclization side
reactions cannot be completely suppressed. In the statistical half
ring dimerization, the most important side reaction is the
oligomerization of the half rings. Beside the desired dimers also
trimers, tetramers, and other oligomers are formed, which can
undergo further oligomerization reactions or may cyclize. These
cyclic oligomers are still soluble and therefore they can be
detected by GPC. In case of the template connected half rings,
we assume that the oligomers formed through an intermolecular reaction cross-link, most likely form insoluble polymers,
and are therefore not detected in the GPC analysis. The
template has therefore two effects in the cyclization: (1) The
terminal acetylenes are hold in proximity, thus, an intramolecular reaction is favored over an intermolecular reaction. (2) If
an intermolecular coupling has occurred, the template leads to
easily separable (insoluble) byproducts. However, the unexpected moderate yield in the template-directed synthesis
suggests that the material may slowly decompose under the

cyclization condition. Since other protocols (e.g., CuCl/CuCl2
in pyridine) did not give reproducible results, we tested whether
high-dilution conditions can be omitted. For this purpose, we
performed the cyclization towards macrocycle 1c not under
pseudo high-dilution conditions but by stirring a solution of the
complete starting material of 1c at once in THF, piperidine,
Pd(PPh 3 )Cl 2 and CuI as catalysts and 1,4-benzoquinone as
oxidant for 3 h at 60 °C and obtained 1c in 56% yield (after
purification, see Supporting Information File 1). This result
additionally emphasizes the potential of template-mediated
reactions, which not only can be more efficient in terms of
reducing byproducts but also paves the way towards a fast
coupling protocol.

Phase behavior
Thermal properties
By means of polarized optical microscopy (POM) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) we investigated the thermal
properties of the macrocycles 1–4. The transition temperatures
are shown in Figure 3 and listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: (a) Melting points (Tm) and clearing points (Tcl) of macrocycles with different interior. [a]First heating. (b) DSC heat-flux curves of 1a–d
(10 K/min).
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Table 1: Phase transitions and corresponding enthalpies of the discussed macrocycles.

Macrocycle (template)a

Transition temperatures [°C] (enthalpies [kJ/mol])b

1a (C11)
1b (C16)
1c (4EG)
1d (0)
2a (C11)
2c (4EG)
2d (0)
3a (C11)
4a (C11)

C 63 (20.4) Colr 143 (10.5) I
C 72 (33.8) I c
C1 89 (45.8) I,C2 105 (3.1) I d
C 62 (33.8) N1 70 (4.3) N2 130 (0.6) I e
C1 51 (53.0) C2 168 (38.5) I
C1 66 (84.2) C2 130 (1.1) C3181 (44.0) I
C1 74 (128) C2 223 (68.3) I
C1 51 (59) C2 174 (40.9) I
C 199 (40.8) LC 216 (0.4) I f

a0

= no intraannular substituent; C11 = undecyl diether (–O(CH2)11O–); C16 = hexadecyl diether (–O(CH2)16O–); 4EG = tetraethylene glycol
(–O(CH2CH2O)4–). bUpon heating. C, C2, C3 = crystalline phase, I = isotropic phase, LC = liquid crystalline phase, N1, N2 = discotic nematic phase,
Colr = rectangular columnar phase. cOnly in the first scan. No crystallization upon cooling. dThe sample melts isotropic at 89 °C, except for few crystallites, which melt at 105 °C. eIn the second and following heating scans, right before the first transition a cold crystallization exotherm is observed
(48 °C, 4.6 kJ/mol). fThe observed Schlieren-texture strongly indicated the formation of a nematic phase (see the Supporting Information File 1).

Extraannular substitution
It is well known that the periphery of discotic molecules generally dominates their thermal behavior. Shortening the side
chains usually increases the melting point, whereas longer side
chains or branched alkyl groups have the opposite effect
[47,52,53]. However, when the side groups become too long or
bulky, the compound melts isotropically and does not exhibit a
mesophase [47]. By comparing the macrocycles 1a, 2a, 3a, and
4a, all with the same intraannular alkyl template the melting
points decrease with increasing length of the extraannular alkyl
chains. The lowest transition temperature is observed for 1a,
with branched side chains (Figure 3a), as it is also observed for
other discotics. However, only two of the studied compounds
(1a and 4a) are able to form liquid crystalline (lc) mesophases
indicating for the other compounds an unfavorable ratio of the
core to the periphery size [54].

Intraannular substitution
The lc phase stability of 1a within a wide temperature range
(63 °C to 142 °C) stimulated the investigation of the derivatives 1b–d to elucidate the influence of the intraannular substitution on the phase behavior. In addition, we addressed the
question whether an interior change could lead to liquid crystallinity in 2.
From the DSC and POM investigations in combination with the
chemical structure of the compounds the following observations can be summarized: Although 1d has an empty lumen it
has a similar melting point (62 °C) as 1a (63 °C), whose cavity
crosses an alkyl bridge. Prolonging the intraannular alkyl chain
length raises this transition temperature towards 72 °C (1b). If a
polar template (1c) is used instead, the melting point reaches

89–105 °C (there are most probably two polymorphs, which
melt at different temperatures). For comparison, compounds
2a–d melt at 168 °C (2a), 181 °C (2c), and 223 °C (2d), respectively (Figure 3, Table 1).
POM investigations indicate that 1a and 1d exhibit lc phases.
Above the melting point, the sample of 1a exhibits a fan shaped
texture under the POM and shear tests indicate a wax-like
viscosity of that phase (Figure 4a). The melt becomes isotropic
when heated above 148 °C and the lc phase reappears upon
cooling below 140 °C. 1d forms in the temperature interval
between 70 °C and 130 °C a birefringent lc phase with a characteristic Schlieren-texture (Figure 4b). Here, too, the lc phase
reappears upon cooling from the isotropic melt (123 °C).
At lower temperatures, the mesophases of both, 1a and 1d, first
solidify and slowly crystallize. The DSC results nicely confirm
the POM observations. Corresponding endotherms for the
melting and clearing points are visible in the thermograms of 1a
as well as 1d (Figure 3b, Table 1). The sample of 1d seems to
melt at 62 °C (33 kJ/mol) into a nematic phase (N1) followed by
a transition into another nematic phase (N 2 ) at 70 °C
(4.3 kJ/mol). The X-ray data of both phases are alike (see
below). Upon cooling, no crystallization can be observed, either
for 1a or 1d. However, for 1d an exotherm followed by an
endotherm is observed upon the second heating indicating crystallization and melting during the experiment. Clear hints on a
stable mesophase could be obtained neither for 1b nor for 1c.
From the DSC it seems that also 1c exhibits an lc phase
between 89 °C and 105 °C. However, from the POM and X-ray
data we assume that 1c forms at least two polymorphs which
have different melting points. Unfortunately, their formation
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Figure 4: POM images of (a) 1a (20×, 133 °C, upon cooling); (b) 1d (20×, 84 °C, upon heating).

during the heating runs does not occur systematically but
randomly.
These observations clearly show that also the intraannular
substitution has a considerable influence on the thermal behavior of the macrocycles. The melting point increases in the order
1d ≈ 1a < 1b < 1c, showing the contribution of the intraannular
template on the thermal behavior of the compounds. While the
melting points of 1a and 1d are similar, the longer template in
1b increases the melting point slightly and the additional interactions provided by the polar template in 1c increase the
melting point even further. However, the latter two compounds
are not liquid crystalline. For 1b can be assumed that the
template is longer than the ring diameter and this leads to a loop
in the molecule preventing the formation of an lc phase. For 1c,
the length of the template seems to be similar to the alkyl
template in 1a. However, the tendency of oligoethylene oxides
to obtain a helical conformation [55] may fold the
arylene–acetylene backbone into a boat conformation which is
no longer a discotic mesogen. For the macrocycles 2a–d, the
melting points are rather high and clearly above the isotropization temperatures observed for 1a and 1d. The high melting
point of 2d might be explained by an interlocking of the molecules as a result of the empty interior of the rigid backbone [41].
A similar observation was also been made earlier on
arylene–acetylene macrocycles. The fact that 1d has a low
melting point similar to 1a although the interior is empty, is
remarkable and prompted us to investigate 1a and 1d in more
detail by X-ray diffraction to gain deeper insight into the structure of their liquid crystalline phases.

X-ray diffraction
A sample of 1d was kept in a glass capillary (Ø 1 mm) in a
temperature-controlled heating stage and partially aligned in a

magnetic field, another one and that of 1a were surface aligned
at the sample – air interface on a glass plate on a temperature
controlled heating stage, all on slow cooling (~0.1 K/min) from
the isotropic liquid. 2D patterns were recorded by an area
detector HIStar (Siemens/Bruker) using Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation.
The patterns of 1d, the compound without intraannular substitution, show in the isotropic liquid at 160 °C (Figure 5a) the usual
outer diffuse scattering at about 4.6 Å characteristic for the
average distance between the molecules along their short axes
and between the side chains. In the small angle region there are
two diffuse rings. These can be an indication of molecular
aggregates which are already formed in the isotropic liquid [38].
The pattern slightly changes on cooling at the transition to the
liquid crystalline phase and the sample becomes partially
aligned in the magnetic field (Figure 5b and Supporting Information File 1 Figure S1 and Table S1). All reflections remain
diffuse. Hence, it is a phase without long-range positional order

Figure 5: 2D X-ray patterns for 1d: (a) isotropic liquid at 160 °C,
(b) partially aligned liquid crystalline phase at 120 °C on cooling. The
magnetic field is parallel to the meridian of the pattern.
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and should be a kind of a nematic phase, in agreement with the
optical textures. Obviously, similar clusters as in the isotropic
phase are observed in the nematic phase. No changes of the
X-ray pattern indicating a phase transition could be detected on
heating above or on cooling below 70 °C (see Figure S1 in
Supporting Information File 1) in contrast to those found for the
nematic discotic (N D )–nematic columnar (N C ) transition in
liquid crystalline polymers [56] and for the ND–nematic lateral
(NL) transition in liquid crystalline charge transfer complexes
[57]. Neither magnetic nor surface alignment of the samples
was sufficient to get evidence for or against a uniaxial nematic
(Nu)–biaxial nematic (Nb) transition which has been extensively discussed in literature (see, e.g., [58]). The texture of the
sample in the POM investigations did also not show significant
changes like those observed for the N–Nx transition of liquid
crystalline dimers and bent-core liquid crystals which has
recently been identified as a nematic–twist bent nematic (NTB)
transition (see, e.g., [59,60]). Therefore the nature of the phase
change indicated by the DSC measurements could not be clarified yet.
The X-ray pattern for the isotropic liquid of 1a (Figure 6a)
closely resembles that of 1d, only the intensity ratio for the two
inner rings differs. The changes at the phase transitions are
more dramatic as in case of 1d (Figure 6b). Indeed, the outer
scattering also shows a ring-like part and one with four maxima,
but the latter are found 45° above and below the equator and the
inner scattering splits into Bragg reflections (Figure 6d) which
can be indexed on a rectangular two-dimensional lattice (plane
group p2gg, reflections h0 only observed for h = 2n and 0k for
k = 2n, cp. Figure 6c) with cell parameters a = 28.9 Å,
b = 52.0 Å at 100 °C (Supporting Information File 1, Table S2)
similar, for instance, to the 2D symmetry of the columnar lc
phases of macrocycles reported in [40].
A plausible packing for the molecules is a stacking of the
macrocycles in columns, in which the mean planes of the cycles
have a 45° tilt angle with respect to the columnar axes. The
columns in turn are arranged in the 2D lattice described above.
Assuming one molecule in the cross section of a column with
C2 symmetry, the number of columns and hence of molecules in
the cross section of the unit cell in this lattice is 2. For this
packing model a reasonable density of 1.17 g/cm3 is calculated
using an average stacking distance h = 4.6 Å / cos 45° = 6.5 Å
of the macrocycles along the columnar axis (ρ calc =
n cell *M/V cell /A with a volume of an average 3D unit cell
Vcell = a * b * h = 9768.2 Å3 and A = Avogadro constant). The
assumed packing model also allows to understand the columnar
phase stability. A MMFF calculation (Spartan ‘08) of a short
column of tilted macrocycles shows a local minimum arrangement with a close contact between the intraannular alkyl chains

Figure 6: 2D X-ray patterns for 1a: (a) isotropic liquid at 150 °C,
(b) columnar mesophase at 100 °C, surface aligned on cooling,
(c) small angle region at 100 °C with reciprocal axes and indices for
the 2D lattice of the columnar phase, (d) scattering at 150 °C
subtracted from that at 100 °C to enhance the effect of the anisotropic
distribution of the diffuse scattering.

(Figure 7). It might be the additional packing effect of the
intraannular alkyl chains which stabilizes the columnar phase.
A similar effect (although with polar intraannular ester groups)
has been observed previously [40]. However, in that particular
case, the analogue non-filled macrocycle is not liquid crystalline. The packing model in Figure 7 also indicates that the
longer intraannular alkyl bridge of 1b prevents a close packing
of the rings and leads in this case even to the absence of the lc
phase.

Conclusion
In summary, shape-persistent macrocycles with intraannular
bridges were synthesized by oxidative Glaser-coupling of the
appropriate acetylenes. The bridges serve during the synthesis
as a covalent template. Compounds with branched extraannular
side chains exhibit in some cases liquid crystalline phases.
Depending on the ring interior, either a nematic (empty interior)
or a columnar phase (alkyl template) could be observed, as
determined by differential scanning calorimetry, optical
microscopy and X-ray scattering. It can be assumed that the
additional van der Waals interaction between the stretched
intraannular alkyl chains stabilize the packing of the rings on
top of each other. When the alkyl bridge is longer than the ring
interior or when an oligoether template crosses the ring, no lc
behavior is observed. In both cases an induced non-planarity of
the macrocycles is assumed.
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Figure 7: Model of the molecular packing in the columnar mesophase of 1a: (a) 2D packing scheme for the columns in the liquid crystalline phase
(plane group p2gg, arbitrary cross section of the columns to fit the symmetry); MMFF calculation (Spartan ’08) of a tetramer of the macrocycles;
(b) suggested stacking of the macrocycles within one column (side chains omitted for clarity); (c) visualization of the intraannular alkyl chain packing
within the columns.
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Abstract
This study investigates the effect of substitution with different functional groups and of molecular flexibility by changing within the
axle from a single C–C bond to a double C=C bond. Therefore, we present static quantum chemical calculations at the dispersioncorrected density functional level (DFT-D3) for several Leigh-type rotaxanes. The calculated crystal structure is in close agreement
with the experimental X-ray data. Compared to a stiffer axle, a more flexible one results in a stronger binding by 1–3 kcal/mol.
Alterations of the binding energy in the range of 5 kcal/mol could be achieved by substitution with different functional groups. The
hydrogen bond geometry between the isophtalic unit and the carbonyl oxygen atoms of the axle exhibited distances in the range of
2.1 to 2.4 Å for six contact points, which shows that not solely but to a large amount the circumstances in the investigated rotaxanes are governed by hydrogen bonding. Moreover, the complex with the more flexible axle is usually more unsymmetrical than the
one with the stiff axle. The opposite is observed for the experimentally investigated axle with the four phenyl stoppers. Furthermore, we considered an implicit continuum solvation model and found that the complex binding is weakened by approximately
10 kcal/mol, and hydrogen bonds are slightly shortened (by up to 0.2 Å).

Introduction
Rotaxanes are prototypes for molecular machines and molecular switches [1-3]. They are mechanically interlocked molecules consisting of a macrocycle, called “wheel”, threaded on a
linear chain, termed “axle”, see Figure 1 for examples. Typically, the axle has at least one recognition site – often hydrogen

bond donors or acceptors [4,5] – for the wheel, because most
rotaxanes are obtained from template synthesis [6,7]. Bulky
stopper groups at the ends of the axle prevent the wheels from
dethreading. Rotaxanes without their stopper groups are often
referred to as pseudorotaxanes. It is implicitly assumed that
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these stopper functionalities have no further influence on the
electronic structure of the axle, hence neither on the axle–wheel
interaction.
Applications of rotaxanes are many-fold, for example there is
an interest in understanding the motions carried out by both
entities with respect to each other. This can lead to molecular
machines via pirouetting [8], or molecular shuttles [9,10] via
shifting the axle back and forth within the wheel. The Stoddart
group synthesized the first rotaxane-based molecular shuttle in
1991 [11]. It consisted of a tetracationic wheel, which was able
to move back and forth between two identical hydroquinol
stations. These symmetrically surrounded a polyether axle,
which was terminated at the ends by large triisopropylsilyl stoppers [11]. Other rotaxane systems were also studied. For
instance, Leigh and coworkers synthesized several rotaxane
shuttles in the last years [12]. Many of these rotaxanes are based
on a benzylic amide macrocycle with isophtalamide units
building up twofold hydrogen bonds to an acceptor axle. The
Schalley group often used a similar hydrogen bond motif for the
design of molecular shuttles with the Vögtle–Hunter tetralactam
macrocycle next to several other combinations [13-15].
Fernandes et al. recently published a further interesting application of rotaxanes [16,17]. The axle consisted of a peptide, which
can be released from the wheel by the according reaction, thus
allowing the rotaxane to function as a high-precision delivery
system. The authors introduced a system, which – in contrast to
the first generation of these kinds of rotaxanes – showed water
solubility and contained appropriate locations for substitutions
in order to improve its properties [16].
Theoretical investigations on rotaxanes accompanied or even
preceded experimental work frequently, thus showing that
theory offers many viable tools for the understanding and the
development of rotaxanes. Zerbetto et al. showed that the shuttling motion can be separated from the other degrees of
freedom, and that the effective coordinate of the motion can be
described as a double-minimum potential [18]. The
co-conformer stability for rotaxane based molecular shuttles
was investigated by means of molecular modeling [19]. The
Peyerimhoff group has carried out an in depth study of the
rotaxane formation [20]. A later study investigated the shuttling
motion of the wheel as a one-dimensional translation, together
with the influence of the Kohn–Sham frontier orbitals of wheel
and axle upon conductivity and electron tunneling along the
rotaxane [21]. A quantum chemical shuttling motion study of
rotaxane-based molecular switching devices has revealed how
the modification of the redox states of both entities results in
changes of the computational energy profile [22]. The
formation of α-cyclodextrin-based [3]pseudorotaxanes in the
gas phase was studied by means of density functional

calculations [23]. Molecular mechanics calculations were used
for a free energy calculation of an α-cyclodextrin rotaxane
system and for the investigation of low-barrier molecular rotary
motors with rotaxane architecture [24]. The co-conformational
selectivity of two dibenzo-24-crown-8 macrocycles to ammonia
binding sites in a [3]rotaxane [25], and the hydrogen bonding
strength in polymeric urethane rotaxanes in a mean-field model
[26] were investigated by semiempirical methods.
In our groups, we investigated the main binding motif for
rotaxane systems of the Vögtle [27-30], Schalley- [29-31], and
Leigh-type [27]. We performed an energetic and vibrational
analysis for the twofold hydrogen bonds in order to understand
the binding pattern [28]. A close relationship between the
strength of the hydrogen bond and the charge of the acceptor
oxygen was detected [32]. Substitution with electron-withdrawing groups weakens the twofold hydrogen bond, whereas
substitution with electron-donating groups led to an increase of
interaction energy. In the vibrational spectra, the red shift for
both the C=O stretching mode and the N–H stretching mode
was correlated to the binding energies of the hydrogen bonds
[27]. Compared with single hydrogen bonds, the twofold
hydrogen bonds showed shorter red shifts for the N–H stretch
modes but larger red shifts for the C=O stretch mode [27].
Different density functionals, including one functional with an
empirical correction for dispersion interaction, for the treatment of such rotaxane complexes were studied. We compared
these density functional theory (DFT) results with
Møller–Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2) calculations [29]. The contribution of the London dispersion interaction to the total interaction energy in the gas phase is of the
same magnitude as the hydrogen bonding interaction (about
−14 kcal/mol).
The molecular functionality of rotaxanes is solely based on the
interplay of different non-covalent interactions between the axle
and the wheel. Therefore, the understanding of these (mostly)
attractive forces is crucial for the development of the field.
Also, by understanding how one can modify or even tune the
axle–wheel interplay, rotaxanes for different purposes can be
designed enhancing the applicability of such materials. This
study aims to understand rotaxanes with respect to its non-covalent interactions on the molecular level and to contribute to a
more rational design of new molecular machines. Therefore, we
investigated the energetics by substitution the rotaxanes with
different functional groups and by changing the degree of molecular flexibility.

Computational methodologies
The structures of all compounds were fully optimized without
any symmetry constraints. Density functional theory (DFT)
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with the gradient-corrected meta-functional TPSS combined
with the resolution of identity technique (RI) and the def2TZVP basis set were applied [33,34] together with the
dispersion correction D3 [35,36]. This level of theory is abbreviated as TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP. All molecular calculations
were performed by using the TURBOMOLE 6.4 program
package [33]. The convergence criterion for the geometry optimization was set to 10−4 atomic units for the norm of the Cartesian gradient. The SCF-convergence was set to 10−6 atomic
units.
The adiabatic complex interaction energies ΔEint were calculated according to the supramolecular approach by subtracting
the energies of the relaxed monomers
,
from the
total complex energy Etot [37,38].
(1)

Interaction energies were counterpoise-corrected by the procedure introduced by Boys and Bernardi. The basis set superposition error (BSSE) does not exceed 3 kcal/mol (about 5% of
ΔEint) for any of the complexes calculated. In order to confirm
the nature of the stationary point obtained, we performed an
analytical frequency analysis with the aoforce module [39-41]
resulting in only positive values for the minima. As a first
approximation to solvation, we applied the conductor-like
screening model (COSMO) [42]. This a continuum solvation
model, where the solute molecule forms a cavity within the
dielectric continuum of permittivity ε that represents
the solvent, and which neglects the cavitation and the
solute–solvent dispersion term. For ε we chose 4.806 which is
the value of chloroform. The distance of solvents to van der
Waals radii of the atom (standard values were chosen here) was
set to 1.3 Å. The Hammett parameters are taken from [43].

Computational details for periodic calculation
The periodic calculations were carried out with the Vienna
ab-initio simulation package VASP 5.3 [44,45]. We utilized the
GGA functional PBE [46] in combination with a projectoraugmented plane wave basis set (PAW) [47,48] with energy
cutoff of 1000 eV. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a
Γ-centered 2 × 1 × 1 k-mesh. The crystal was fully optimized
(including cell parameters) until all forces were below
0.005 eV/Å. The PBE functional was corrected for missing nonlocal correlation interactions through the atom-pairwise London
dispersion correction D3 in the Becke–Johnson damping
scheme [35,36]. A single (isolated) dimer was optimized with
the same technical setup in a large unit cell with minimum
intermolecular atom-atom distance of 16 Å. This method
combination provides reliable results for both the gas phase and

the solid state as shown in a number of publications by us [4951] and other groups [45,52].

Structures under study
The hereby considered pseuodorotaxanes (Figure 1) consist of
an amide axle inside the cavity of a macrocycle, which contains
two isophtalamide units. One kind of the investigated axles is a
fumaramide derivative with a C=C double bond and two
connected amide groups (labeled as Leigh-type-DB, DB
throughout the article) [2,53], and the other kind is a succinic
amide derivative with a C–C single bond, and two connected
amide groups (labeled as Leigh-type-SB, SB throughout the
article) [2,53]. Due to the aforementioned structure of the wheel
and the axle, and since the wheel-O=C···NH-axle type interplay
is prohibited by the substitution of the corresponding hydrogen
atoms by either a methyl group (Figure 1 top) or a benzyl group
(Figure 1 bottom), only four hydrogen bonds can be formed
between the subunits through wheel–NH···O=C-axle interactions. At the two different axles with single and double bond,
the phenyl groups of the axle will be substituted symmetrically
in order to investigate the substitution effect. Moreover, the
influence of the flexibility of the axle, see Figure 1 upper part,
will be investigated. The rotaxanes with di-phenyl groups are
analyzed in order to allow comparison to experimental data.

Results and Discussion
Crystal structure
The fully optimized crystal structure agrees very well with the
experimental X-ray structure, see Table 1. The unit cell volume
(Vol) is smaller than the experimental value by only 1.7%.
Typical thermal cell expansions (from calculated 0 K to
measured 100 K) are 2–3%. A recent study showed that PBED3 (with a large basis set) overestimates molecular sizes by
approximately 1% [54]. Therefore, the calculated cell volume is
in a reasonable agreement with the experimental value when
thermal expansion effects are considered in the comparison.
The optimization is performed without symmetry constraints,
and the correct space group (monoclinic) is reproduced, i.e., all
cell angles differ by less than 0.3° from the X-ray structure.
Because the molecular structure is rather flexible, we observe
interesting crystal packing effects. We compared the highlighted intramolecular distances and angles from experiment
and theory in Figure 2. As a result, we exemplified the influence of non-covalent interactions. The distances R1, R2, and R3
are significantly smaller in the crystal compared to the gas
phase structure. The torsion angles φ1 and φ2 describe the relative tilting between the flexible phenyl rings, which differs by
more than 10° between crystal and gas phase. All these geometrical data are very well reproduced by the PBE-D3/1000 eV
calculations, see third column in Table 1. However, the gas
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Figure 1: Chemical structure of the investigated systems. Left: Double bond within the axle; Right: Single bond within the axle. Red marks oxygen
atoms, blue nitrogen atoms, orange carbon atom and hydrogen atoms are given in white. The labeling according to the substitution is given in bold
letters. Structures below will be denoted 4@1 (left) and 5@1 (right).

Table 1: Comparison of the X-ray structure of the rotaxane with the
computed crystal and gas phase geometries. The structures are optimized at the PBE-D3/1000 eV level (TPSS-D3 with the def2-TZVP
basis). The first block shows the cell parameters describing the intermolecular packing, whereas the second block highlights some
intramolecular distances and angles (compare with Figure 2).
Distances in parentheses denote the corresponding length to the
heavy (non-hydrogen) atom.

a /Å
b /Å
c /Å
β /°
Vol /Å3
R1 /Å
R2 /Å
R3 /Å
R4 /Å
φ1 /°
φ2 /°

Reference

Crystal

X-ray

PBE-D3

phase calculations (5th and 6th column in Table 1) show that
one has to be careful when comparing calculated gas phase
structures with measured crystal geometries.

Gas phase
PBE-D3

TPSS-D3

9.79
9.69
—
—
16.16
16.16
—
—
16.87
16.78
—
—
105.0
105.3
—
—
2579
2535
—
—
2.01(2.98) 1.97(2.97) 2.11(3.10) 2.11(3.10)
2.24(3.16) 2.11(3.11) 2.30(3.28) 2.35(3.31)
2.31(3.13) 2.19(3.09) 2.25(3.28) 2.28(3.30)
8.24
8.19
9.25
9.11
−1.7
−1.2
−4.0
−2.2
5.16
4.4
−9.7
−7.0

Figure 2: Molecular geometry of one rotaxane optimized in periodic
boundaries at the PBE-D3/1000 eV level. Hydrogen atoms are omitted
for clarity. Some intramolecular distances and angles are highlighted.
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The calculated lattice energy (for one rotaxane, excluding
phonon contributions) of 77.7 kcal/mol is quite large but in a
reasonable range for a molecule of this size. Recent benchmark
studies showed that lattice energies on the PBE-D3/1000 eV
level deviate by less than 9% from (thermal back-corrected)
experimental sublimation energies [55]. The excellent agreement of the utilized theoretical method with the X-ray experiment justifies its application in the following sections. Mostly
for technical reasons we have chosen PBE-D3 in the solid state
calculations but TPSS-D3 in the molecular treatments.
According to many benchmark calculations (see, e.g.,
[49,51,56]), both functionals perform very similar for non-covalent interaction (TPSS-D3 being even somewhat better for
hydrogen bonding), which supports the above conclusion.

Substitution effect
The interaction energies in Table 2 show that the more flexible
axle (SB) binds stronger to the wheel than the less flexible
ethylene-containing axle (DB) for all pseudorotaxanes studied.
The difference between the substituted DB and SB amounts to
1–3 kcal/mol. Substituents with −M/−I effect bind more weakly
than those with +M/+I effect, which fits neatly to the fact that
the axle in this investigated system accepts the hydrogen bond
and therefore prefers electrons to be shifted towards the functional group. Interestingly, the substitution effects seem to be
almost additive, i.e., for both the SB and the DB structure
changes in the energy range of 5 kcal/mol can be obtained with
the appropriate functional group, compare for example 2a@1 to
2h@1 and 3a@1 to 3h@1.
A qualitative insight of the varying binding situation can be
gained from the electrostatic potential shown for six rotaxanes

in Figure 3. The electron withdrawing groups reduce the
hydrogen bond accepting character of the oxygen atoms (see
reduced red color and increase in blue color of 2a@1 in
Figure 3 compared to 2e@1), the π-electron donating groups,
on the other hand, increase the hydrogen bond accepting character (see more pronounced red areas and less pronounced blue
color of 2f@1 in Figure 3 compared to 2e@1).
In order to understand the origin of the different binding energies, we consider the most direct interaction between axle and
wheel, namely the hydrogen bond accepted by the axle and
donated from the wheel, as possible influence. Since the wheel
and the axle are symmetric, and there are two recognition sites
between axle and wheel, the latter sites strongly resemble each
other in geometrical parameters. Thus, we only consider one
binding site (isophtalic unit) with its hydrogen bonds. Note, that
the hydrogen bond in the DB systems are more symmetrical
than in SB systems. As the choice of the binding site is sort of
arbitrary, we always choose the one with the shortest N–H···O
distance. The full data can be found in the Supporting Information File 1.
The hydrogen bonds listed in Table 3 fall in the range of 2.1 to
2.4 Å, and their angles range from 150 to 180 degrees. The
hydrogen bonds are only roughly correlated to the strength of
the interaction between axle and wheel, i.e., the variations
within different substitutions are too small to discuss them
within the error of the method. However, a general shortening
of the hydrogen bonds with increasing energies is visible,
compare 2a@1, 2e@1 and 2h@1. Moreover, there are more
symmetrical hydrogen bonding situations in the middle of the
listed data in Table 3 (e.g., 2e@1). Furthermore, there is a

Table 2: Interaction energies Eint for the different pseudorotaxane systems, labeling see Figure 1. The first two columns list the substituents
succeeded by their effects (mesomeric or inductive). The last line gives the values for the di-phenyl structures. In the last column, the Hammettparameters are given.

−I, −M
−I
−I,(+M)
+I,(−M)
—
+I
−I, +M
−I, +M
−I, −M
−I, +M

Eint

Eint

kcal/mol

kcal/mol

σ

p-NO2
p-CF3
p-Cl
p-SiH3
p-H
p-t-Bu
p-OH
p-NH2
m-NO2
m-OH

2a@1
2b@1
2c@1
2d@1
2e@1
2f@1
2g@1
2h@1
2a'@1
2g'@1

−41.2
−42.4
−43.0
−44.1
−44.7
−44.9
−45.7
−46.5
−43.7
−45.1

3a@1
3b@1
3c@1
3d@1
3e@1
3f@1
3g@1
3h@1
3a'@1
3g'@1

−43.1
−44.9
−45.4
−45.9
−46.5
−47.6
−46.8
−48.4
−45.5
−47.5

0.78
0.54
0.23
0.10
0.00
−0.20
−0.37
−0.66
0.71
0.12

p-2Ph

4@1

−56.1

5@1

−58.7

—
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Figure 3: Electrostatic potential for the complexes 2a@1 (top left), 2e@1 (middle left), 2h@1 (lower left) and 3a@1 (top right), 3e@1 (middle right),
3h@1 (lower right).

Table 3: Hydrogen bond distances in Å for the different pseudorotaxane systems, for labeling see Figure 2. The second and third last lines show the
substitution at the meta-position.

p-NO2
p-CF3
p-Cl
p-SiH3
p-H
p-t-Bu
p-OH
p-NH2
m-NO2
m-OH
p-2Ph

2a@1
2b@1
2c@1
2d@1
2e@1
2f@1
2g@1
2h@1
2a'@1
2g'@1
4@1

R1

R2

R3

2.24
2.21
2.23
2.17
2.21
2.21
2.08
2.15
2.23
2.26
2.04

2.40
2.38
2.29
2.35
2.22
2.27
2.18
2.22
2.44
2.22
2.50

2.29
2.27
2.26
2.22
2.20
2.24
2.34
2.17
2.32
2.22
2.27

significant difference (0.1–0.2 Å) between SB and DB. Considering these two(three)-fold hydrogen bonds, SB is less
symmetric indicated by the shorter short N–H···O bond and the

3a@1
3b@1
3c@1
3d@1
3e@1
3f@1
3g@1
3h@1
3a'@1
3g'@1
5@1

R1

R2

R3

2.18
2.16
2.15
2.15
2.14
2.11
2.14
2.11
2.14
2.13
2.11

2.42
2.43
2.35
2.34
2.33
2.39
2.30
2.34
2.63
2.38
2.35

2.26
2.24
2.22
2.21
2.20
2.20
2.19
2.18
2.31
2.22
2.28

longer long N–H···O bond compared to DB. The di-phenyl
rotaxanes exhibit the opposite trend, the shortest and longest
hydrogen bond is given in 4@1. The given energy trend is
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Solvent effects

maintained, the longest N–H···O bond in 4@1 is much longer
(2.5 Å) than other long N–H···O bonds. This also shows the
importance of such stopper groups for the interactions within
the rotaxanes, as they have notable electronic influence. Thus,
their role is not necessarily restricted to the mere mechanical
prevention of a dethreading of the axle, which was also
witnessed for diketopiperazine-based amide rotaxanes [57].

As expected, the presence of the solvent decreases the binding
energy by 11–14 kcal/mol, see Table 4. Even though the trends
in the difference between single and double bond binding
energy is constantly 1–4 kcal/mol. By comparison of the total
energies of the complex, separated wheel, and axle, this can be
assigned to the stabilization of the complex and wheel by
approximately 20 kcal/mol, whereas the axle is only stabilized
by 10 kcal/mol.

In Table 2, also the Hammett σ parameters are given. These
substituent parameters [43] are the difference of the pKa values
of substituted and non-substituted benzoic acids, they can be
correlated with the interaction energies resulting in good correlation coefficients of 0.9880 (DB) and 0.9596 (SB) if only the
para-positions are considered, see Figure 4. This fitted linear
regression curve are as follows:

Table 4: Interaction energies Eint for the different pseudorotaxane
systems applying a solvent model, labeling see Figure 1. The first two
columns list the substituents succeeded by their effects (mesomeric or
inductive) as in Table 2.

Eint

Eint

kcal/mol

kcal/mol

(2)
−I, −M
—
−I, +M

(3)

p-NO2
p-H
p-NH2

2a@1
2e@1
2h@1

−29.6
−32.4
−33.7

3a@1
3e@1
3h@1

−31.0
−33.8
−35.1

p-2Ph

4@1

−42.1

5@1

−45.6

Equation 2 and Equation 3 can be used to estimate the contributions of different substituents given the σ-values are provided.
In the following, we focus on the hydrogen bonded systems and
repeat the previously described distances (Table 3) for the
corresponding solvated systems in Table 5. Again the distances
roughly follow the trend that with increasing binding energy the
distances are shorter.
The hydrogen bonding situation in the complexes with single
bond is still less symmetrical, but the shorter N-H···O bond for
the solvated is not shorter than in the DB complexes. Typically,
the distances in the solvated complexes are shorter up to 0.16 Å
compared to the unsolvated systems. Considering the reduced
binding energies, this is unusual. Comparing different intra- and
intermolecular bonds, it appears that this arrangement of shorter
and thus stronger hydrogen bonds stems from a more bowed
axle with respect to the wheel.
Figure 4: Interaction energies plotted against the Hammett σ parameters. The values are given in Table 1. Black curves: DB and red
curves: SB. The solid lines are fits to all energies of the para-substitution only, the dotted lines are linear regressions to all interaction energies.

Conclusion
We investigated several rotaxanes by static quantum chemical
calculations in order to gain insight into the interplay of

Table 5: Hydrogen bond geometry in Å for the different pseudorotaxane systems with solvent model, labeling see Figure 2. The second and third last
lines show the substitution at the meta-position.

p-NO2
p-H
p-NH2
p-2Ph

2a@1
2e@1
2h@1
4@1

R1

R2

R3

2.19
2.11
2.08
2.02

2.41
2.16
2.14
2.43

2.30
2.16
2.13
2.20

3a@1
3e@1
3h@1
5@1

R1

R2

R3

2.12
2.12
2.09
2.07

2.47
2.28
2.18
2.27

2.27
2.19
2.14
2.23
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different non-covalent interactions. Therefore, we studied the
substitution of the rotaxanes with different functional
groups and the degree of molecular flexibility by changing
within the axle from a single C–C bond to a double C=C bond.
In order to assess the methodology used, we calculated the
crystal structure and found a very good agreement with the
experiment. For instance, deviations of the unit cell volume
were less than 2%. However, care has to be taken when
comparing results calculated in the gas phase with those
obtained in the condensed phase due to non-local crystal
packing effects.
The computed DFT-D3 formation energies of the non-covalently bound rotaxanes in the gas phase range from about −41 to
−58 kcal/mol which is typical for supramolecular complexes of
this size [50]. For the investigated modified axles, we found that
– as expected – a more flexible axle binds stronger than the
stiffer axle. Exchanging a double with a single bond leads to an
increase of absolute value in binding energy of 1–3 kcal/mol.
Alterations of the binding energy in the range of 5 kcal/mol
could be achieved for substitution with different functional
groups. Thus, it is possible to modulate the rotaxane binding by
changing different chemical parts in the region of 1–5 kcal/mol,
which should show an influence of the inter-related motion as
well. We also investigated the hydrogen bond geometry
between the isophtalic unit and the carbonyl oxygen atoms of
the axle and found distances in the range of 2.1 to 2.4 Å for
6 contact points. This shows that to a large amount the interactions in the investigated rotaxanes are governed by hydrogen
bonding. On the one hand, the single bound complex usually is
less symmetric in exhibiting one short and one long N-H···O
bond than the double bond containing complex. On the other
hand, the opposite is observed for the experimentally investigated axle with the four phenyl stoppers. One might assume that
the terminal groups play a minor role in the interplay within the
rotaxane and serve only to prevent the axle mechanically from
dethreading. However, we clearly demonstrated the importance
of such rotaxanes parts as the stopper groups also for intramolecular interactions of the rotaxanes.

ence of simple chemical differences such as substitution or
dealkylation.
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Abstract
An operationally simple, convenient, and mild strategy for the synthesis of triazole-substituted titanocenes via strain-driven 1,3dipolar cycloadditions between azide-functionalized titanocenes and cyclooctyne has been developed. It features the first synthesis
of titanocenes containing azide groups. These compounds constitute ‘second-generation’ functionalized titanocene building blocks
for further synthetic elaboration. Our synthesis is modular and large numbers of the complexes can in principle be prepared in short
periods of time. Some of the triazole-substituted titanocenes display high cyctotoxic activity against BJAB cells. Comparison of the
most active complexes allows the identification of structural features essential for biological activity.

Introduction
Group 4 metallocenes and derivatives of Cp2TiCl2, in particular, continue to be in the focus of contemporary research as a
promising class of cytotoxic compounds [1-10], as efficient
reagents and catalysts [11-16], as organometallic gelators [1720], and in their own right [21,22]. In order to further investigate and improve these properties it is mandatory to access as
yet unexplored functional titanocenes. This is most easily
achieved with modular, efficient, and general strategies for the
synthesis of these complexes. Classical approaches with metala-

tion at the end of the sequence usually do not meet these
requirements. This is because introduction of functional groups
is difficult due to the nucleophilicity of the cyclopentadienyl
anions before metalation and the electrophilicity of titanium
after metalation [21,22].
We have devised a conceptually different approach addressing
these issues. It relies on the use of carboxylate-containing
titanocene building blocks [23-25]. From these compounds the
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corresponding acid chlorides can be prepared by addition of
SOCl2. The acid chloride group is more electrophilic than the
[TiCl2] fragment and therefore many titanocenes containing
ligands with pending amide, ester, and ketone groups can be
prepared with classical organic acylation reactions
(Friedel–Crafts reaction, esterification, amide synthesis,
Scheme 1). Some of these complexes have been used as
organometallic gelators [19,20], as a novel class of cytostatic
compounds [26], and catalysts for unusual radical cyclizations
[27-31]. The ketone and amide substituted catalysts are cationic
due to the intramolecular coordination of the carbonyl group
[30,31]. This feature is essential for the cytostatic and catalytic
activity. Moreover, in the amide complexes hydrogen bonding
of the N–H bond to chloride or [ZnCl4]2− is a crucial structural
feature [31]. The gelation ability of the neutral ester-substituted
titanocenes critically depends on the steric demand of the
substituents on the cyclopentadienyl ligands. The carboxylates
are valuable complexes for mediating highly chemoselective
Barbier type allylations [32,33].
These findings demonstrate that the properties of our functional
titanocenes critically depend on both the direct environment of
the Ti center and the periphery of the complex. Therefore, it is
desirable to develop novel entries to titanocenes with even
higher structural and functional diversity to improve the
observed functions. An especially attractive approach is the use
of already functionalized building blocks as starting materials in
diversity oriented synthesis that increases the molecular
complexity. Any synthetic methodology used in this context
must take into account the sensitivity of the titanocene towards
nucleophiles.

We decided to address these issues by employing cationic
amide-substituted titanocenes as building blocks and straindriven 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions [34-40] as synthetic methodology for the preparation of such ‘second-generation’ functional titanocenes. This line of action seemed especially
appealing for two reasons. First, the cationic amide titanocenes
have already displayed interesting activity and therefore serve
as our lead structures. Second, the strain-driven 1,3-dipolar
cycloadditions have evolved as extremely mild reactions for the
functionalization of complex molecules. Since no metal
complexes are required to catalyze the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition [41-43], the reaction can be even used for the functionalization of biomolecules in living systems and has therefore been
called bioorthogonal [34,35].
To the best of our knowledge, no examples of the Ti-containing
substrates for our strategy, i.e., azide-functionalized titanocenes,
have been reported in the literature. One aspect of our study is
to establish if such complexes are stable and readily available in
high yield. It should be noted that only a single example of a
Cu-catalyzed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition with an alkyne-functionalized titanocene has been described [44]. Therefore, the properties of triazol-substituted titanocenes, the products of the 1,3dipolar cycloaddition, are also largely unexplored.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis of the titanocenes
Preparation of the starting materials
We started our investigation with the preparation of azidesubstituted cationic titanocenes. To this end, the titanocene
carboxylates 1–3 shown in Figure 1 were employed as

Scheme 1: Modular titanocene synthesis via acylation reactions [24].
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substrates because their substitution pattern should allow a first
simple assessment of structure–activity relationships.

The compounds A–D shown in Figure 2 were used as aminosubstituted azides. They are readily obtained from the corresponding diazides through a Staudinger reaction (see Supporting
Information File 1 for details) [45,46]. As for the carboxylates
the different tether lengths and substitution patterns of the arene
allow to study the effect of substitution on the activity of the
complexes. The ether tether in B serves as a model for PEG.
The titanocene carboxylates 1–3 were transformed into the
corresponding acid chlorides and then reacted with amino
azides A–D in the presence of NaH without purification of the
acid chlorides. Typical results are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1: Carboxylates employed as titanocene starting materials for
azide-substituted complexes.

Figure 2: Azides employed in this study and conditions for their synthesis.

Table 1: Synthesis of cationic titanocenes containing azides (yield over two steps, see Supporting Information File 1 for details).

substrates

product

1, A

yield/[%]

78

4

1, B

51

5
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Table 1: Synthesis of cationic titanocenes containing azides (yield over two steps, see Supporting Information File 1 for details). (continued)

1, C

89

6

2, A

89

7

2, C

63

8

2, D

71

9

3, B

51

10

3, D

31

11

Gratifyingly, the acylation reactions proceed without problems
and the azide-functionalized titanocenes can generally be
obtained in good yields after 16 h. The somewhat lower yields
obtained with carboxylate 3 are probably due to an increased
bulkiness of the ligand’s substituents. It should be noted that
polyether groups can be readily incorporated into cationic
titanocenes. This suggests that the cationic titanocenes can be
readily immobilized by covalent binding to PEG.
In general, our results clearly demonstrate that the azide group
is compatible with cationic titanocenes. Moreover, it is obvious

that large libraries of such titanocenes can be accessed from our
carboxylates in short periods of time.

Strain-driven 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions
With the new titanocene building blocks in hand we turned our
attention to their further functionalization through the straindriven 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition with cyclooctyne. The original
conditions of Wittig [36], the reaction of cyclooctyne with
phenyl azide, and the numerous applications pioneered by
Bertozzi suggest that the reaction proceeds under mild conditions [34,35,37-40]. Therefore, we simply mixed the titanocenes
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and cyclooctyne in CH2Cl2 at room temperature. The concentration of the substrates was intentionally kept low (0.1 M) to
avoid a too intense evolution of heat. Typical examples of the
reaction are summarized in Table 2.

92% are satisfying. It should be noted that the polyether-substituted complexes 13 and 17 are obtained in high yield. This
opens further interesting perspectives for the immobilization of
titanocene complexes.

The results demonstrate that the strain-driven 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition is a convenient and very mild route to triazole-functionalized cationic titanocenes. The yields between 75% and

Cytotoxicity studies
One of the pertinent features of titanocenes is their cytotoxicity
[1-5]. Therefore, we investigated this particular property of our

Table 2: Strain-driven 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions between cyclooctyne and azide-functionalized titanocenes in CH2Cl2 (0.1 M).

titanocene

product

4

yield/[%]

80

12

5

88

13

6

78

14

8

79

15

9

79

16
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Table 2: Strain-driven 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions between cyclooctyne and azide-functionalized titanocenes in CH2Cl2 (0.1 M). (continued)

10

92

17

11

75

18

novel complexes. To guarantee comparability with a previous
study [26] we discuss our results of the lymphoma cell line
BJAB. Cell surface transmembrane receptor CD95, through
which apoptosis can be induced, is expressed by BJAB cells.
Cell death can be induced in these cells both by the extrinsic
and the intrinsic apoptosis-signalling pathway [47-49]. Therefore, BJAB cells are well-suited for studying the induction of
apoptosis by our cationic titanocenes [50-53]. It is logical to
study apoptosis induction, expressed as AC50 values, instead of
nonspecific cytotoxicity, which is usually reported as LC50
values, because cytotoxic drugs operate by specific induction of
apoptosis. So we determined the AC 50 values of our

titanocenes, i.e., the concentrations causing specific apoptosis in
50% of lymphoma cells, counting all cells with membrane
damage.
The azide-substituted complexes showed no significant apoptosis induction (AC50 > 100 µM). Introduction of the triazole
ring through 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition markedly changes the
activity of our titanocenes as a function of the substitution
pattern. The most active complexes are highlighted in Figure 3.
Gratifyingly, 18, together with a ketone-substituted titanocene,
displays the highest activity against the BJAB cell line of our

Figure 3: Most active titanocenes of this study and their AC50 values.
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cationic carbonyl-substituted titanocenes. Comparison of the
three most active complexes also allows the identification of
structural features essential for cytotoxic activity. First, a bulky
substitution of the cyclopentadienyl ligand is favorable. Second,
positioning of the triazol in close proximity – ortho-substitution
in 16 leads to a lower AC50 value than para-substitution in 15 –
of the metal center enhances the biological activity.
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Abstract
The adsorption of benzene on the M(111), M(100) and M(110) surfaces of the coinage metals copper (M = Cu), silver (M = Ag)
and gold (M = Au) is studied on the basis of density functional theory (DFT) calculations with an empirical dispersion correction
(D3). Variants of the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functionals (PBE, RPBE and RevPBE) in combination with different versions of
the dispersion correction (D3 and D3(BJ)) are compared. PBE-D3, PBE-D3(BJ) and RPBE-D3 give similar results which exhibit a
good agreement with experimental data. RevPBE-D3 and RevPBE-D3(BJ) tend to overestimate adsorption energies. The inclusion
of three-center terms (PBE-D3(ABC)) leads to a slightly better agreement with the experiment in most cases. Vertical
adsorbate–substrate distances are calculated and compared to previous theoretical results. The observed trends for the surfaces and
metals are consistent with the calculated adsorption energies.

Introduction
The adsorption of organic molecules on metals is of great
interest since the formation of thin films and self-assembled
monolayers opens the way toward a functionalization of
surfaces [1-8]. The adsorbed molecules often contain an
aromatic framework that can be substituted with functional
groups. The bonding between the surface and the adsorbate is
an interplay between electrostatic interaction, including charge
transfer (CT) to the surface, and covalent contributions [9-11].
In addition, it was found that dispersion interaction plays a

crucial role for the adsorption of large aromatic compounds on
metal surfaces [9-11]. This holds in particular for the adsorption on the coinage metals copper, silver and gold. Therefore, a
theoretical treatment of this process requires methods that
provide an accurate description of these weak interactions.
Density functional theory (DFT) is established as a standard
method for quantum-chemical solid-state calculations [12].
However, DFT has the well known shortcoming that it fails to
describe dispersion effects. Consequently, standard DFT
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methods are not suitable for the calculation of the adsorption of
aromatic compounds. In the last years much effort has been
directed to the development of DFT methods that eliminate this
shortage [13-24]. One of them is a damped empirical correction
called DFT-D3 which was proposed by Grimme et al. for molecular systems [13]. The D3-dispersion correction to the DFT
energy is calculated by summation over pair potentials. Nonadditive effects of dispersion interaction can be treated on the
basis of three-body terms D3(ABC) [13]. The most recent DFTD3(BJ) method [16] differs from the original DFT-D3 essentially only in the damping function for short range interaction.
Due to the computational efficiency of the D3 correction
schemes it is possible to perform DFT-D3 calculations with
nearly the same computational effort as standard DFT calculations. Only the calculation of three-body terms can become
expensive for large systems, and is therefore usually carried out
only for the final energy estimation. For molecular systems one
can obtain with DFT-D3 results that are close to coupled cluster
singles doubles with perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) results at
the cost of GGA-DFT calculations. In recent years the DFT-D3
method has been extended to periodic systems [25]. In a few
cases [26,27] it is observed that the metal C6 dispersion coefficients for bulk systems can be largely reduced compared to the
values of free atoms. Indeed this does not apply to the coinage
metals Cu, Ag, and Au. The C6 parameters for these metals are
already converged [28]. In addition, it is known that metal
substrates show significant dispersion screening effects that can
modify the polarizabilities and C 6 coefficients of adsorbed
molecules [29,30]. In principle these effects should be included
in the coordination number dependent C6 coefficients of the D3
correction. We checked this by calculating the C3 coefficients
for the benzene adsorption on the Au(111) surface.
Previous theoretical studies of the adsorption of organic compounds on silver and gold surfaces resulted in a good agreement with experimental results [9-11,26]. However, a systematic comparison of the different DFT-D3 approaches is still
missing. One aim of this work is the comparison of different
DFT-D3 methods for the description of the adsorption of
aromatic compounds on this surfaces. We therefore present a
theoretical study of the adsorption of benzene on the M(111),
M(100) and M(110) surfaces of the coinage metals copper,
silver and gold. The benzene molecule was selected because it
is a building block of many organic compounds that are used
for surface functionalization. As mentioned above the binding
between the metal and the adsorbate is often dominated by
dispersion interaction to the aromatic framework. Therefore the
study of the bonding between benzene and the metal surfaces is
of great interest. In addition, although the adsorption of benzene
on some of these surfaces has been subject of previous theoretical studies [29-39], this is the first work in which the adsorp-

tion on the most important coinage metal surfaces is systematically studied with the same method. Different from our previous
study on benzene/Ag(111) [25], we apply a variety of DFT
methods and dispersion corrections, and investigate all lowindex surfaces.

Computational methodologies
We used the plane-wave code VASP [40-42] in combination
with the projector-augmented wave method to account for the
core electrons [43] for all calculations. We applied our recent
implementation [25] of Grimme’s dispersion correction (DFTD3) [13,16]. The dispersion corrected DFT-D3 energy EDFT−D
is calculated by adding an empirical correction energy Edisp to
the DFT energy EDFT, see Equation 1.
(1)
In this work we used the gradient-corrected PBE [44], RPBE
[45], and RevPBE [46] functionals in combination with the
original D3 [13] as well as with the newer D3(BJ) dispersion
correction [16]. These methods were chosen since they represent a selection of standard GGA functionals, which are available in most of the software for quantum chemical solid state
studies. The computational effort of hybrid functionals is too
large for these systems and cheaper methods like DFTB-D3
[47] lack suitable parameters, e.g., for gold. We also checked
the impact of the three-body terms (D3(ABC)). These threecenter terms D3(ABC) were introduced in the D3 correction
scheme since the long-range part of the interaction between
three ground-state atoms is not exactly equal to the pairwise
interaction energies [13]. From third-order perturbation theory
one gets the Axilrod–Teller–Muto dispersion term for the
consideration of the non-additivity of dispersion interaction.
D3(ABC) is calculated according to Equation 2

(2)

The
coefficients are the geometric mean of the C6-coefficients, θa, θb and θc are the angles of the triangle, which is
formed by the three atoms, and fdamp is the damping function.
The Axilrod–Teller–Muto dispersion terms can be neglected for
molecular systems [13]. However, recent studies indicate that
their impact is larger for periodic systems that are more densely
packed.
We performed calculations with the PBE-D3, PBE-D3(BJ),
PBE-D3(ABC), RPBE-D3, RevPBE-D3, and RevPBE-D3(BJ)
approaches. We used a cutoff energy of 400 eV for the planewave valence basis and a 3 × 3 × 1 k-point mesh for reciprocal-
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space integration. Preliminary convergence studies showed that
these values are an optimal compromise between accuracy and
computational efficiency. The calculated structure parameters
and adsorption energies changed by several mÅ and kJ/mol,
respectively, when larger cutoff energies 600 eV and 900 eV
were used. However, the reported trends did not change.
The systems investigated are formed by the clean, unreconstructed M(100), M(111), or M(110) surfaces as substrate and
one benzene molecule as adsorbate. We chose a

supercell with four atomic layers for the adsorption on the
M(100) and M(111) surfaces and a

supercell with seven atomic layers for the adsorption on the
M(110) surfaces. For each surface we performed calculations
for different adsorption sites and orientations of the benzene
molecule.
Geometry optimizations were performed with the PBE-D3
method, which was already used for the study of PTCDA on the
Ag(111), Ag(100) and Ag(110) surfaces [9]. For these calculations we chose an energy convergence criterion of 10−6 eV for
the SCF energy, and of 5·10−3 eV/Å for the ionic relaxation
(forces are converged if smaller than 5·10−3 eV/Å). The first
three atomic layers of M(100) and M(111) and the first five
atomic layers of M(110) were relaxed while the atoms of the
lowermost layers were kept at their bulk-like positions. We give
two different values for the adsorption distance. d 1 is the
vertical distance between the adsorbate and the topmost layer of
the surface. The adsorption of benzene effects a slight relaxation of the surface. Therefore we calculate d1 with respect to
the mean value of the z-coordinates. d2 is the distance between
the adsorbate and the hypothetical topmost surface layer for an
unrelaxed surface. The latter is given since this enables a comparison to data which have been derived from normal incidence
X-ray standing waves (NIX-SW) spectroscopy. This may be
useful for a comparison with future experimental results, similar
to our previous studies [9-11]. Both distances are determined by
calculating the difference between the averaged z-coordinate of
the carbon atoms and the surface atoms.
Potential curves are obtained on the basis of single-point
calculations with the PBE-D3, PBE-D3(BJ), PBE-D3(ABC),
RPBE-D3, RevPBE-D3(BJ) and RPBE-D3 approaches. We

stepwise altered the distance between the benzene molecule and
the unrelaxed surface from 2.5 Å to 5.0 Å. Since d1 and d2 do
not differ for the potential curve we give only one adsorption
distance d. Adsorption energies Eads are calculated according to
the supramolecular approach: Eads = E(system) − E(surface) −
E(adsorbate). A Bader analysis [48,49] was performed in order
to study the net charge transfer between the surfaces and the
adsorbed molecule.

Results and Discussion
First we identified the most stable adsorption sites on the basis
of PBE-D3 optimizations by placing the benzene molecule on
different adsorption sites and calculating the adsorption energies. The following discussion is limited to the most stable
adsorption sites for each surface. Other adsorption sites are
higher in energy by 2 to 15 kJ/mol. This points to a relatively
high mobility of benzene on the surfaces assuming that the
corresponding activation barriers are of similar magnitude. We
did not calculate the transition states because this was not the
scope of the present study. We also checked that the orientation
of the flat lying molecules with respect to the underlying
surfaces has no significant influence to the adsorption energies
and geometries: A stepwise rotation of the molecule around the
z-axis changes Eads by less than 1 kJ/mol in each case.
The results of the optimizations are summarized in Table 1. It
was found that all metals have the same preferred adsorption
sites for the M(111) and M(100) surfaces, the threefold hollow
site for M(111) and the fourfold hollow site for M(100), see
Figure 1. As a general trend we observe that structures with
shorter C–metal distances are more stable than the others. For
the M(110) surface it was found that Cu prefers benzene
adsorption on a fourfold hollow position, whereas Ag and Au
prefer a bridge position, see Figure 1. The notation of the
adsorption places refers to the center of the benzene molecule.
The binding between benzene and copper is the largest of all
investigated surfaces. Eads is calculated to Eads = −117 kJ/mol
for Cu(110), E ads = −114 kJ/mol for Cu(100) and E ads =
−97 kJ/mol for Cu(111). For gold the adsorption energies are
Eads = −85 kJ/mol for the Au(110), Eads = −87 kJ/mol for the
Au(100), and Eads = −85 for the Au(111) surface. The lowest
adsorption energies are calculated for the silver surfaces, Eads =
−76 kJ/mol for Ag(110), Eads = −75 kJ/mol for Ag(100) and
Eads = −72 kJ/mol for Ag(111). It is worth to mention that the
adsorption energies on a given metal are almost independent
from the surface type. The sole exception is the Cu(110) surface
the adsorption energy of which is about −20 kJ/mol smaller than
Eads on Cu(100) and Cu(110). For all other systems we find that
the adsorption energies on the selected surface planes are within
the range of 3 kJ/mol. The results are summarized in Figure 2.
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Table 1: Adsorption energies Eads in kJ/mol and adsorption distances d1 and d2 in Å obtained with the PBE-D3 functional. d1 is calculated with
respect to the topmost layer of the surface, d2 (estimated with respect to the unrelaxed surface) is for the sake of comparison to NIX-SW experiments.

surface

(111)
(100)
(110)

Eads

d1

d2

Cu

Ag

Au

Cu

Ag

Au

Cu

Ag

Au

−97
−114
−117

−72
−75
−76

−85
−87
−85

2.86
2.45
2.35

3.17
3.00
2.78

3.10
2.93
2.84

2.87
2.47
2.33

3.19
3.04
2.80

3.18
3.01
2.84

In contrast we observe larger variations for the adsorption
distances d1 and d2. We limit the discussion to the d1 values.
The d2 values are only given in order to enable a comparison to
future NIX-SW studies. We observe that d1 is smallest for the
(110) surfaces and largest for the (111) surfaces. By comparison of the metals we observe, that the adsorption distances are
shortest for the copper surfaces and longest for the silver
surfaces. The adsorption distances are d1 = 2.86 Å for Cu(111),
d1 = 2.45 Å for Cu(100), d1 = 2.35 Å for Cu(110), d1 = 3.17 Å
for Ag(111), d1 = 3.00 Å for Ag(100), d1 = 2.78 Å for Ag(110),
d1 = 3.10 Å for Au(111), d1 = 2.93 Å for Au(100) and d1 =
2.84 Å for Au(110). This trend is consistent with the calculated
adsorption energies, which are smallest for silver and largest for
copper. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge no experimentally determined distances are available for these systems.
However, previous experimental and theoretical studies of
PTCDA on the Ag(111), Ag(100) and Ag(110) surfaces [9,10]
indicate that the PBE-D3 and PBE-D3(BJ) approaches give
accurate adsorption distances.
Figure 1: Preferred adsorption sites for benzene: threefold hollow for
M(111) (a), fourfold hollow for M(100) (b), fourfold hollow for Cu(110)
(c), and bridge for M(110) (d).

A closer look at the optimized structures reveals that the
benzene molecule and the underlying surfaces are only slightly
affected by adsorption. Therefore, the following comparison of
different DFT-D approaches has been performed on the basis of
potential curves with fixed structures of benzene and surface.
The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 2.
The potential curves for the silver surfaces are shown in
Figure 3. The potential curves for the copper and gold surfaces
are included in Supporting Information File 1.
In all cases the vertical distances obtained with the potential
curves for PBE-D3 are in good agreement with the results of the
full geometry optimization. This confirms the validity of the
simplified approach.

Figure 2: Benzene on Cu, Ag, and Au surfaces. Calculated adsorption energies in kJ/mol for M(111), M(100), and M(110), M = Cu, Ag,
Au.

It was found, that PBE-D3 and PBE-D3(BJ) give similar results
for all surfaces. The PBE-D3(BJ) adsorption energies tend to be
about 4 kJ/mol larger in absolute value than the PBE-D3 energies. This behavior is to be expected: Both methods essentially
only differ in the empirical damping function for short-range
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Table 2: Results for the adsorption of benzene obtained from potential curves. Eads is given in kJ/mol, d is given in Å.

Cu(111)

PBE-D3
PBE-D3(BJ)
RPBE-D3
RevPBE-D3
RevPBE-(BJ)
PBE-D3(ABC)
exp.

Cu(100)
d

Eads

d

Eads

d

−96
−93
−100
−127
−143
−76

2.88
2.85
2.81
2.73
2.71
2.95

−110
−108
−108
−139
−154
−99

2.58
2.58
2.60
2.52
2.56
2.61

−111
−113
−104
−126
−150
−93

2.46
2.44
2.54
2.50
2.44
2.49

−69

—

—

−99

—

Ag(111)

PBE-D3
PBE-D3(BJ)
RPBE-D3
RevPBE-D3
RevPBE-(BJ)
PBE-D3(ABC)
exp.

Ag(100)

exp.

Ag(110)

Eads

d

Eads

d

Eads

d

−71
−76
−72
−91
−111
−59

3.20
3.08
3.12
3.07
2.96
3.24

−75
−82
−73
−88
−112
−64

3.05
2.91
3.06
3.04
2.85
3.09

−74
−81
−69
−81
−105
−63

2.82
2.76
2.91
2.84
2.74
2.84

−67

—

Au(111)

PBE-D3
PBE-D3(BJ)
RPBE-D3
RevPBE-D3
RevPBE-(BJ)
PBE-D3(ABC)

Cu(110)

Eads

—
Au(100)

—
Au(110)

Eads

d

Eads

d

Eads

d

−83
−84
−84
−105
−121
−70

3.16
3.08
3.10
3.07
2.98
3.19

−87
−89
−85
−103
−123
−74

3.04
2.94
3.03
3.01
2.87
3.06

−92
−95
−84
−101
−123
−79

2.72
2.69
2.81
2.73
2.69
2.73

−73

—

interaction. The RPBE-D3 curves are quite similar to the PBED3 curves. Some deviations are found only for the M(110)
surfaces. The difference is less than 8 kJ/mol for all systems.
RevPBE and RevPBE-D3(BJ) show larger deviations from the
PBE-D3 results. The RevPBE-D3(BJ) adsorption energies are
in the range of −31 to −47 kJ/mol, Eads(RevPBE-D3) is 7 to
31 kJ/mol more negative than Eads(PBE-D3). Both approaches
overestimate the interaction between benzene and the metal
surfaces, in particular RevPBE-D3(BJ). In the second to last
line of Table 2 we give the results of PBE-D3(ABC) calculations. The three-body correction to dispersion is repulsive in
this case. This is in line with a previous study of the influence
of the three-body terms to periodic systems. The PBE-D3(ABC)
adsorption energies are 11 to 20 kJ/mol less negative than the
PBE-D3 energies. As expected it was found that none of the
pure DFT functionals is able to give a correct description of the
adsorption. Most potential curves (not shown) are repulsive
over the entire distance range. Only the potential curves
obtained with the PBE functional exhibit some very flat minima

—

—

in the range of −10 kJ/mol at larger distances. Accordingly the
calculated adsorption energies can be almost solely ascribed to
the dispersion correction. The contribution of E disp to the
adsorption energy is larger than 90% for all systems. This
confirms that the surface–adsorbate interaction is dominated by
dispersion interaction.
Nevertheless we also calculated the charge transfer between
benzene and the metal surfaces on the basis of a Bader analysis
in order to investigate electrostatic contributions to the interactions. For the Cu(111), Ag(111) and all gold surfaces we
observe only a small charge transfer, between 0.02 a.u. (for
Ag(111)) and 0.12 a.u. (for Au(100)) from benzene to the metal
surface. For the other systems we calculate a small charge
transfer from the surface to the benzene molecule in the range
of 0.03 (for Ag(100)) to 0.07 a.u. (for Cu(110)). As expected
this charge transfer is much smaller than the one between functionalized aromatic compounds and coinage metal surfaces
[9,11]. The different direction of the charge transfer may be
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Cu(111), 4.77 eV for Au(110), 4.88 eV for Au(100) and
4.91 eV for Au(111).
In Table 3 we compare our calculated results obtained with
PBE-D3 and PBE-D3(ABC) to available theoretical and experimental data. The theoretical values show a quite large fluctuation range. In a few cases the deviations can be explained by
well known shortcomings of the used methods, which are
discussed in literature. However, even the recently developed
dispersion DFT methods (vdW-DF and PBE+vdW) exhibit
fluctuations of up to 30 kJ/mol for adsorption energies and
0.4 Å for adsorption distances. In general, our results are in
good agreement with those other theoretical works that include
dispersion effects. Experimental adsorption energies are
−69 kJ/mol for Cu(111), −67 kJ/mol for Ag(111), −73 kJ/mol
for Au(111), and −99 kJ/mol for Cu(110) [50]. PBE-D3 and
RPBE-D3 give the best agreement for the Ag(111) surface.
These methods overestimate Eads by 4 or rather 5 kJ/mol. The
deviation of PBE-D3(BJ) (overestimation) and PBE-D3(ABC)
(underestimation) are of the order of 10 kJ/mol. It appears that
all standard DFT-D methods tend to overestimate Eads on the
Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces by at least 10 (Au(111)) to
24 kJ/mol (Cu(111)). The deviations are substantially reduced
to −3 kJ/mol for Au(111) and 7 kJ/mol for Cu(111) if the PBED3(ABC) method is used. For the Cu(110) surface RPBE-D3
shows the smallest deviation, −5 kJ/mol. PBE-D3 and PBED3(BJ) overestimate Eads by 12 to 14 kJ/mol, whereas PBED3(ABC) leads to a slight underestimation of 6 kJ/mol. Contributions from the zero-point energy and thermal corrections that
lower the adsorption energies are not considered in this work. If
these are taken into account we conclude that PBE-D3, PBED3(BJ) and RPBE-D3 give a good agreement to experimental
adsorption energies. For the M(111) surfaces we get a slightly
better agreement if the three-center terms are considered.
RevPBE-D3 and RevPBE-D3(BJ) differ by up to −58 kJ/mol
(RevPBE-D3) and −74 kJ/mol from the experimental results.
Therefore we conclude that RevPBE-D3 and RevPBE-D3(BJ)
methods are not suited for the calculation of aromatic organic
compounds on these metal surfaces. However, the application
of the other DFT-D methods treated in this work can be recommended.
Figure 3: Potential curves for the adsorption of benzene on the (a)
Ag(111), (b) Ag(100), and (c) Ag(110) surfaces.

explained by the work function of the metal surfaces. Systems
which exhibit a charge transfer to the metal have a larger work
function as the systems, in which the charge transfer takes is
directed to the adsorbate. The calculated work functions are
4.07 eV for Ag(100), 4.08 eV for Cu(110), 4.13 eV for
Ag(110), 4.19 eV for Cu(100), 4.30 eV for Ag(111) 4.49 eV for

The differences in adsorption distances for the recommended
methods are in the range from 0.03 to 0.18 Å. As expected,
PBE-D3(ABC) gives the largest distances for all systems due to
the repulsive nature of the three-center terms. However, the
deviation from the PBE-D3 distance is less than 0.07 Å. Therefore it is possible to neglect these contributions in structure optimizations without significant loss of accuracy, which is advantageous since the calculation of the three-center terms is rather
expensive for large systems.
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Table 3: Comparison of adsorption energies Eads in kJ/mol and
adsorption distances d in Å with available theoretical and experimental
data.

system
Cu(111)

Eads d

Cu(110)

optB86b, [37]

−71 2.91

optB88, [37]

−66 3.14

optPBE, [37]

−51 3.46

revPBE, [37]

−47 3.39

rPW86, [37]

−34 3.6

MP2, [35]
PBE+vdW [29]

−76 2.79

PBE+vdWsurf [29]

−48 4.14

vdW-DF [29]

−45 3.38

vdW-DF2 [29]

−61 3.08

optPBE-vdW [29]

−66 3.12

optB88-vdW [29]

−69

opt-B86b-vdW [29]

−96 2.88

PBE-D3, this work

−76 2.95

PBE-D3(ABC), this
work

−69 —

experiment, [51,52]

−109 2.003

VWN, [39]
PBE-D3, this work

−93 2.49

PBE-D3(ABC), this
work

−99 —

experiment, [51]

−72 —

PBE+vdWsurf, [31]

−70 —

optB88-vdW, [31]

−73 3.02

optB86b, [37]

−70 3.08

optB88, [37]

−69 3.23

optPBE, [37]

−53 3.51

revPBE, [37]

−50 3.40

rPW86, [37]

−32 3.7

MP2, [35]
PW91, [36]

−80 3.14

PBE+vdW [29]

−70 2.96

PBE+vdWsurf [29]

−50 3.95

vdW-DF [29]

−45 3.40

vdW-DF2 [29]

−65 3.29

optPBE-vdW [29]

−69 3.12

optB88-vdW [29]

−73 3.10

opt-B86b-vdW [29]

−71 3.20

−54 3.44

revPBE, [37]

−53 3.31

rPW86, [37]

−71 3.05

PBE+vdWsurf, [31]

−76 3.23

optB88-vdW, [31]

−57 3.44

vdW-DF, [31]

−54 3.29

vdW-DF2, [31]

−41 3.7

RPBE-vdW, [32]

−30 3.8

MP2, [35]

−8 —

Au(100)

GGA-DFT [38]

−111 2.46

−5 —

Au(111)

PW91, [36]

−98 3.04

−39 —

Ag(111)

method, source

−79 2.83

−3 —

Table 3: Comparison of adsorption energies Eads in kJ/mol and
adsorption distances d in Å with available theoretical and experimental
data. (continued)

PBE+vdW [29]

−70 3.05

PBE+vdWsurf [29]

−57 3.44

vdW-DF [29]

−54 3.29

vdW-DF2 [29]

−72 3.22

optPBE-vdW [29]

−76 3.23

optB88-vdW [29]

−81 3.12

opt-B86b-vdW [29]

−83 3.16

PBE-D3, this work

−70 3.19

PBE-D3(ABC), this
work

−73 —

experiment, [52,54]

−185 2.376

PBE-D3, this work

−74 3.06

PBE-D3(ABC), this
work

In Table 4 we give the C3 coefficients for the benzene adsorption on the Au(111) surface. The data are compared to the C3
coefficient for the PBE+vdW surf functional, which is
constructed to reproduce the exact values [29]. The C3 coefficients are fitted from the pure dispersion interaction term at
large distances according to the method described in [29].
It was found that PBE-D3, PBE-D3(BJ) RPBE-D3, RevPBED3 and RevPBE-D3(BJ) overestimate (by 30%) the C3 coefficients compared to PBE+vdW surf whereas PBE-D3(ABC)
Table 4: C3 coefficients in eV·Å3 for benzene on the Au(111) surface.

C3

PBE-D3, this work

PBE-D3

12.23 ± 0.24

−59 3.24

PBE-D3(ABC), this
work

PBE-D3(BJ)

12.23 ± 0.24

RPBE-D3

11.95 ± 0.22

−67 —

experiment, [52,53]

RevPBE-D3

12.48 ± 0.27

RevPBE-D3(BJ)

13.42 ± 0.49

PBE-D3(ABC)

3.89 ± 0.39

PBE+vdWsurf

9.16 ± 0.08

optB86b, [37]

−79 3.08

optB88, [37]

−69 3.21

optPBE, [37]

VWN, [34]

−87 3.04

method

−83 3.03

PW91, [36]

−77 3.21

[29]
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underestimates them (by 50%). It has to be mentioned,
however, that the values of the C3 coefficients strongly depend
on the functional. For example, in [29] values between 4 and
9 eV·Å3 have been reported. Accordingly, we think that our
deviations are within a reliable range.

Conclusion
The adsorption of benzene on the M(111), M(100) and M(110)
surface of the coinage metals copper, silver and gold is studied
with different DFT-D3 methods. RevPBE-D3 and RevPBED3(BJ) overestimate the surface–adsorbate interaction, PBED3, PBE-D3(BJ) and RPBE-D3 give similar results for adsorption energies with better agreement to experimental data. The
calculated adsorption energies decrease in the ordering Cu > Au
> Ag and M(110) > M(100) > M(111). The latter trend can be
explained with the increasing coordination number of the
surface metal atoms. The higher reactivity of gold compared to
silver is attributed to the larger polarizability of the gold atoms.
The adsorption distances are almost the same on these two
surfaces due to the similar van der Waals radii of 172 pm for
Ag [55] and 166 pm for Au [55]. Hence, the larger C6 coefficients of 317.2 a.u. for the gold atoms [56] (compared to
268.6 a.u. for the silver atoms [56]) result in a larger dispersion
interaction between the surface and the substrate. Copper has
the smallest polarizability of the three metals. The C6 coefficients for the surface atoms is 175.0 a.u. within the D3-correction [56]. However, the benzene molecules come closer to the
copper surfaces due to the smaller van der Waals radius of
140 pm [55]. From there the dispersion interaction to the copper
surface is largest although Cu has the smallest C6 coefficients.
PBE-D3, PBE-D3(BJ) and RPBE-D3 tend to slightly overestimate the adsorption energies in comparison to experiment, in
particular for the Cu(111) surface. This effect is reduced when
the three-body correction to dispersion is considered. The PBED3(ABC) adsorption energies are smaller in absolute value by
10 to 20 kJ/mol compared to the standard PBE-D3 values. This
leads in most cases to a slightly better agreement with the available experimental results. As a result of this work we recommend DFT-D methods like PBE-D3, PBE-D3(BJ) or RPBE-D3
for the theoretical study of the adsorption of aromatic compounds on metal surfaces. Due to the high computational cost of
the evaluation of three-center terms, we suggest to perform
geometry optimizations with PBE-D3 followed by single-point
calculations with PBE-D3(ABC) for adsorption energies.
Surprisingly, we realize that the RevPBE-D3 and RevPBED3(BJ) methods, which yield a more realistic description of the
adsorption of small molecules on ionic surfaces [26], seem to be
not suitable for the present systems. Since the pure RevPBE
potential curves are repulsive one can ascribe the observed
overestimation of the adsorption energies solely to the dispersion correction.

We give adsorption distances with respect to the topmost layer
of the relaxed surface, and with respect to the hypothetical
topmost surface layer for an unrelaxed surface. The latter allows
for a comparison to data from NIX-SW spectroscopy. It was
found, that vertical distances are smallest for the M(110)
surfaces and largest for the M(111) surfaces, in accordance with
the trends of the adsorption energies. The distances on the
copper surfaces are in the range from 2.35 to 2.86 Å, the
distances on the silver surfaces in the range from 2.78 to
3.17 Å, and the distances on the gold surfaces are in the range
from 2.84 to 3.18 Å. It will be interesting to compare these data
with future experimental data.

Supporting Information
Supporting information features potential curves for the
adsorption on the Cu(111), Cu(100), Cu(110), Au(111),
Au(100), and Au(110) surfaces.

Supporting Information File 1
Potential curves for adsorption of benzene on copper and
gold surfaces.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-10-185-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Two macrocyclic bis(ureas) 1 and 2, both based on diphenylurea, have been synthesized. Compound 1 represents the smaller ring
with two ethynylene groups as linkers and 2 the larger ring with two butadiynylene groups. On thermal treatment to 130 °C molecule 1 splits up into two dihydroindoloquinolinone (3) molecules. Both compounds 1 and 2 form adducts with polar molecules such
as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and dimethylformamide (DMF) and act as complexing agents towards a series of anions (Cl−, Br−,
I−, NO3−, HSO4−). The crystal structures of 3, 2·2DMSO, 2·2DMF, and of the complex NEt4[Br·2] have been determined. Quantitative investigations of the complexation equilibria were performed via 1H NMR titrations. While 1 is a rather weak complexing
agent, the large ring of 2 binds anions with association constants up to log K = 7.93 for chloride ions.

Introduction
Supramolecular chemistry – the “chemistry beyond the molecule” – is an area of modern chemistry, which has grown exponentially in the last decades [1,2]. Among the many concepts of
supramolecular interactions, anion coordination chemistry has
always been an intensively explored field, which still offers
substantial progress [3-5].
The urea group has proven to be an excellent anion receptor.
The ability to form two directional hydrogen bonds through the
highly polarized N−H groups towards different kinds of anions
allows for building particular molecular arrangements.
Incorporation of two or three urea groups into one molecular

entity enables the formation of complex building units. Tripodal
tris(ureas) were synthesized, which contain tetrahedral oxoanions like phosphate or sulfate [6,7] and ligands with three
concatenated urea functions were shown to form 2:2 complexes
with phosphate anions [8]. Anion complexation is also possible
with a rigid planar ligand, as was shown by indole-based
macrocycles [9]. This ligand system represents a stiff ring of
two bis(indole) units connected via two ethynylene groups as
linkers. As proven by a crystal structure determination, a chloride ion fits into the cavity bound via four N−H∙∙∙Cl bonds and
strong complexation was observed with several other anions. In
the 1H NMR spectra a significant dependence of the chemical
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shift of the N−H proton with the kind of bound anion was
observed and the association constants as high as log K = 6.2
for Cl− were determined.
We achieved the synthesis of a macrocyclic planar bis(triazene),
in which two diphenyltriazene units were linked by two
ethynylene groups. On deprotonation, a dianionic planar
bis(triazenide) ligand is formed, which takes up several
different transition metal ions, preferredly in the divalent state
[10]. Linking two diphenylurea groups by one ethynylene or
butadiynylene group gives a stiff arrangement but leaves one
degree of freedom in the system, since rotation around the
linking group is possible. This approach was realized by Steed
and coworkers, who showed that on adding chloride ions
planarization occurs and a rather high binding constant of
log K = 2.55 for the complexation of Cl− was determined [11].
Introducing a second bridging unit would give a ring containing
two diphenylurea units connected via two stiff linking units.
Since the urea unit N−C(O)−N and the triazenide unit N−N=N
are isosteric, we complemented our bis(triazene) ligand system
by cyclic bis(ureas). This opens the possibility for complexation of cations and anions with two isosteric ligands, just under
exchange of the active groups within the respective ring system.
Here we describe our results concerning macrocyclic bis(ureas)
with a rather rigid molecular entity.

Results and Discussion
The synthesis of the two macrocyclic diphenylureas 1 and 2
proceeds straightforward from the respective 2,2’-diamino
derivatives of diphenylethyne (tolane) and diphenylbuta-1,3diyne with carbonyldiimidazole (Scheme 1).
In both cases, the cyclization products were selectively formed
in good yields. The quest for the molecular conformation is
challenging for both molecules. Since the bis(triazenide)
congeners of 1 and 2 are planar, one can presume an analogous

molecular shape for the bis(ureas). All attempts to obtain single
crystals of 1 for a structure determination failed. Crystallization
from solution gave only microcrystalline material. When we
tried to obtain crystals via vacuum sublimation, a complete
vaporisation at temperatures above 130 °C and deposition of
colourless crystals were observed. A crystal structure analysis
of the deposited crystals, however, revealed that a fragmentation and rearrangement reaction had occurred. Under the
applied conditions 1 is completely converted to dihydroindoloquinolinone 3 (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2: Formation of dihydroindoloquinolinone 3 from 1 by vacuum
sublimation.

In accordance with the effortlessness of the conversion reaction,
the mass spectrum of 1 is dominated by the [M/2]+ signal. The
indoloquinolinone 3 forms essentially planar molecules (see
Supporting Information File 1, Figure S8). Indoloquinolinones
can be synthesized by multistep procedures from suitable
precursors [12-14]. Using thermolysis for the synthesis of
indoloquinolines has already been reported. Cyclization of
aminophenyl substituted tolane isocyanates lead to indoloquinolinones. The crystal structure of the N-methylated congener of 3
has been determined [15].
Thermal treatment of 2 does not lead to fragmentation or sublimation of volatile material as observed for 1. Macrocycle 2 is

Scheme 1: Synthesis of the macrocyclic bis(ureas) 1 and 2.
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soluble in dimethylformamide (DMF) or dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and can be crystallized from solution as light-yellow
crystals (see Supporting Information File 1, Figure S4). These
crystals incorporate associated solvent molecules, which are
difficult to remove and lead to discrepancies in the elemental
analyses towards the calculated compositions even after excessive pumping at elevated temperatures. A bluish coloration of
the yellow material is already observed after prolonged keeping
under vacuum at ambient temperature. Thermal treatment in
vacuo at temperatures above 200 °C leaves a dark blue material
(see Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2). Dissolving the
blue material in DMF or DMSO leads to an almost complete
dissolution and a yellow solution, leaving behind only a small
portion of dark insoluble material. The nature of the yellow-toblue transformation is presently unclear. Partial cyclization
reactions in the solid material or formation of polymers via
radical mechanisms seem probable.
When crystallized from DMF or DMSO, 2 forms stable 1:2
adducts with these solvent molecules. Crystals were examined
by X-ray single crystal diffraction [16]. Both compounds,
2·2DMF and 2·2DMSO, are not crystallographically isotypic
but the molecular entities are completely analogous and may be
discussed jointly. In both cases the macrocyclic ring is mainly
flattened and two molecules of DMF or DMSO are coordinated
above and below the ring plane (Figure 1). A plane through all
atoms except the C and O atoms of the urea groups is rather
well fulfilled with the largest deviation found for C13 with
0.3 Å. The urea groups themselves are planar but tilted by 28°
against the main plane of the outer ring. This is caused by the
N−H∙∙∙O bonds to the O atom of the DMF molecule with H∙∙∙O
separations of 2.00(1) and 2.07(2) Å. The somewhat lower
basicity of DMSO is manifested in longer N−H∙∙∙O bonds of
2.09(1) and 2.18(2) Å in the 2·2DMSO adduct.
Since immediate experimental data for the structure of the
unsolvated macrocyclic bis(ureas) were not obtainable, we used
molecular mechanics calculations as implemented in the
SPARTAN program suite [17] to calculate the respective structures. In both cases, the molecules are obtained as far from
planarity (see Supporting Information File 1, Figure S6 and
Figure S7). Actually, a strong tilting is expected for both 1 and
2. According to these calculations, the small ring of 1 forces the
two urea groups into a head-to-tail arrangement with short
intramolecular hydrogen bridges. An even stronger tilting of the
molecule is expected for 2. Here, the distances are too large for
any intramolecular N−H∙∙∙O bridging bonds.
As a strong anion complexing agent 2 binds halide anions even
in DMSO as solvent, despite DMSO itself is bound to the urea
functional groups (Figure 1). If an excess of NEt4Br is added to

Figure 1: The molecular structure of 2·2DMF in two different views, on
top perpendicular to the plane, on bottom in the plane of the macrocycle. The molecular complex bears an inversion centre in the
midpoint. Thermal ellipsoids are scaled at the 50% probability level.
For a figure of the molecular structure of 2·2DMSO see Supporting
Information File 1, Figure S9.

a solution of 2 in DMSO, on slow evaporation yellow crystals
of NEt4[Br·2] are separated. The crystal structure consists of ion
pairs, tetraethylammonium cations and bromide anions, which
are located in the cavity of the macrocycle (Figure 2). The
ligand is strongly tilted. The four N−H∙∙∙Br bonds, however,
show uniform lengths (H1−Br, 2.72; H2−Br, 2.74; H3−Br, 2.75;
H4−Br, 2.71 Å; N−H∙∙∙O angles 149–169°). The representation
with space filling radii shows that the halide anion fits well into
the bis(urea) ring. The ammonium ions are located in the saddle
shaped cavity formed by the twisted bis(urea).
The binding properties of 1 and 2 towards anions were studied
by 1 H NMR spectroscopy. As 2 was sufficiently soluble,
tetrahydrofuran (THF) turned out as a suitable solvent for the
spectroscopic investigations. On addition of tetrabutylammonium salts with different anions significant changes in the
spectra emerge. The N−H proton resonances are shifted downfield with increasing effect in the order of I− < HSO4− < NO3−
< Br− < Cl−. With the large complex anion PF6−, however, no
effect was detected, indicating that no interaction occurred. The
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Figure 3: 1H NMR spectra of 2 in THF-d8 after addition of several
different tetrabutylammonium salts. The N−H proton resonances show
a distinct dependence on the kind of the present anion.

Figure 2: Molecular structure of the anionic complex in NEt4[Br·2].
Two different representations are given, on top with thermal ellipsoids
scaled at the 50% probability level, on bottom in a space filling representation showing the strong twist of the macrocyclic bis(urea) ligand.

phenyl proton resonances are also affected by the effect. The
protons at positions A, B, C (see Figure 3) are shifted slightly
upfield, while the phenyl protons in position D ortho to the urea
substituents are shifted downfield for the weaker complexes
with HSO4− and NO3− but upfield for the stronger complexes
formed with Br− and Cl−. The effect on the phenyl protons
amounts to maximally 0.3 ppm and is much weaker than the
effect on the urea protons where shifts up to 1.7 ppm are
observed. The relatively strong influence on the resonances of
the ortho positioned protons may arise from the interaction with
the carbonyl oxygen atom of the urea groups. This interaction is
sensitive on the conformation of the flexible macrocyclic ring
system. Comparing the crystal structures of 2·2DMSO/DMF
with [Br·2]− shows a slight decrease of the mean O···H(ortho)
distance from 2.32 to 2.25 Å.

For 1, which is in pure form soluble only in DMF or DMSO, it
was possible to record spectra in acetone-d6, since the solubility was highly increased by the addition of ammonium salts
and subsequent complex formation. The effects on the N−H
proton resonances are weaker compared with 2 (see Supporting
Information File 1, Figure S11).
Since no signals of the free host and of the anionic complexes
are simultaneously present, the exchange rate between the anion
and the host molecules is fast compared to the NMR timescale.
However, the broadening of the signals by adding anion
amounts around 0.5 equivalents may be interpreted as a coalescence phenomenon caused by an exchange between loaded and
unloaded host. After the amount of the anion reaches a molar
ratio of 1:1, the N−H proton resonance of 2 shows no further
increase in the shift, indicating that a 1:1 complex has been
formed (Figure 4). To ensure the composition of the host–guest
complexes Job plots were used. The function molar fraction vs
the product of molar fraction multiplied by the shift change Δδ
allows for the determination of the molar fractions of host and
guest. From the maximum of the extrapolated curve the molar
fraction of the complex is obtained (see Supporting Information File 1). For I−, NO3−, and Br− maxima at 0.50, 0.54, and
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Figure 4: 1H NMR spectra of 2 in THF-d8 after addition of increasing molar equivalents of tetrabutylammonium nitrate. The N−H proton resonance
shows a distinct downfield shift depending on the concentration of the anion. The small invariant DMF signal originates from the solvent of recrystallization used to purify the sample for the NMR experiments.

0.55 were found, which leads to the ratio of one host molecule
and one guest molecule. For Cl−, the anion with the strongest
shift effect, a maximum at 0.68 is present, indicating a complex
of two bis(urea) molecules and one chloride ion. For the smaller
macrocyclus 1 the Job plots do not show a distinct plateau after
addition of one equivalent of anion. Here, doubtless an interaction is present but apparently not a distinct host–guest complex formation.
The binding constants were determined with the help of the
program WinEQNMR2 [18]. Table 1 contains the obtained
constants. The association constants of 2 with nitrate, bromide
and iodide were obtained by fitting the titration curves and the
subsequent calculation to a 1:1 binding mode. This binding
mode was already confirmed by the Job plots for all anions
except Cl−. Because the Job plot for the complex formation
between 2 and nitrate shows the maximum of the curve not
exactly at a molar ratio of 0.5 additional investigations via ESI

mass spectrometry studies of NEt4[NO3·2] were undertaken.
Signals at m/z = 515.2 and 578.2 clearly indicate the masses of
the neat macrocycle 2 and the complex [NO3·2]. Signals originating from higher masses at 640.13 (2 with two molecules
nitrate) or 1094.31 (two molecules of 2 with one molecule
nitrate) could not be detected. So the 1:1 binding mode seems
the most plausible ratio. After evaluating the Job plots of the
complex of 2 and chloride, a 2:1 binding mode for the calculation of the association constants was used. Reliable association
constants for the smaller macrocycle 1 could only be obtained
in the case of chloride.
A short look at the binding constants reflects the amount of the
chemical shifts in the 1 H NMR spectra. Bromide is bound
strongly to 2 in the 1:1 binding mode. Nitrate is bound weaker
than bromide but still stronger than iodide, and chloride in the
2:1 binding mode shows a high association constant of log K =
7.93. The binding constants for the known ring opened

Table 1: Binding constants of the macrocyclic bis(ureas) 1 and 2 towards different anions. All anions were used as tetrabutylammonium salts. Compound 2 was dissolved in THF-d8 and 1 in DMSO-d6. All NMR spectra were taken at room temperature (298 K).

Anion

Receptor 2

Receptor 1

K

log K

1775 ± 97 M−1

3.25

NO3

43.556 ± 430 M−1

4.64

Br−

5.1∙106 ± 5100 M−1

6.71

Cl−

8.57∙107 ± 9.21∙104 M−2

7.93

I−
−

K

log K

202 M−1

2.31
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congener of 2 are significantly lower (log K (Cl−) = 2.55 and
log K (Br−) = 1.56) [11] underlining the vast influence of the
macrocyclic effect.

Conclusion
Two macrocyclic bis(ureas) have been synthesized and examined for their anion complexation properties. The larger ring
with two butadiynylene groups as spacers turned out as a suitable receptor for small anions with high binding constants. The
molecule is flexible. In the complex with a bromide ion
embedded in the ring cavity, the cyclic ligand is strongly tilted.
The smaller cycle with ethynylene groups as linkers is a much
weaker anion complexing agent.

Experimental
The procedures for the syntheses of 1, 2, and 3 and the spectroscopic characterizations are described in detail in Supporting
Information File 1.
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Abstract
A new 4-hydroxy-L-proline derivative with a charged 1-ethylpyridinium-4-phenoxy substituent has been synthesized with the aim
of facilitating mechanistic studies of proline-catalyzed reactions by ESI mass spectrometry. The charged residue ensures a strongly
enhanced ESI response compared to neutral unmodified proline. The connection by a rigid linker fixes the position of the charge tag
far away from the catalytic center in order to avoid unwanted interactions. The use of a charged catalyst leads to significantly
enhanced ESI signal abundances for every catalyst-derived species which are the ones of highest interest present in a reacting solution. The new charged proline catalyst has been tested in the direct asymmetric inverse aldol reaction between aldehydes and
diethyl ketomalonate. Two intermediates in accordance with the List–Houk mechanism for enamine catalysis have been detected
and characterized by gas-phase fragmentation. In addition, their temporal evolution has been followed using a microreactor continuous-flow technique.

Introduction
Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry [1] has not
only developed into a standard characterization method for an
extremely broad variety of substances [2], but has also been
recognized as a valuable tool for studying reaction mechanisms
by transferring species of a reacting solution directly into the
gas phase of a mass spectrometer [3-7]. The technique allows
glimpses into the reacting solution as a function of time [8] and

beyond that a characterization of transient intermediates by
tandem mass spectrometry. ESI mass-spectrometric mechanistic studies have been reported for a broad range of reaction
types ranging from transition metal-catalyzed polymerization
[6,9] and coupling reactions [8,10-17] to purely organic
Diels–Alder reactions [18,19] to cite only a few representative
examples.
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However, the detection of transient reactive species is often
hindered by their very low concentration. A reacting solution of
a catalytic transformation typically contains quite a number of
different species. Side products, off-cycle resting states, reagent
degradation products and impurities of various origins may be
present in much higher concentration than the interesting reactive intermediates. Thus, ESI spectra of reacting solutions can
be frustratingly complicated and the transient species of interest
might be superposed with a large number of more intense background signals [20]. In quantification using ESI, the detection
limit has been lowered significantly by selected ion monitoring
in MS/MS mode [2]. Similarly, transient reactive species have
been successfully extracted from the chemical noise by collision-induced dissociation (CID) MS/MS [20]. However, it is
not possible to identify unknown or unexpected species by this
strategy.
As a major drawback of ESI mass spectrometry in general, the
signal intensity does not directly parallel the concentration, but
the so called ESI response, i.e., the ionization probability during
the ESI process [2,21]. Hence it happens that the reaction intermediates of interest are concealed by easily ionizable other
compounds present in the reacting solution. A convenient approach to solve this problem is the use of covalently attached
charge tags [6,8,9,12,22,23]. Charge-tagging the catalyst selectively enhances the signal abundances of all catalyst-derived
species in a reacting solution and thus facilitates the identification of low-concentrated transient catalytic species. As a
complementary approach, charge-tagged substrates have been
used to easily identify (“fish for”) efficient catalysts [6,9].
Since the year 2000, enantioselective catalysis based on small
organic metal-free molecules has become an enormously
growing research topic [24-30]. A large variety of organocatalyzed reactions with high efficiency and selectivity are nowadays known so that organocatalysis complements current
catalytic fields such as organometallic or enzymatic catalysis as
an independent subdomain [24-30]. Parallel to the enormous
growth of organocatalytic applications in synthesis, mechanistic studies on organocatalytic reactions [31-38] using ESI
mass spectrometry [20,39-49] have been reported. The
pioneering studies of List and Barbas [50] revealed that the
amino acid L-proline is an effective catalyst for a great variety
of organic reactions, such as the direct asymmetric aldol reaction, one of the most important C–C bond-forming reactions in
organic synthesis [51]. The currently accepted mechanism
suggests a central enamine intermediate which forms a
Zimmerman–Traxler-like transition state with the acceptor substrate [36,37]. The activity and enantioselectivity achieved by
proline in many cases is thought to be due to a templating effect
of the OH group directing the aldehyde in a preferred position

via hydrogen bonding [24,25]. It is still controversial whether
oxazolidinone formation plays a pivotal role in the catalytic
cycle or just serves as an rate limiting parasitic off-cycle equilibrium [31,33,35,52].
Thus, we aimed to synthesize a charge-tagged L-proline-based
organocatalyst for mechanistic studies by ESIMS. Few proline
derivatives carrying a covalently fixed charge have been
reported by now [43,53]. They consist of an imidazolium salt
attached to hydroxyproline via an ester group at the end of a
flexible alkyl spacer. Interestingly, such charge tags can cause
an enhancement of the catalytic performance through electrosteric activation [53], but backfolding can also alter and disturb
the catalytic process and induce the formation of side products
[43]. In order to fix the charge far away from the catalytic
center and thus leave the original catalytic activity of L-proline
preferably undisturbed, we chose a stiff 1-ethylpyridinium unit
as charge-carrier separated from the catalytic center by a rigid
phenyl linker (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The new charge-tagged proline-derived catalyst 1.

We then tested the applicability of 1 for ESIMS mechanistic
studies on the first “inverse” crossed aldol reaction (Scheme 1)
published in 2002 by Jørgensen and coworkers [54] in which
the aldehyde acts as the donor in contrast to the “normal”
crossed aldol mechanism. It represents an interesting version of
a typical proline-catalyzed reaction for which, to the best of our
knowledge, mechanistic studies have not been reported so far.

Scheme 1: Inverse aldol reaction with aldehyde donors according to
Jørgensen [54]. We studied the reaction for R = Ph (labelled a throughout this manuscript) and for R = Et (b).

Results and Discussion
Synthesis
Formation of the charge-carrying unit was accomplished
starting from commercially available 4-bromophenol using a
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strategy reported by Diemer et al. [55]. Protection of the
hydroxy group to yield 3 [56] was followed by Suzuki crosscoupling with commercial pyridine-4-boronic acid leading to 4.
Subsequent deprotection led to 4-(pyridine-4-yl)phenol (5)
(Scheme 2) [55].
The preparation of the charge-tagged catalyst 1 starting from
doubly-protected hydroxyproline 6 [57] is depicted in
Scheme 3. To introduce a suitable leaving group for the
following step of the synthesis, compound 6 was mesylated to
give the derivative 7 [58] for which crystals suitable for X-ray
analysis have been obtained (Figure 2). An SN2 reaction with 5
[55] led to 8. We abandoned our initial shorter synthetic route
based on a Mitsunobu reaction leading from 6 directly to 8 due
to severe purification difficulties. Compound 8 could be chargetagged to 9 using ethyl bromide. Finally, the free catalyst 1 was
obtained by acidic deprotection [59].

Figure 2: Molecular structure of 7 in the solid state.

Scheme 2: Synthesis of 4-(pyridin-4-yl)phenol (5).

Scheme 3: Synthesis of the charge-tagged proline catalyst 1.
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Mechanism of the Jørgensen inversed aldol
reaction
According to the mechanistic model for enamine catalysis from
List and Houk [36-38], the aldol reaction from Jørgensen should
proceed via the catalytic cycle shown in Scheme 4. We began
our experiments with a test whether the charge tag does not
disturb the catalysis. Indeed, 1 can achieve the formation of
aldol products 2a and 2b, respectively, under the reaction
conditions given in the literature [54]. Performed in simultaneous parallel reaction batches, 1 provides just about the same
yields as unmodified proline and byproducts were not observed.
Further, it is important to note that the substrates do not show
any reaction when no catalyst, be it charge-tagged or not, is
present in the solution.

The easiest way of ESI reaction monitoring – mixing the
reagents and measuring ESI spectra after various time intervals
– is restricted to reaction times longer than approximately one
minute and therefore not appropriate for fast conversions like
aldol reactions. We thus decided to use a more complicated
experimental setup of two mixing tees connected on-line to the
mass spectrometer (Figure 3) to detect individual intermediates
of both reactions by ESIMS. These so-called continuous-flow
experiments [5,20] allow the sampling of reaction times down
to seconds. Solutions of the reagents are mixed in the first
microreactor and diluted to concentrations suitable for ESIMS
in the second microreactor. The reaction time between the
mixing event and the electrospray is determined by the flow
rates and capillary lengths. Mass spectra of a solution of diethyl

Scheme 4: Proposed catalytic cycle [36-38] for the aldol reaction with aldehyde donors [54]; CT = charge tag, a: R = Ph, b: R = Et.

Figure 3: Experimental setup for continuous-flow ESIMS experiments using two mixing tee microreactors directly coupled to the ESI needle.
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ketomalonate, butyraldehyde and unmodified L-proline or 1,
respectively, are depicted in Figure 4.
The mass spectra shown in Figure 4 do not exhibit abundant
signals for the reactants, even though these are present in the
solution in excess to all other species, a fact that is due to the
poor ESI response of ketoesters and even more so of aldehydes.
In the case of the proline-catalyzed solution (Figure 4a), the
catalyst is not visible either, because of an instrumental
discrimination of low masses unfortunately unavoidable with
our instrument. Instead, two expected intermediates of the
catalytic cycle indeed are observed in reasonable abundances
(Figure 4a): The signal at m/z 170.12 corresponds to [IIbuntagged
+ H]+ and the one at m/z 344.17 is assigned to [IIIbuntagged +
H]+. In contrast, signals for the remaining two intermediates
Ibuntagged and IVbuntagged have not been found, which probably is due to their very low concentration in the reaction equilibria as well as to their facile fragmentation during ESI. Note
that the group of Metzger has successfully achieved the detec-

tion of a similar intermediate for the aldol reaction beween
acetone and selected benzaldehydes using rather unusual and
presumably extremely soft ESI conditions, and their results
indeed confirm its facile fragmentation [20].
Interestingly, the signal at m/z 290.12 can be assigned to a
further transient species of the reaction – it corresponds to a
protonated adduct of proline with diethyl ketomalonate. This
adduct might simply be a non-covalently bound aggregate, i.e.,
a typical ESI phenomenon [2], but with regard to the rather low
concentrations used here and the observation of the analogous
species in the proton-free charge-tagged case (see below), we
prefer its assignment to a hemiaminal species formed in analogy
to intermediate I by interaction of the proline nitrogen with the
keto group of the ketomalonate (structure depicted in
Figure 4a). In this special case, elimination of water is not
possible due to the lack of adjacent hydrogen atoms. Its formation thus represents an off-cycle equilibrium dead-end in the
course of the intended inverse aldol reaction.

Figure 4: ESI mass spectra of acetonitrile solutions of diethyl ketomalonate and butyraldehyde (a) with unmodified L-proline or (b) with the chargetagged catalyst 1 recorded with the continous-flow setup shown in Figure 3.
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In light of the relatively high abundances observed for the reaction intermediates catalyzed by uncharged L-proline, the implementation of a charge tag might have been considered unneccessary. However, the effect of using the charge-tagged catalyst 1 is impressive (Figure 4b). The obvious reduction of spectral complexity and chemical noise due to the strongly enhanced
ESI response of 1 and all its derivatives underlines the great
benefits of the charge-tagging strategy. In addition to the catalyst 1 at m/z 313.16, the three transient species discussed above
are found almost exclusively and in very high abundances, i.e.,
the enamine [IIb]+ at m/z 367.20, the iminium [IIIb]+ at m/z
541.26 and the side product [1 + ketomalonate]+ at m/z 487.21.
Please note that the abundance of the latter varies significantly
between different reaction runs, in contrast to the signals of the
other intermediates whose appearances are highly reproducible.
Very similar findings are observed when phenylacetaldehyde
instead of butyraldehyde is used. In particular, intermediates
[IIa] + and [IIIa] + have been detected in high abundances.

Again, we unfortunately have not been successful in finding
suitable electrospray conditions to detect the fragile intermediates [Ia]+/[Ib]+ and [IVa]+/[IVb]+. More importantly, however,
additional species that are not present in the unlabeled reference system have not been observed. There are no indications
for an interference of the charge tag with the catalysis, in
contrast to the findings with the flexible imidazolium-labeled
proline derivatives reported previously [43].
The mere detection of ions at m/z 415.20 (R = Ph) and 367.20
(R = Et), respectively, is not a proof for the presence of reactive enamines [IIa] + /[IIb] + since the isomeric zwitterionic
iminiums [II’a]+/[II’b]+ and oxazolidinones [II’’a]+/[II’’b]+
(Scheme 4) have the same elemental composition. Using one of
the most important mass spectrometric means for structure
elucidation, collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments
have been perfomed. The results for R = Et are shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: ESI(+) CID MS/MS spectra of mass-selected intermediates a) [IIb]+, b) the butyl ester derivative [II*b]+, c) [IIIb]+.
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All four mass-selected ions [IIa]+/[IIb]+ and [IIIa]+/[IIIb]+
show a very strong propensity to expel CO 2 which even
happens during the ESI process via in-source fragmentation
when slightly harsher ionization conditions are used. This fragmentation is in perfect accordance with the zwitterionic
iminium structures II’ and III and can also be rationalized for
the oxazolidinone alternative II’’, whereas it requires an additional hydrogen shift from the enamine structure II. On the
other hand, the comparison with the fragmentation of the structurally related ion [II*b] + (Figure 5b) is instructive. It
doubtlessly possesses an enamine structure since it can neither
form a zwitterionic iminium ion nor undergo lactonization to
oxazolidinone II’’b because of its tert-butyl blocked carboxylic
acid function. The fragmentation of [II*b]+ exclusively consists
of a loss of [C5,H8,O2] which should correspond to a concerted
or very fast stepwise elimination of isobutene and CO2 leading
to the same product ion at m/z 323.21 as the expulsion of CO2
from m/z 367.20. Interpreting the isobutene loss as a closedshell McLafferty-type rearrangement leads to the postulation of
a (very short-lived undetected) intermediate enamine [IIb]+
which then obviously is able to undergo a facile CO2 elimination. Thus, the fragmentation spectra unfortunately do not allow
a clear discrimination of the three possible structures II, II’, and
II’’.
Marquez and Metzger mass-selected a signal corresponding to
the protonated enamine from acetone and untagged L-proline
and observed the elimination of CH2O2 (formic acid) instead of
CO2 as main fragmentation component during CID [20]. The
protonation during the ESI process presumably occurs at the
nitrogen atom which enables a direct 1,2-elimination of formic
acid. In our case, the respective charge-tagged species are
detected in their original form without additional proton which
explains the differing fragmentation route.
To monitor the temporal evolution of intermediates during the
aldol reaction with the continous-flow setup, series of ESI
spectra at different reaction time stages have been recorded by
varying the flow rate of the analyte solutions or by changing the
length of the capillary connecting both mixing tees. A resulting
graph of the normalized relative intensities vs calculated reaction time is provided in Figure 6.
The graph displays a rise of the concentration of IIb during the
first seconds of the reaction accompanied by a decrease of 1.
Subsequently, an increase of IIIb occurs indicating that IIIb is
formed out of IIb which is consistent with the mechanism in
Scheme 4. The gradual increase of the final aldol product 2b is
visible as well; an enlargement of a factor of 100 has been used
in the presentation of Figure 6 due to its much lower ESI
response. Overall, these experiments reflect a very reasonable

Figure 6: Normalized relative intensities in ESI spectra recorded for
the inverse aldol reaction of butyraldehyde, diethyl ketomalonate and
charge-tagged catalyst 1 at different time stages using the continousflow setup with two microreactors shown in Figure 3.

qualitative picture of the reaction behaviour and show that the
use of catalyst 1 is suitable for the examination of L-prolinecatalyzed reactions via ESIMS. However, we refrain from a
quantitative kinetic modeling of the data to extract rate
constants [8] because we encountered certain limitations of the
method. Most importantly, we could not obtain an exact reproducibility of reaction times, probably because of quasi-unavoidable variations in the actual (dead) volumes of the setup inter
alia due to varying minor capillary blockings. Moreover, we
face a slight increase of signal abundances with measuring time
(not reaction time) because analytes gradually accumulate in the
system the longer their solutions are passed through. The extent
of this effect depends on the height of the flow rate which necessarily has to be changed when observing a reaction process
with the continuous-flow method. Nevertheless, we would like
to emphasize that the quality of the experiments surely suffices
to depict the “chronological trend” of the reaction process.

Conclusion
We present the synthesis of the charge-tagged L-proline derived
catalyst 1 in which a rigid phenylpyridine linker fixes the
charge tag far away from the catalytically active center in order
to avoid unwanted interactions. In a comparative continousflow electrospray mass spectrometric study, the new charged
catalyst 1 and neutral L-proline have been used to investigate
the proline-catalyzed inverse crossed aldol reaction of aldehydes with diethyl ketomalonate. Two key intermediates of the
List–Houk mechanism for enamine catalysis in addition to a
transient off-cycle species could be observed experimentally.
The use of 1 further allows facile access to a qualitative picture
of the temporal evolution of catalyst-containing intermediates.
We plan to use the new proline catalyst with a non-interfering
charge-label presented here as a tool to study the templating
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role of the hydroxy group in L-proline-catalyzed reactions in
the gas-phase in the near future.

Experimental
Synthesis
Reactions under inert gas atmosphere were performed under
argon using standard Schlenk techniques and oven-dried glassware prior to use. Thin-layer chromatography was performed on
aluminum TLC plates silica gel 60F254 from Merck. Detection
was carried out under UV light (254 and 366 nm). Products
were purified by column chromatography on silica gel 60
(40–63 µm) from Merck. The 1H and 13C NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer, at 300.1 and
75.5 MHz, or a Bruker AM 400, at 400.1 MHz and 100.6 MHz,
at 293 K, respectively. The 1 H NMR chemical shifts are
reported on the δ scale (ppm) relative to residual non-deuterated solvent as the internal standard. The 13C NMR chemical
shifts are reported on the δ scale (ppm) relative to deuterated
solvent as the internal standard. Signals were assigned on the
basis of 1H, 13C, HMQC, and HMBC NMR experiments. Most
solvents were dried, distilled, and stored under argon according
to standard procedures. 4-Bromophenol, 4-pyridinylboronic
acid, trans-N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-4-hydroxy-L-proline,
L-proline, diethyl ketomalonate, phenylacetaldehyde and
butyraldehyde were used as received from commercial sources.
4-Bromophenol methoxymethyl ether (3) [56]: 4-Bromophenol (3.00 g, 17.2 mmol) was dried under reduced pressure
and dissolved in dry THF (160 mL) under inert gas atmosphere.
NaH (1.32 g, 52.0 mmol) was added and the mixture was stirred
at rt for 0.5 h. Methoxymethyl chloride (2.08 mL, 26.0 mmol)
was added dropwise and the resulting suspension was stirred for
19 h. The reaction was quenched by the addition of a MeOH/
H 2 O mixture (1:1, 150 mL) and the aqueous phase was
extracted with CH2Cl2 (4 × 50 mL). The combined organic
extracts were dried with MgSO4 and the solvents were removed
in vacuo. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel using cyclohexane/ethyl acetate (10:1) as
eluent (Rf 0.61). Compound 3 was obtained as colorless oil
(3.38 g, 90%). The spectroscopic data confirm the reported ones
[56].
4-[4-(Methoxymethoxy)phenyl]pyridine (4) [55]: 4-Bromophenol methoxymethyl ether (3, 1.5 g, 6.9 mmol), 4-pyridinylboronic acid (1.02 g, 7.5 mmol), [1,1'-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene]palladium(II) dichloride dichloromethane
complex (0.22 g, 0.28 mmol) and Na2CO3 (8.78 g, 82.4 mmol)
were suspended in a H2O/1,2-dimethoxyethane mixture (1:3,
75 mL), heated to 100 °C und stirred for 16 h. The resulting
mixture was filtered and the filtrate was mixed with H 2 O
(75 mL) and CH 2 Cl 2 (75 mL) for phase separation. The

aqueous phase was extracted with CH2Cl2 (2 × 75 mL), the
combined organic extracts were dried with MgSO 4 and the
solvents were removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel using ethyl acetate
with 5% triethylamine as eluent (Rf 0.50). Compound 4 was
obtained as white solid (1.31 g, 88%). The spectroscopic data
confirm the reported ones [55].
4-(Pyridine-4’-yl)phenol (5) [55] and (2S,4R)-tert-butyl
N-tert-butyloxycarbonyl-4-hydroxyprolinate (6) [57] were
prepared according to literature protocols.
(2S,4R)-tert-Butyl N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-4-oxymethanesulfonyloxyprolinate (7) was prepared according to a known
procedure [58] which was slightly modified: (2S,4R)-tert-butyl
N-tert-butyloxycarbonyl-4-hydroxyprolinate (6, 3.14 g,
10.9 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (55 mL) and cooled to
0 °C. Triethylamine (3.01 mL, 21.5 mmol) was added and the
mixture was stirred for 0.5 h. Methanesulfonyl chloride
(1.33 mL, 17.1 mmol) was added dropwise over 10 min and the
resulting solution was stirred overnight without further cooling.
The reaction was quenched by the addition of a saturated solution of NaHCO3 (70 mL) and the aqueous phase was extracted
with CH2Cl2 (2 × 50 mL). The combined organic extracts were
dried with MgSO4 and the solvents were removed in vacuo. The
crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica
gel using cyclohexane/ethyl acetate (2:3) as eluent (Rf 0.61).
Compound 7 was obtained as colorless solid (3.55 g, 89%).
Crystals suitable for X-ray analysis have been obtained by slow
diffusion of cyclohexane into a Et2O solution of 7. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CD3OD) δ 5.26 (s, 1H, CH2CHCH2), 4.30–4.23 (m,
1H, CH2CHN), 3.83–3.76 (m, 1H, NCH2CH), 3.70–3.63 (m,
1H, NCH 2 CH), 3.14 (s, 3H, S-CH 3 ), 2.67–2.56 (m, 1H,
CHCH2CH), 2.28–2.19 (m, 1H, CHCH2CH), 1.50–1.44 (m,
18H, C(CH3)3) ppm; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, 333 K) δ
5.26 (s, 1H, CH 2 CHCH 2 ), 4.30–4.26 (m, 1H, CH 2 CHN),
3.83–3.74 (m, 1H, NCH2CH), 3.72–3.63 (m, 1H, NCH2CH),
3.12 (s, 3H, S-CH3), 2.67–2.54 (m, 1H, CHCH2CH), 2.30–2.20
(m, 1H, CHCH 2 CH), 1.48 (s, 9H, C(CH 3 ) 3 ), 1.46 (s, 9H,
C(CH3)3) ppm; 13C NMR (100 MHz, CD3OD) δ 173.0/172.9
(C═O), 155.6 (C═O), 83.1 (C(CH3)3), 82.1/81.9 (C(CH3)3),
80.6/79.9 (CH 2 CHCH 2 ), 59.5/59.4 (CH 2 CHN), 54.1/53.7
(NCH2CH), 38.3 (S-CH3), 37.3 (CHCH2CH), 28.6 (C(CH3)3),
28.3/28.2 (C(CH3)3) ppm; 13C NMR (125 MHz, CD3OD, 333
K) δ 172.9 (C═O), 155.6 (C═O), 83.1 (C(CH 3 ) 3 ), 82.1
(C(CH3)3), 80.5/79.8 (CH2CHCH2), 59.5 (CH2CHN), 53.9/53.5
(NCH 2 CH), 38.5 (S-CH 3 ), 38.3/37.3 (CHCH 2 CH), 28.7
(C(CH3)3), 28.3 (C(CH3)3) ppm; HRESIMS (m/z): [M + Na]+
calcd for C15H27NNaO7S, 388.1406; found, 388.1398. The
NMR data are consistent with the reported ones measured in
CDCl3 [58,60].
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(2S,4S)-tert-Butyl N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-4-(4-(pyridine-4yl)phenoxy)prolinate (8): 4-(Pyridine-4’-yl)phenol (5, 0.63 g,
3.7 mmol) and NaH (0.14 g, 5.5 mmol) were dissolved in dry
DMSO (100 mL) under inert gas atmosphere. The suspension
was heated to 60 °C and stirred for 1.5 h. (2S,4R)-tert-Butyl
N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-4-methanesulfonyloxyprolinate (7,
1.33 g, 3.7 mmol) was added and the mixture was stirred for 5 d
at 60 °C. The reaction progress was controlled by thin-layer
chromatography. The reaction was quenched by the addition of
H 2 O (100 mL) and the aqueous phase was extracted with
CH2Cl2 (2 × 80 mL) and with Et2O (2 × 80 mL). The combined
organic extracts were dried with Na2SO4 and the solvents were
removed in vacuo. Remaining DMSO was removed by distillation. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel using cyclohexane/ethyl acetate (1:3) with
5% triethylamine as eluent (Rf 0.50). Compound 8 was obtained
as colorless solid (1.14 g, 71%).1H NMR (300 MHz, CD3OD) δ
8.55–8.45 (m, 2H, Ho-py), 7.72 (d, 3J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, Hm-ph), 7.67
(d, 3J = 6.1 Hz, 2H, Hm-py), 7.06/7.00 (d, 3J = 8.8 Hz, 2H,
H o-ph ), 5.06 (s, 1H, CH 2 CHCH 2 ), 4.41–4.26 (m, 1H,
CH2CHN), 3.86–3.72 (m, 1H, NCH2CH), 3.72–3.57 (m, 1H,
NCH2CH), 2.67–2.49 (m, 1H, CHCH2CH), 2.47–2.37 (m, 1H,
CHCH2CH), 1.51–1.40 (m, 18H, C(CH3)3) ppm; 13C NMR (75
MHz, CD 3 OD) δ 172.5/172.5 (C═O), 159.7/159.5 (C═O),
156.0 (Cph−O), 150.4 (Co-py−H), 150.1 (Cp-py−C), 131.7/131.4
(Cp-ph−C), 129.6/129.4 (Cm-ph−H), 122.5 (Cm-py−H), 117.3/
117.2/117.2 (Co-ph−H), 82.9/82.7/82.6 (C(CH3)3), 81.9/81.6
(C(CH 3 ) 3 ), 77.2/76.2 (CH 2 CHCH 2 ), 60.1/59.8 (CH 2 CHN),
53.6/53.2 (NCH 2 CH), 37.1/36.4 (CHCH 2 CH), 28.7/28.6
(C(CH3)3), 28.4 (C(CH3)3) ppm; HRESIMS (m/z): [M + H]+
calcd for C25H33N2O5, 441.2389; found, 441.2390.
4-(4-((3S,5S)-1,5-Bis(tert-butoxycarbonyl)pyrrolidine-3yloxy)phenyl)-1-ethylpyridinium bromide (9): (2S,4S)-tertButyl N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-4-(4-(pyridine-4-yl)phenoxy)prolinate (8, 0.22 g, 0.5 mmol) was dissolved in bromoethane
(13.0 mL, 174.2 mmol), heated to 43 °C and stirred for 5 d.
Bromoethane was removed in vacuo. Compound 9 was
obtained as yellowish-brown solid (0.26 g, 95%). 1H NMR (400
MHz, CD3OD) δ 8.89 (d, 3J = 6.8 Hz, 2H, Ho-py), 8.35 (d, 3J =
6.8 Hz, 2H, Hm-py), 8.08/7.99 (m, 2H, Hm-ph), 7.18/7.11 (d, 3J =
8.9 Hz, 2H, Ho-ph), 5.19–5.13 (m, 1H, CH2CHCH2), 4.63 (q, 3J
= 7.4 Hz, 2H, CH 2 CH 3 ), 4.43–4.36 (m, 1H, CH 2 CHN),
3.89–3.73 (m, 1H, NCH2CH), 3.71–3.58 (m, 1H, NCH2CH),
2.71–2.55 (m, 1H, CHCH2CH), 2.47–2.40 (m, 1H, CHCH2CH),
1.67 (t, 3 J = 7.4 Hz, 3H, CH 2 CH 3 ), 1.52-1.42 (m, 18H,
C(CH3)3) ppm; 13C NMR (100 MHz, CD3OD) δ 172.5/172.4
(C═O), 162.0 (Cph−O), 157.0 (Cp-py−C), 155.9 (C═O), 145.2
(C o-py −H), 131.2/131.1 (C m-ph -H), 127.5 (C p-ph -C), 125.0
(Cm-py−H), 117.8/117.7 (Co-ph−H), 82.7/82.6 (C(CH3)3), 81.6
(C(CH3)3), 77.6/76.6 (CH2CHCH2), 60.0/59.8 (CH2CHN), 57.2

(CH2CH3), 53.6/53.2 (NCH2CH), 37.1/36.3 (CHCH2CH), 28.7/
28.6 (C(CH 3 ) 3 ), 28.3 (C(CH 3 ) 3 ), 16.7 (CH 2 CH 3 ) ppm;
HRESIMS (m/z): [M] + calcd for C 27 H 37 N 2 O 5 , 469.2697;
found, 469.2692.
4-(4-((3S,5S)-5-Carboxypyrrolidin-3-yloxy)phenyl)-1-ethylpyridinium bromide (1) was prepared analogous to a known
procedure [59] and obtained as beige-brown solid (96%). 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ 8.92 (d, 3J = 6.4 Hz, 2H, Ho-py),
8.37 (d, 3J = 6.4 Hz, 2H, Hm-py), 8.06 (d, 3J = 8.6 Hz, 2H,
H m-ph ), 7.27/7.20 (d, 3 J = 8.6 Hz, 2H, H o-ph ), 5.42 (s, 1H,
CH 2 CHCH 2 ), 4.73–4.58 (m, 3H, CH 2 CH 3 and CH 2 CHN),
3.82–3.62 (m, 2H, NCH2CH), 2.85–2.73 (m, 1H, CHCH2CH),
2.71–2.63 (m, 1H, CHCH 2 CH), 1.67 (t, 3 J = 7.3 Hz, 3H,
CH2CH3) ppm; 13C NMR (100 MHz, CD3OD) δ 171.0 (C═O),
160.9 (C ph −O), 156.9 (C p-py −C), 145.4 (C o-py −H), 131.0
(Cm-ph-H), 128.5 (Cp-ph-C), 125.2 (Cm-py−H), 118.0 (Co-ph−H),
77.3/76.7 (CH2CHCH2), 59.8 (CH2CHN), 57.4 (CH2CH3), 52.7
(NCH 2 CH), 35.7 (CHCH 2 CH), 16.7 (CH 2 CH 3 ) ppm;
HRESIMS (m/z): [M] + calcd for C 18 H 21 N 2 O 3 , 313.1547;
found, 313.1563.
Diethyl 2-hydroxy-2-(2-oxo-1-phenylethyl)malonate (2a) was
prepared according to the reported procedure [54] and obtained
as orange oil. The synthesis was carried out twice, once using
L-proline (82%), once using 1 as catalyst (79%).
Diethyl 2-hydroxy-2-(1-oxobutan-2-yl)malonate (2b) was
prepared according to the reported procedure [54] and obtained
as orange oil (using L-proline: 83%, using 1: 80%).
Crystal structure determination: X-ray crystallographic
analysis of 7 was performed on a Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo Kα radiation
(λ = 0.71073 Å). Intensities were measured by fine-slicing φand ω-scans and corrected for background, polarization and
Lorentz effects. A semi-empirical absorption correction was
applied for the data sets following Blessing’s method [61]. The
structure was solved by direct methods and refined anisotropically by the least squares procedure implemented in the ShelX
program system [62]. The hydrogen atoms were included
isotropically using the riding model on the carbon atoms.
Selected data: Crystal dimensions 0.36 × 0.20 × 0.11 mm3,
C 15 H 27 NO 7 S, M = 365.4424, orthorhombic, space group
P212121, a = 7.44860(10), b = 8.94580(10), c = 28.7024(4) Å,
α = 90°, β = 90°, γ = 90°, V = 1912.55(4) Å3, Z = 4, ρ = 1.269 g
cm −3 , μ = 0.203 mm −1 , F(000) = 748, 18641 reflections
(2θ max = 27.99°) measured (4566 unique, R int = 0.0606,
completeness = 99.4%), R (I > 2σ(I)) = 0.0708, wR2 (all data) =
0.2054. GOF = 1.052 for 224 parameters and 14 restraints,
largest diff. peak and hole 1.557/−0.438 e Å3. CCDC-1016532
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contains the supplementary data for this structure. These data
can be obtained free of charge from http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/
data_request/cif.

Gregor Schnakenburg for the X-ray structure determination and
Prof. A. C. Filippou for providing X-ray infrastructure.
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Abstract
We have investigated the adsorption of perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (PTCDA) on the clean and on the
oxygen pre-covered Cu(100) surface [referred to as (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100)] by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
low energy electron diffraction (LEED). Our results confirm the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure of PTCDA/Cu(100) reported by
A. Schmidt et al. [J. Phys. Chem. 1995, 99,11770–11779]. However, contrary to Schmidt et al., we have no indication for a dissociation of the PTCDA upon adsorption, and we propose a detailed structure model with two intact PTCDA molecules within the unit
cell. Domains of high lateral order are obtained, if the deposition is performed at 400 K. For deposition at room temperature, a
significant density of nucleation defects is found pointing to a strong interaction of PTCDA with Cu(100). Quite differently, after
preadsorption of oxygen and formation of the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) superstructure on Cu(100), PTCDA forms an incommensurate monolayer with a structure that corresponds well to that of PTCDA bulk lattice planes.

Introduction
Interfaces between organic semiconductors and metals have
gained large interest because they are present in many applications, e.g., organic field-effect transistors [1] or organic lightemitting diodes [2]. In order to obtain a fundamental understanding of the interactions at these interfaces, the adsorption of

perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (PTCDA) on
single crystal surfaces of noble metals has been studied intensively as a model system [3]. On the coinage metal surfaces, the
interaction strength of PTCDA increases from physisorption to
stronger chemisorption from Au over Ag to Cu. On the (111)
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surfaces, this is reflected by the decreasing adsorption heights
[4-6] and the increasing charge transfer from the metal into the
former lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the
PTCDA molecule [7].
For the more open and hence, with respect to the Cu(111)
surface, more reactive Cu(100) surface two experimental
investigations have been reported [8,9]. Interestingly, they both
proposed a dissociative adsorption of PTCDA [8,9] which
appears plausible in view of the surface reactivity of Cu(100).
However, the two experiments came to slightly different
conclusions concerning the dissociation: Schmidt et al. interpret their X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and thermal
programed desorption (TPD) data by a loss of the two anhydride O atoms of PTCDA upon adsorption [8]. Andreasson et
al. supposed, on the basis of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) data, a molecular species after adsorption on
Cu(100) which has lost all O atoms, i.e., both the four
carboxylic and the two anhydride O atoms [9]. In addition, the
two publications reported different superstructures of PTCDA
on Cu(100). Schmidt et al. found a (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure [8], whereas Andreasson et al. reported a (4.5 × 4.5) structure [9]. The smaller unit cell of the latter fits to the proposed
loss of all O atoms. Both structures were suggested on the basis
of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) data has not been reported
yet.
Therefore, the aim of our combined LEED and STM investigation was twofold: on the one hand to clarify the superstructure of PTCDA on Cu(100), and on the other hand to gain new
information about the possible dissociation of PTCDA upon
adsorption on Cu(100). In addition, we adsorbed PTCDA on a
Cu(100) surface that was passivated by preadsorbing oxygen in
order to test the impact of the change in the interfacial interaction on the lateral ordering.

Experimental
The experiments were carried out under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) conditions. The UHV apparatus consisted of two chambers operated at a base pressure of about 2 × 10−10 mbar. The
first chamber was used for the preparation of the sample. The
cleaning procedure for the Cu(100) crystal consisted of several
cycles of sputtering with Ar+ ions at an energy of 1000 eV and
at a sample temperature of 620 K for 30 min and subsequent
annealing at 770 K for 60 min. PTCDA was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and purified by gradient sublimation. The deposition was performed at sample temperatures of 300–450 K,
using a rate of 0.2 monolayers min−1. The coverages (θ) were
determined from the evaluation of STM images, and in the
following one monolayer (1 ML) refers to a coverage equiva-

lent to that of the ordered first layer. The preparation chamber
was also equipped with a microchannel plate low energy electron diffraction apparatus (MCP-LEED) from OCI Vacuum
Microengineering. The LEED measurements were done at
sample temperatures of 280–400 K using beam currents of
1–20 nA. The distortions of the LEED images due to the planar
microchannel plate were corrected by a home-written software
[10].
The second chamber contained a beetle-type variable temperature STM (VT STM) from RHK technology. All STM images
were recorded in constant current mode with a self-cut Pt/Ir tip
at room temperature (rt). The given bias voltage Ubias refers to
the sample. After recording the images were treated with
histogram alignment (which optimizes the images by inducing
an offset for every scan line) and moderate smoothing. For
accurate length determination, the STM scanner was calibrated
from images of the bare Cu(100) surface. The lengths of the
adsorbate unit cell vectors (a0 and b0) were determined from
STM images as follows. In order to minimize errors from
thermal drift only those images were used where the fast and
more robust scan direction was parallel to the direction of the
considered unit cell vector within ±5°. The angle γ0 between the
unit cell vectors a0 and b0 was derived from the relative rotation of the fast scan direction that was needed to align it with
one or the other unit cell vector. The reported values and errors
of the unit cell parameters were computed by statistical averaging of the measured values. The respective errors are the standard deviations plus errors related to uncertainty of the calibration factors of the STM scanner. Other systematic errors are
difficult to quantify and are therefore not specified.
To prepare the oxygen covered Cu(100) surface we used a
procedure similar to the one reported in [11]. The clean crystal
was exposed to an oxygen pressure of 1 × 10−6 mbar for 8 min
at a temperature of 470 K. Thereafter an annealing step at
700 K for 10 min was performed. Deposition of PTCDA on this
oxygen modified Cu(100) surface was carried out at a sample
temperature of 300 K with a similar rate as above.

Results
PTCDA/Cu(100)
Ordering for deposition at 400 K
The structure described in the following section was observed
after deposition of about 0.5 ML PTCDA at an elevated sample
temperature of 400 K. The dependence of the structure on the
sample temperature during deposition and the coverage will be
described later.
As illustrated by the STM image in Figure 1(a), PTCDA forms
islands of an ordered structure on Cu(100). The island edges are
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Figure 1: Different STM images of PTCDA on Cu(100). (a) Ordered structure observed after deposition at a sample temperature of 400 K. The upper
left corner shows the bare Cu(100) surface. The unit cell of the structure is indicated (Ubias = −1.2 V, IT = 68 pA, 21.6 × 21.6 nm2, θ ≈ 0.5 ML).
(b) Misfit area between two translational domains. The black lines are guide lines for the eye. The unit cells are indicated (Ubias = −0.8 V, IT = 63 pA,
16.3 × 16.3 nm2). (c) PTCDA agglomerates after annealing at 550 K for 5 min (Ubias = −1.9 V, IT = 91 pA, 47.5 × 47.5 nm2).

often parallel to the diagonal of the unit cell, as visible in the
upper left part of Figure 1(a). The structure can be described by
a rectangular unit cell, marked in white in Figure 1(a), which
contains two differently orientated PTCDA molecules (see also
Figure 3(a), below). All parameters measured from STM
images of this superstructure are given in the second column of
Table 1. Within the error bars we find that the unit cell vectors
of the adsorbate structure a0 and b0 are parallel to the [001] and
the [010] direction of Cu(100), respectively. This is deduced
from the angle φ0 between a0 and the substrate vector as and the
angle γ0 between a0 and b0 (see also Figure 3(b), below). Due
to the different lengths of a0 and b0, two rotational domains of
the PTCDA structure on Cu(100) are possible. For comparison
the unit cell parameters of the commensurate (4√2 × 5√2)R45°
superstructure reported by Schmidt et al. [8] are given in the
first column of Table 1. They agree very well with those determined by us from STM data.

The right part of Figure 2(a) shows the LEED pattern of the
PTCDA/Cu(100) including the first order spots of the substrate.
A simulation of the LEED pattern is shown on the left. The substrate spots are drawn in black; the two domains of the
(4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure are drawn in red and blue. The
simulated LEED pattern explains well the experimental LEED
pattern. We note that in this LEED pattern and in those
observed at higher electron energies, superstructure spots of
high order are well visible. This indicates a commensurate
superstructure, because in this case multiple scattering from the
substrate can contribute to the superstructure spots, thus
increasing the intensities of the LEED spots at higher orders.
For a commensurate structure, a PTCDA induced buckling of
the Cu(100) surface is very conceivable. This can also
contribute to the intensities of the superstructure LEED spots.
We note that a significant surface buckling was recently derived
from density functional theory calculations for PTCDA on

Table 1: Overview on the unit cell parameters of structures of PTCDA on Cu(100) (column two) and on the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) surface
(column three). For PTCDA/Cu(100) the parameters calculated for the commensurate (4√2 × 5√2)R45° structure derived by Schmidt et al. [8] are
compared to those we derived from our STM data. γ0 denotes the angle between the unit cell vectors a0 and b0, the lengths are a0 and b0, respectively. φ0 denotes the angle between a0 and the vector as of the unit cell of the Cu(100) surface along the
direction (see Figure 4(d)). The last row
of the table gives the superstructure matrices M0 with respect to the substrate vectors of Cu(100).

PTCDA/Cu(100)

a0 [Å]
b0 [Å]
γ0 [°]
φ0 [°]

PTCDA/O/Cu(100)

(4√2 × 5√2)R45° [8]

Own STM results

STM results

14.46
18.08
90
45

14.5 ± 0.3
18.0 ± 0.4
89.9 ± 0.8
45.2 ± 0.8

12.2 ± 0.3
19.3 ± 0.4
89.3 ± 1.2
38.8 ± 0.8

M0
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which is due to a p2gg symmetry of the structure (i.e., the presence of two perpendicular glide planes). It was already noted by
Schmidt et al. [8] and related to a p2gg symmetry of the
PTCDA layer. As we will describe below, application of this
symmetry to the entire adsorption complex (including the
Cu(100) substrate) restricts the possible adsorption sites of
PTCDA.
The commensurate matrix M0 of the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure corresponds to the observed LEED pattern, and within
the error bars, M0 is identical with the matrix we calculated
from the STM measurements (see Table 1). Therefore our data
obtained for deposition of PTCDA on Cu(100) at an elevated
sample temperature of 400 K confirm the structure proposed by
Schmidt et al. [8]. We did not observe the structure proposed by
Andreasson et al. [9].

Kinetic hindrance for deposition at 300 K

Figure 2: (a) LEED pattern of PTCDA on Cu(100) observed after
deposition at a sample temperature of 400 K (62.5 eV, θ ≈ 0.5 ML).
Left hand side: Corresponding calculated LEED pattern. The reciprocal unit cells of the Cu(100) surface (black) and of the two symmetry
equivalent domains of the commensurate (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure (blue and red) are indicated. (b) LEED pattern of PTCDA on
(√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) (16.6 eV, θ ≈ 0.5 ML). Left hand side:
Corresponding calculated LEED pattern. The reciprocal unit cells of
the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) (blue and red) and the four
symmetry equivalent domains of the incommensurate superstructure
of PTCDA according to the matrix M0 (see third column of Table 1) are
indicated. Note that the unit cells of the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100)
surface do not fit completely into the depicted area of the reciprocal
space.

Ag(111), Ag(100) and Ag(110) [12]. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume a PTCDA induced buckling on Cu(100), too.
From LEED patterns at lower electron energies we further find
that the (1,0) and (3,0) spots are not visible. This indicates a
systematic extinction for the (n,0) and (0,n) spots with n = odd

Depending on the sample temperature during the deposition the
fraction of (4√2 × 5√2)R45° ordered regions on the covered
surface varies. For lower deposition temperatures (300–350 K)
we find only small domains of typically less than 50 Å in
diameter which are separated by misfit areas between them. In
these misfit areas, the structure slightly deviates from the
(4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure. Figure 1(b) shows such a
misfit area between two translational domains of the superstructure. We use the term misfit area instead of the usually used
term domain boundaries in order to emphasize that these areas
have a certain width and span several unit cells. The structure of
the misfit areas exhibits some flexibility and varies depending
on the relative positions of the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° domains which
are connected. Apparently, at lower deposition temperatures the
surface mobility of the PTCDA molecules is too small to allow
the structural adaptation of different translational or rotational
domains which have resulted from incoherent nucleation. This
causes a significant fraction of the surface to be covered by
misfit areas.
In the same way as the edges of islands, the borders between
ordered domains and misfit areas are also often orientated
parallel to the diagonal of the adsorbate unit cell. Due to the
misfit areas LEED patterns of samples prepared at low temperatures show only broad and weak spots. From STM images we
find that for a deposition temperature of 300 K only about 65%
of the covered surface is ordered in the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure, whereas this fraction increases to 90% for a deposition temperature of 400 K. In each case, the rest of the surface
is covered by misfit areas. In addition to the decreasing fraction
of the misfit areas, the average domain size increases for higher
deposition temperatures. Whilst for a deposition temperature of
300 K, the average domain size is only about 50 nm2, deposi-
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tion at 400 K leads to an average size of about 150 nm². LEED
images show that post annealing at 450 K for 10 min of a
sample prepared at a temperature of 300 K transforms the misfit
areas into ordered domains of the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure. Before the post annealing, closely adjacent LEED spots
could not be distinguished due to their broadness, whereas this
was well possible afterwards. The resulting LEED pattern is
identical to the one of a sample prepared at 400 K. However,
further annealing at 550 K for 5 min leads to a complete
destruction of the ordered superstructure. In the LEED pattern
the adsorbate spots have vanished then, and STM images show
only chain-like disordered structures, as illustrated in
Figure 1(c), which will be discussed further below in the
Discussion section.
In contrast to the temperature, a variation of the coverage has no
strong influence on the quality of the superstructure. Finally,
our LEED and STM data (not shown) confirm that even
the second layer of PTCDA orders according to the
(4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure, as it was already proposed by
Schmidt et al. [8].

The adsorption site
We now turn to a more detailed analysis of the packing within
the unit cell. Figure 3(a) shows a close up view of the
(4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure of PTCDA on Cu(100). The
influence of the thermal drift has been corrected by determination of the unit cell in the uncorrected image and setting its
parameters to the commensurate ones. In order to determine the
orientation of the two molecules within the unit cell the outer
contours of the molecules given by the van der Waals spheres
[13] were superimposed and fitted to the STM image. With an
estimated uncertainty of about ±3° the long molecular axes are
orientated 45° with respect to the unit cell vectors. Therefore
the two PTCDA molecules within each cell are positioned
perpendicular to each other in an L-shape arrangement and their
long molecular axes are parallel to the
and the
directions of Cu(100), respectively.
As visible in Figure 3(a), the STM contrast of the two molecules within the unit cell is identical and independent on the
orientation of the molecule. This observation was also made for
STM images taken at other bias voltages than 1.3 V (used for
Figure 3(a)), namely of −1.2 V, −0.55 V, and 0.86 V. Hence we
propose that both molecules exhibit identical adsorption sites.
This conclusion is based on the observation of a significantly
different STM contrast for structures where two PTCDA molecules are on different adsorption sites in the unit cell, e.g., for
PTCDA on Ag(111) [14]. The difference in the STM contrast is
a consequence of the different electronic coupling of the molecules to the substrate on the two different sites. We note

Figure 3: (a) High resolution STM image of the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° structure of PTCDA on Cu(100). Here the influence of the thermal drift has
been corrected (Ubias = 1.3 V, IT = 67 pA, 6.3 × 5.5 nm2). 3 × 3 unit
cells and the van der Waals radii [13] of the PTCDA molecules are
indicated (black lines). (b) Hardsphere model for the (4√2 × 5√2)R45°
structure of PTCDA on Cu(100). Carbon atoms: dark grey, oxygen
atoms: red, and hydrogen atoms: white, copper atoms light grey.
Further details see text.

however that the observation of the STM contrast is not a firm
argument for identical adsorption sites and may require validation by other methods.
Under the condition that one PTCDA molecule is positioned at
the edge and one at the center of the unit cell, as it is derived
from the STM images, two identical adsorption sites are only
possible, if the centers of the two molecules are positioned on
bridge sites of the Cu(100) surface (see Figure 3(b)). Since the
(100) surface exhibits two different bridge sites, rotated by 90°
to each other, two possibilities exist for positioning the adsorbate structure on Cu(100).
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For both possibilities the whole adsorbate/substrate complex
exhibits all symmetry elements which are required for the p2gg
symmetry of the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure derived from
LEED, and in both cases the application of all symmetry
elements of the substrate leads to two rotational domains, in
agreement with the experimental findings. We cannot exclude
one of the two possibilities on the basis of our data so far.
However we propose that the structure imaged in Figure 3(b), is
favorable because in this structure the carbon atoms of the
anhydride groups (C func ) come on on-top positions, which
would be not the case for the alternative structure. A side-toside illustration of both possibilities is given in Supporting
Information File 1. We note that due to the different lattice
constant of Cu compared to Ag, an arrangement of all
carboxylic O atoms close to on-top sites, as it is found for
PTCDA on Ag(100) [12] is not possible. Hence, the positioning of the Cfunc atoms on top-positions may act as an alternative surface bonding motive here. In the model proposed by
Schmidt et al. [8], the PTCDA molecules exhibit two different
adsorption sites: The center of one molecule is positioned on a
four-fold hollow site, whereas the other one is positioned on an
on-top site. This model would hence contradict our observation
of an identical STM contrast for both molecules in the unit cell.
In addition, the adsorbate/substrate complex of the model
proposed by Schmidt et al. has a reduced symmetry compared
to the adsorbate layer alone and we expect that the extinctions
in the LEED pattern due the p2gg symmetry would be lifted,
similar to the situation seen for PTCDA/Ag(111) [14].

PTCDA in the oxygen pre-covered Cu(100) surface
The adsorption of atomic oxygen on Cu(100) induces a missing
row reconstruction where every fourth
row of copper
atoms is missing, leading to a (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100)
superstructure [15]. This reconstruction is illustrated in
Figure 4(d) (below). The structural details have been taken from
[15]. The corresponding unit cell, containing two oxygen atoms,
is indicated in lower right corner of Figure 4(d). We note that
the structural description has been discussed in the literature for
some time concluding in this missing row reconstruction (see
references in [15]). Our LEED and STM measurements confirm
that the preparation procedure described above leads to the formation of this (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) superstructure
with two rotational domains.
PTCDA forms large, nearly defect-free domains on the
(√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) surface, already at a deposition
temperature of 300 K. Figure 4(a) shows an STM image of a
terrace with a nominal coverage of 1 ML of PTCDA. The
terrace is limited by a descending and an ascending step. Interestingly, the ordered PTCDA structure is only present in the
region adjacent to the descending step (see lower left corner of

Figure 4: Different STM images of PTCDA on the
(√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) surface. (a) STM image of a terrace,
which is fully covered by PTCDA. The terrace is limited by an
ascending and a descending step in the upper and lower parts of the
image, respectively (Ubias = −3.0 V, IT = 49 pA, 38.8 × 35.0 nm2).
(b) Image of the ordered incommensurate structure of PTCDA on this
surface (Ubias = −1.6 V, IT = 59 pA, 8.0 × 8.0 nm2). (c) High resolution
image of the ordered structure showing submolecular resolution
(Ubias = 1.2 V, IT = 84 pA, 3.1 × 3.1 nm2). (d) Hardsphere model for the
incommensurate structure of PTCDA on (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100).
The unit cell of the 2O/Cu(100) surface is drawn in the right lower
corner. In order to reduce the complexity only the topmost layer of one
domain of the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O superstructure is drawn. The same
color code as in Figure 3 applies.
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Figure 4(a)). Further away from the step, a disordered structure
with bright protrusions appears, extending to the ascending step.
This type of disordered structure at the lower step edge sites is
also present at low coverages. We propose that it may be
possible that individual Cu atoms get pulled out of the step
edges here and interact more strongly with the PTCDA molecules closer to the steps, leading to the formation of these clusters. Presumably the effect is promoted by the presence of the
oxygen induced reconstruction and hence only present on the O
pre-covered Cu(100) surface, and not on the bare Cu(100)
surface.

domains of the 2O/Cu(100) surface. The respective unit cells
are indicated in Figure 2(b). Notably, the (1,0) and the (0,1)
LEED spots of the PTCDA layer cannot be detected. We
explain this extinction with the p2gg symmetry of the PTCDA
layer. Due to its incommensurability with the 2O/Cu(100) substrate, the scattering of the substrate does not contribute to the
LEED spots of the PTCDA layer and hence does not have an
effect on the extinction of the (1,0) and (0,1) spots. This is
different from the situation discussed above for the commensurate structures of PTCDA on Cu(100) or Ag(111), where the
substrate can lift the extinction rule.

The step edges of the PTCDA covered surface are facetted and
the straight sections run parallel to the [001] and [010] directions. The steps are hence orientated parallel or perpendicular to
the missing rows of the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100) surface,
as already observed for the uncovered 2O/Cu(100) surface. We
take this as an indication that the (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O/Cu(100)
superstructure remains unchanged underneath the PTCDA
adsorbate layer. This is also confirmed by LEED patterns of
PTCDA on 2O/Cu(100) which show the reconstruction spots,
although with damped intensities. Because of the small size of
the domains of the 2O/Cu(100) reconstruction of less than
50 nm2 (in agreement with [16]) the PTCDA superstructure
overgrows the domain boundaries of the 2O/Cu(100) surface.

As noted, the four symmetry equivalent domains of PTCDA
consist of two pairs of mirror domains. A structure model of
one domain is shown in Figure 4(d). (We note that we have
chosen the domain, which fulfills the requirements of naming
superstructures defined by Barlow and Raval [17].) A symmetry
equivalent domain is obtained by a mirror operation with
respect to the [001] direction or the [010] direction, respectively. The second pair of domains is then obtained by a 90° rotation of the underlying (√2 × 2√2)R45° – 2O superstructure,
yielding its symmetry equivalent rotational domain. However,
we propose that all four symmetry equivalent PTCDA domains
exist on both rotational domains of the (√2 × 2√2)R45° –
2O/Cu(100) structure, because the PTCDA superstructure overgrows the respective domain boundaries (see above).

A close up of the ordered PTCDA structure is shown in
Figure 4(b). The unit cell (marked in white) contains two
PTCDA molecules with different orientations. In contrast to the
superstructure of PTCDA on bare Cu(100), the longer vector b0
of the unit cell forms an angle of about 6° with respect to the
[001] direction of (100) surface and also the dimensions of the
unit cell vectors differ with respect to those of PTCDA on bare
Cu(100). We note that contrary to the situation on bare Cu(100)
we get a more pronounced submolecular contrast of the PTCDA
for similar tunneling parameters (see Figure 4(c) in comparison
with Figure 3(a)) which we interpret as an indication for the
electronic decoupling from the substrate. The structural parameters derived by STM are given in Table 1. The corresponding
superstructure is incommensurate with respect to the bare
Cu(100) as well as to the 2O/Cu(100) surface. This indicates a
weak interaction of the PTCDA with the surface. The diffraction pattern of the PTCDA superstructure is simulated in the left
part of Figure 2(b) and compared with the observed LEED
pattern, which is displayed in the right part. The direction of the
substrate vectors are indicated by black lines. The unit cells of
the two rotational domains of the underlying (√2 × 2√2)R45° –
2O reconstruction are indicated in red and blue. The remaining
spots are all explained well by four symmetry equivalent
domains of the PTCDA superstructure, consisting two mirror
domains of the PTCDA structure on both of the two rotational

Discussion
Structural considerations
It is interesting to compare the lateral ordering within the
commensurate (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure of PTCDA on
Cu(100) with that within the commensurate (4√2 × 4√2)R45°
superstructure of PTCDA on Ag(100) [18]. Both structures
contain two PTCDA molecules per unit cell, in perpendicular
orientation to each other, motivated by the electrostatic interaction between the partially negatively charged anhydride
groups and the positively charged perylene cores. On Cu(100)
the area per molecule corresponds to 131.2 Å2. This value is
very comparable to that for PTCDA on Ag(100) (132.9 Å2).
Both values are about 10% larger than the area per molecule in
the lattice planes of PTCDA bulk crystals of the α or β-modification (120 Å2) [19]. Interestingly the unit cell on Cu(100) is
rectangular, while it is quadratic on Ag(100). We propose that
this is mainly a consequence of the smaller lattice constant of
Cu with respect to Ag in combination with a strong chemisorptive interaction of PTCDA with the substrate, leading to a
preferred azimuthal orientation of the long molecular axes along
the
and the
directions.
The bonding of the PTCDA molecule to the Cu(100) substrate
is of course most important for the structure formation. It causes
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the preferential orientation of the molecular axes along the
and the
directions, i.e., the close packed rows of the
substrate, because the resulting high symmetry of the adsorbate
complex presumably optimizes the molecule/substrate interactions. On Cu(100), the two hypothetic commensurate structures
with a quadratic unit cell, which yield this orientation of the
molecules along the
and the
directions, are either
too large ((5√2 × 5√2)R45° /163.8 Å2 per molecule) or too
small ((4√2 × 4√2)R45° /105.1 Å 2 per molecule). Other
quadratic commensurate superstructures on Cu(100) with a
similar size to that of PTCDA/Ag(100) are rotated with respect
to the former. Such a structure is, e.g.,
with
2
134.5 Å per molecule and φ0 = 38.7°. However, under the
assumption that the favorable orientation of the long molecular
axes along the
and the
directions was maintained in
this structure, the spaces between the anhydride groups would
be too small, which is unfavorable due to the negative partial
charges on these groups. We note that we actually found this
superstructure as a minor phase at the beginning of our experiments due to a (presumably partially positively charged) contamination, e.g., carbon, which stabilized the closeness of the
anhydride groups. Due to an increasing cleanliness of the
sample during the following experiments this structure disappeared. In conclusion, on Cu(100), a rectangular unit cell is
preferred because this cell yields orientations of the long molecular axes along the
and the
directions and simultaneously optimizes the intermolecular interaction of the negatively charged anhydride groups with the positively charged
perylene cores.

Bonding and dissociation
We suppose that UPS will reveal a chemisorptive bonding of
PTCDA on Cu(100) with filling of the former LUMO, similar
to the situation that was found on Ag(100) [20]. We note that
the UPS measurements from Andreasson et al. of PTCDA on
Cu(100) can also be interpreted in this way [9], although these
results have to be taken with some caution, because of the
different structure they found. The ordering of the second layer
of PTCDA on Cu(100) with the same commensurate structure
as the monolayer further points to a strong interaction with the
Cu substrate. This is in contrast to the formation of an incommensurate second layer of PTCDA on Ag(100) [18]. The formation of kinetically stabilized misfit areas at a deposition
temperature of 300 K on Cu(100) is also indicative for the
strong interfacial interaction on Cu(100). On Ag(100), PTCDA
forms highly ordered domains already at this temperature [18].
Therefore the corrugation of the bonding potential for PTCDA/
Cu(100) seems to be significantly larger compared to PTCDA/
Ag(100), which leads to a lower diffusion constant and hence
the need of higher preparation temperatures for highly ordered
layers.

However, the question whether the chemisorption is dissociative or not still needs to be answered. So far, all our structural
findings stand against dissociative adsorption: (a) In STM
images, like Figure 3(a), the van der Waals-radii of the PTCDA
molecules fit well to the measured electron density, although a
loss of only the bridging oxygen atoms could certainly not be
recognized. (b) The derived structure can be well understood
from arguments based on intact PTCDA molecules, in particular the area per molecule agrees well with the expected one.
(c) The structural order in the layer improves upon moderate
heating to 400 K. If dissociation took place during the deposition, we would expect that heating would activate the formation of irreversible intermolecular and/or molecule substrate
bonds which would counteract the formation of a long range
ordered structure.
Data reported in the literature does not give a firm proof of a
dissociative adsorption of PTCDA on Cu(100). The XPS
measurements by Schmidt et al. were carried out with PTCDA
on a polycrystalline copper foil [8]. Therefore the result that the
ratio C:O is about 6:1 instead of 4:1 for a low coverage (indicating the presence of only four instead of six oxygen atoms per
PTCDA molecule) cannot be easily transferred to the single
crystal Cu(100) surface. Schmidt et al. support their conclusion
also by TPD experiments of PTCDA on Cu(100) [8], in which
they did not observe a peak of the fragment m/z = 124 for a
coverage of 1 ML. This observation could be due to PTCDA
dissociation during the adsorption process, but it is also
conceivable that the dissociation occurs at elevated temperatures during the TPD experiment itself. This scenario is known
from other chemisorptive systems, like PTCDA/Ag(111), [21].
Our STM data support such a scenario also for PTCDA on
Cu(100). Figure 1(c) shows the chain like structure observed
after annealing the (4√2 × 5√2)R45° superstructure for 5 min at
550 K. Some chains are isolated and some chains are packed
closer together, probably with remaining PTCDA molecules in
between them (see upper right corner of Figure 1(c)). Since
there are apparently also chains with threefold connection
points, a simple polymeric reaction, which took place at the
reactive anhydride groups of the PTCDA molecules can be
excluded. However, it is hence feasible that at this elevated
temperatures the PTCDA molecules have undergone different
kinds of chemical reactions. Therefore no intact desorption can
be expected, in agreement with the TPD experiments of
Schmidt et al. [8]. A non-dissociative adsorption on Cu(100) is
further corroborated by STM images of PTCDA on the even
more open, and hence more reactive, Cu(110) surface, where no
dissociation after adsorption at rt and post annealing at 450 K
was found [22]. In conclusion we state that in spite of the strong
interaction between PTCDA and Cu(100) there are no indications for a dissociation during adsorption.
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Surface passivation
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Abstract
A combination of cyclic voltammetry and in situ scanning tunneling microscopy was employed to examine the adsorption and
phase transition of 1,1’-dibenzyl-4,4’-bipyridinium molecules (abbreviated as DBV2+) on a chloride-modified Cu(111) electrode
surface. The cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the Cu(111) electrode exposed to a mixture of 10 mM HCl and 0.1 mM DBVCl2 shows
three distinguishable pairs of current waves P1/P’1, P2/P’2, and P3/P’3 which are assigned to two reversible electron transfer steps,
representing the reduction of the dicationic DBV2+ to the corresponding radical monocationic DBV+• (P1/P’1) and then to the
uncharged DBV0 (P3/P’3) species, respectively, as well as the chloride desorption/readsorption processes (P2/P’2). At positive
potentials (i.e., above P1) the DBV2+ molecules spontaneously adsorb and form a highly ordered phase on the c(p × √3)-precovered Cl/Cu(111) electrode surface. A key element of this DBV2+ adlayer is an assembly of two individual DBV2+ species which,
lined up, forms a so-called “herring-bone” structure. Upon lowering the electrode potential the first electron transfer step (at P1)
causes a phase transition from the DBV2+-related herring-bone phase to the so-called "alternating stripe" pattern built up by the
DBV+• species following a nucleation and growth mechanism. Comparison of both observed structures with those found earlier at
different electrode potentials on a c(2 × 2)Cl-precovered Cu(100) electrode surface enables a clear assessment of the relative importance of adsorbate–substrate and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions, i.e., template vs self-assembly effects, in the structure formation
process of DBV cations on these modified Cu electrode surfaces.
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Introduction
The precise control of the self-organization of molecular layers
on either conducting or dielectric substrates is regarded as one
of the key factors in the successful design, characterization and
fabrication of nanoscale molecular devices [1-4]. A big challenge for surface scientists is, thus, to find suitable model
systems which enable to investigate the driving forces of molecular self-organization on surfaces and to simulate the working
principles of the derived molecular devices. This so-called
“bottom-up” strategy, i.e., the formation of supramolecular
structures from vapor deposited simpler building blocks has
become an important research direction in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) based surface science in recent years. However,
promising organic compounds may not remain intact volatile,
and may thus not be deposited via the gas phase. In those cases,
it may be a promising strategy to deposit these molecules from
solution instead. Besides, this preparation route is probably also
more economic than operating a vacuum evaporation system, in
particular if the organic building blocks come in water-soluble
form.
In principle, the self-organization process of molecular adsorbates is driven by the interplay between adsorbate–adsorbate
and adsorbate–substrate interactions. While the former depend
on the specific nature of the molecular building blocks, e.g.,
their shape, polarity, functional groups, etc., and may include all
possible interactions from van der Waals forces to covalent
bonds, the latter are described by the so-called “corrugation
function”, i.e., the two-dimensional (2D) potential energy landscape representing the minimum total energy for all possible
adsorbate–substrate configurations and, thereby, the interaction
strength between the substrate and an adsorbate molecule at any
surface site. If, in equilibrium, the adsorbate–adsorbate interactions dominate over the adsorbate–substrate interactions the
molecules will essentially “self-assemble” independent of the
substrate surface. If, however, the adsorbate–substrate interactions are very strong compared to the intermolecular forces the
substrate will influence the structure of the adsorbate layer,
provided a sufficient surface mobility allows the adsorbed
molecules to reach their equilibrium positions, i.e., minima in
the corrugation function. In this case the substrate surface acts
as a “template”. Under UHV conditions the activation energy
for structural equilibration is usually provided by heating the
substrate. If however, the organic species are deposited in ionic
form from aqueous solution, as done in the present work, the
obtained structure will additionally be influenced by electrostatic forces acting between the molecules and the substrate as
well as between the molecules themselves. In this respect electrochemical deposition has the additional advantage that these
electrostatic interactions can be “tuned” by the electrochemical
potential in two ways. On the one hand the mere charge density

at the electrode surface itself determines the electrostatic forces
between adsorbed ions, not only the organic species but also
possibly co-adsorbed other ions present in the solution, and the
substrate. On the other hand, driven by the electrode potential
the molecular ions may undergo redox-reactions, thereby
changing their own charge state. Both cases are expected to
influence the deposition and structure formation of the molecular layers.
In this paper we will present results on the self-organization of
1,1’-dibenzyl-4,4’-bipyridinium, in short dibenzyl-viologen
(DBV), cations on a chloride precovered Cu(111) electrode
surface. A comparison of these findings with those described
earlier for the same molecules on a chloride-modified Cu(100)
electrode [5-7], will then enable us to arrive at a generalized
picture of the influence of template and potential effects on the
structure formation of these molecular ions on both chloride
modified copper single crystal surfaces of different symmetry.
The motivation for the choice of viologen molecules is twofold.
On the one hand molecular viologen-based self-assemblies have
attracted a great deal of attention in recent years due to their
widespread applications in electronic devices [8,9], and lightharvesting operators [10]. On the other hand the electrochemistry of viologens in solution is well documented in the literature [11,12]. In dicationic form dibenzyl-viologen molecules
(DBV2+) are well-known to undergo two successive reversible
electron transfer steps yielding first the corresponding monocation radical DBV+• and then the uncharged viologen species
DBV 0 , respectively. The first investigations on the surface
redox chemistry as well as the self-assembly of DBV-species on
a chloride modified Cu(100) surface, were presented by
Safarowsky et al. and Pham et al. [5-7]. In the present paper we
will describe for the first time the structural properties of selfassembled DBV on a chloride terminated Cu(111) electrode
surface. Their comparison with the previous results obtained on
the chloride precovered Cu(100) surface will clearly demonstrate the relative importance of adsorbate–substrate and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions, i.e., template-effects vs selfassembly, at different electrode potentials.

Results
Electrochemical characterization
The electrochemical characterization of the Cu(111) surface in
both pure 10 mM HCl and the viologen containing (10 mM HCl
+ 0.1 mM DBV2+) solution was done using cyclic voltammetry.
Representative steady-state CVs are shown in Figure 1. The
potential window of the Cu(111) electrode in the pure
supporting electrolyte (10 mM HCl) is limited by the oxidative
copper dissolution reaction (CDR) at the anodic limit and the
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reductive hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at the cathodic
limit. At intermediate potentials, two peaks are seen which are
due to chloride desorption/adsorption at −360 mV and −80 mV,
respectively. Compared to this CV in pure hydrochloric acid,
drastic changes are found in the cyclic voltamogram of the
Cu(111) electrode in contact with the electrolyte containing
0.1 mM DBV2+.
Figure 2: Reversible redox-state of viologen molecule; Φ = dihedral
angle of the respective bipyridinium core.

The actual shape of the black cyclic voltammogram in Figure 1,
in particular the relative intensities of the various peaks can be
understood when considering the involvement of “solution
species” and “surface limited” reactions, respectively. Starting
at positive potentials, i.e., above P1/P1', the reduction/re-oxidation of both, the limited number of pre-adsorbed viologen
dications (see XPS evidence below) and the continuously
arriving viologen cations from solution, can be described by
DBV2+ + e−

Figure 1: Cyclic voltammograms of Cu(111) in pure 10 mM HCl
(dashed grey curve) and in viologen molecules containing (10mM HCl
+ 0.1 mM DBV2+) solution (solid black curve); dE/dt = 10 mV/s; E =
electrode potenial. CDR = copper dissolution reaction, HER =
hydrogen evolution reaction. Reproduced with the permission from
[16].

The first difference relates to a considerable shift of the HER
towards lower potentials in the presence of the organic overlayer. This shift is most likely caused by viologen molecules
blocking the most reactive surface sites for this reaction. The
same effect was also reported by Pham et al. [6] and
Safarowsky et al. [7] using a Cu(100) crystal as working electrode.

DBV+•

While DBV+• species leaving the surface are known to form
dimers in solution [5], DBV+• species staying on the surface
may also form polymeric chains (see below):
2 DBV+•

[DBV2]2+ (solution)

n DBV+•

[DBVn]n+ (surface)

The reduction of the surface-confined species may even occur
at an electrode potential different form that for the reduction of
“solution species”.
The further reduction of the monocation radicals to the fully
uncharged viologen molecule DBV0 (peak P3 in Figure 1)
n DBV+•+ n e−

The second most obvious deviation concerns the appearance of
three new pairs of peaks at potentials close to the HER. These
additional current waves, namely P1/P1’ and P2/P2’ and P3/P3’,
are assigned to viologen-related redox-processes (P1/P1’ and
P3/P3’) [5-7,13-16], as well as to an order/disorder phase transition due to chloride desorption/adsorption [17]. As mentioned
in the Introduction, the viologen dication (DBV2+) is known to
undergo two successive one-electron transfer steps in the electrochemical environment forming first the viologen monocation radical (DBV+•) (Figure 2) and then the uncharged molecule (DBV0) (for details see [5,6,13-16], and the papers cited
therein). While the dication and monocation radicals are soluble
in aqueous solutions, the uncharged molecules can accumulate
at the electrode surface due to their hydrophobic properties [4].

n DBV0

occurs already within the regime of massive hydrogen evolution. Since under these conditions reliable in situ STM measurements are not possible, the influence of this second reduction
step on the structure of the deposit is not considered further
here.
In the following sections we will now present and discuss in
situ STM images as obtained for the electrode surface in
different potential regimes. We start at potentials where the
molecules retain their dicationic character (DBV 2+ ) in the
adsorbed state, and then continue with results taken at potentials where the adsorbed molecules have undergone the first
one-electron reduction step (at P1 in Figure 1) and exist in their
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monocation radical form DBV+•. These images clearly show the
decisive influence of the respective charge state of the molecular species on the structure of the adsorbed DBV layer.

Structural characterizations
As documented in the literature [18-22] a well-ordered
c(p × √3) layer of adsorbed chloride anions is formed on the
Cu(111) surface (Figure 3) in the supporting HCl electrolyte,
which, starting from a hexagonal c(√3 × √3)R30° structure at
negative potentials exhibits the phenomenon of reversible electrocompression into a uniaxially incommensurate c(p × √3)
structure with rectangular unit cell at positive potentials. This
c(p × √3)Cl structure remains stable in the potential range
between the copper dissolution reaction and about −300 mV
(see Figure 1). In contrast to the larger halides, e.g., bromide
and iodide, the chloride anions retain to a large extent their
negative charge upon adsorption [23,24]. Hence, this regular
array of anions can be regarded, similar to the c(2 × 2)Cl layer
on Cu(100) (see below), as a suitable template for the adsorption of positively charged organic molecules.

surface morphology and molecular structure of the
DBV 2+ adlayer. First, the straight step-edges in Figure 4a
running by each other at a typical angle of 120° still remain,
providing a first indication of the persistence of the c(p × √3)Cl
layer underneath the organic molecules (see also Figure 6). This
indicates that the DBV2+ adlayer has no significant impact on
the substrate-surface morphology, which is governed by the
chemisorptive Cu–Cl bond. Two distinguishable domains
rotated by an angle of 120° with respect to each other, denoted
as I/I’ and II/II’ on the two different terraces shown, are
observed in Figure 4a. A close inspection of the molecular
arrangement makes it clear that the DBV2+ molecular rows
within the domains are oriented parallel to step directions, the
latter being aligned along the close-packed anion rows within
the c(p × √3) chloride structure underneath [17,25]. As a result,
the DBV2+ molecular rows are oriented parallel to the commensurate direction of the chloride lattice. Alternatively, they are
aligned parallel to the
directions of the Cu(111) substrate
(see Figure 3).
On the molecular level the rows consist of units of two bright
oval dots assigned to the bipyridinium cores of individual
DBV2+ molecules (Figure 2) that meet each other by an angle
of 120 ± 2°. Using a line profile measurement along the white
line in Figure 4c gives a length of about 0.72 ± 0.01 nm for one
of the units (Figure 4d). This value is in complete agreement
with the N–N distance of 0.71 nm within the DBV2+ molecules
[5,12]. Based on this agreement in size, the given angle of 120°,
and in particular, the consideration of electrostatic interactions
between the bipyridinium core and the benzyl groups (for more
details see the discussion below) we propose the molecular
arrangement as shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 3: Chloride-modified Cu(111) surface : a) STM image
70 nm × 70 nm, bias voltage Ub +220 mV, tunneling current It = 0.2 nA,
E = 50 mV; b) STM image of the c(p × √3)Cl structure: 14.4 nm ×
14.4 nm, 5.58 nm × 5.58 nm, It = 2.0 nA, Ub = 75 mV, E = 0.0 mV;
c) Hard-sphere model of the chloride-modified Cu(111) surface.

Exposing the c(p × √3)Cl terminated Cu(111) surface to the
electrolyte containing DBV 2+ ions at potentials between
−50 mV and +50 mV vs RHE, i.e., in the potential regime
above the first reduction peak P1 in Figure 1, results in the
instantaneous formation of a highly ordered DBV 2+ film.
Figure 4 shows representative STM images describing the

The structural correlation between the DBV2+ adlayer and the
underlying chloride lattice could also be obtained by carefully
varying the tunneling conditions [5,7,26]. Under “soft tunneling
conditions”, i.e., with high bias voltage and low tunneling
current, the characteristic features of the DBV2+ adlayer are
observed (Figure 5a). Conversely, the chloride lattice underneath becomes visible when “drastic tunneling conditions” are
applied, i.e., low bias voltage and high tunneling current. In this
circumstance, the tunneling tip serves as a molecular brush to
locally remove the DBV2+ overlayer, leaving the c(p × √3)-Cl
lattice behind (Figure 5b). By comparing panels 5a and 5b, it
becomes evident that the individual bipyridinium cores of the
DBV2+ molecules are aligned parallel to the underlying closepacked chloride rows, i.e., parallel to the
directions of the
Cu(111) substrate, indicating the orienting effect of the lattice
of the specifically adsorbed chloride anions on the structure of
the adsorbed DBV2+ overlayer. This hints to a template effect
rather than a mere self-assembly of the molecular dications on
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Figure 4: Typical STM images of the surface morphology and high-resolution images of the DBV2+ related herring-bone phase on Cl/Cu(111):
a) Surface morphology of the surface with a characteristic substrate step angle of 120° and two existing rotational domains (I/II; I'/II') of the DBV2+
herring-bone phase: 46.67 nm × 46.67 nm, Ub = 141 mV, It = 0.3 nA, E = −180 mV; b,c) Medium-scale (20.73 nm × 20.73 nm) and high-resolution
(2.8 nm × 2.8 nm) STM image of the herring-bone phase, the latter showing two individual DBV2+ molecules in each structural element: Ub = 386 mV,
It = 0.1 nA, E = +10 mV; d) Line profile recorded along the white line in Figure 4c indicating the length of the dipyridinium group of about 0.72 nm in
perfect agreement with the N–N distance within the DBV2+ molecule. Figure 4a is reproduced with permission from [16].

Figure 5: Structural correlation between the ordered DBV2+ herring-bone phase and the anionic chloride lattice underneath: a) 6.5 nm × 4.1 nm,
Ub = 220 mV, It = 0.1 nA, E = −10 mV; b) 6.5 nm × 4.1 nm, Ub = 30 mV, It = 5.0 nA, E = −10 mV.
and
are the unit vectors of the chloride lattice and the herring-bone phase, respectively.

the Cl/Cu(111) surface. Again, based on a superposition of
panels 5a and 5b, a precise determination of the DBV2+ unit cell
with respect to the c(p × √3)-Cl phase underneath, the latter
serving as an internal calibration lattice, is possible. As a result,
the unit cell containing four DBV2+ molecules can be described

by a rectangular (2 × 2p) mesh with respect to the c(p × √3)-Cl
lattice (Figure 5a). The lattice constants are estimated to
=
0.83 nm and
= 3.32 nm, respectively, enclosing an angle of
88 ± 2°. Alternatively, the unit-cell of the DBV2+ adlayer can
be directly related to the copper substrate (1 × 1) mesh
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assuming a (4p × 2√3) coincidence mesh. The surface coverage
per domain was also calculated as Θ = 0.25 ML with respect to
the underlying chloride lattice, or 14.49·1013 molecules/cm2. A
more detailed discussion of the molecular arrangement within
the herringbone rows is postponed until section Discussion
where we will also make a comparison with the corresponding
system DBV on Cl/Cu(100).
The DBV-dication based herring-bone structure remains stable
in the potential range more positive than −240 mV vs RHE, but
it decays below this potential, giving rise to a surface phase
transition. Namely, the herring-bone phase disintegrates gradually when the electrode potential approaches peak P1 (cathodic
potential sweep) in the solid black CV in Figure 1, where the
viologen dication species (DBV2+) are reduced to the corresponding monocation radicals (DBV +• ). Figure 6 shows this
decay of the herring-bone structure and the simultaneous
growth of the new stripe phase (Figure 6b and c) within the

potential regime from E = −240 mV to E = −285 mV, in which
the 120° step edge serves as a positional marker. The phasetransition process starts preferentially at point defects and
domain boundaries (as marked by the white arrows in
Figure 6b) because this requires a relatively low activation
energy. Finally, the new stripe pattern is completed right after
the potential reaches the value of E = −285 mV (Figure 6d). The
observation of two rotational domains I and II (and I’ on the
lower terrace, respectively) rotated by 120° elucidates the influence of the underlying substrate on the adsorption not only of
the viologen dication (see above) but also of the monocation
radical species. In fact, taking the symmetry of the substrate
into account, three rotational domains in total should coexist on
the Cu(111) surface. Additionally, the characteristic angle of
120° between substrate steps remains unaffected by this phasetransition process and rules out chloride desorption at these
potentials. This rather hints to the molecular reduction as being
the origin of the phase transition.

Figure 6: A series of STM images recorded with the same tunneling parameters (46.67 nm × 46.67 nm, Ub = 386 mV, It = 0.1 nA) showing the structural phase transition from the herring-bone phase to an alternating stacked stripe phase. Disintegration of the herring-bone phase and growth of the
stripes starts preferentially at defect sites and step edges: a) E = −220 mV; b) E = −260 mV; c) E = −270 mV; d) E = −285 mV.
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The first electron transfer-induced phase transition from the
DBV2+ herring-bone phase to the stripe phase of the DBV+•
monocation radicals is a quasi-reversible process. The DBV2+
related herring-bone phase is gradually restored when the
working potential is swept back towards the positive potential
regime. A series of STM images recorded on the same surface
area but at increasing electrode potentials, showing a phase
transition from the stripe pattern back to the herring-bone phase,
is shown in Figure 7. The stripe phase, as observed in Figure 7a
(see inset), gradually desintegrates resulting in the reappearance of the herring-bone phase (Figure 7b), which finally
completely replaces the stripe phase, as seen in Figure 7c (see
inset). Similar to the transformation from the DBV2+ herringbone phase to the DBV+• stripe pattern, step-edges and defect
points act as starting points for this phase-transition process.
Comparing panels 7a and 7c, it becomes evident that the molecular row directions in the DBV2+ herring-bone phase are the
same as in the DBV+• stripe pattern, i.e., aligned parallel to substrate step edges. This observation again affirms the dominant
role of interactions between the molecular adlayer and the
underlying chloride lattice for the lateral ordering.
Recalling the stripe phase of the DBV+• molecules, Figure 8
presents typical meso- and molecular-scale STM images of this
phase formed on the chloride-terminated Cu(111) electrode
surface. As mentioned above and shown in Figure 8a the stripes
are aligned parallel to the directions of step edges; these directions coincide with the close-packed chloride rows underneath,
and, hence, the
directions of the Cu(111) substrate (see
[14] and papers cited therein). The higher resolution STM
image in Figure 8b reveals further details of the internal structure of the rows, i.e., the molecular orientation and packing

arrangement. The elongated and parallel discs within the rows
are assigned to individual DBV+• monocation radicals. Within
one row all molecules have the same orientation, whereas the
orientation of the monocation radicals in adjacent rows is alternating, in that the molecules in neighboring rows are rotated by
120° with respect to each other (redish discs in Figure 8b)
leading to a zig-zag appearance. Hitherto this stripe pattern will
therefore be termed "alternating stripe" pattern, in contrast to
the findings on Cl/Cu(100) (see below). As a consequence not
only the directions of the rows are aligned to a symmetry direction of the substrate surface, but also the bipyridinium cores are
oriented in the direction of close-packed chloride rows underneath. Moreover, an even closer look reveals i) that within one
row all molecules are imaged with the same intensity,
suggesting equivalent adsorption sites, while ii) every second
row of the "alternating stripe" structure appears slightly brighter
in the STM image. Considering the uniaxial incommensuracy of
the chloride structure underneath in the direction perpendicular
to the rows (see Figure 3), the most likely explanation for the
latter phenomenon is that molecules in adjacent rows are situated on non-equivalent chloride rows underneath. The intermolecular distances within one and the same row as well as
between adjacent stripes are measured as das= 0.43 ± 0.01 nm
and sas= 1.3 ± 0.1 nm, respectively [16].
Applying different tunneling conditions, as mentioned above,
the structural correlation between the DBV+• adlayer and the
underlying chloride lattice can again be made visible (not
shown here). On the basis of a superposition of both lattices, the
derived unit cell containing two DBV +• molecules can be
expressed by a (1 × 4) coincidence mesh with respect to the
c(p × √3)Cl lattice with the lattice constants of
=

Figure 7: Series of STM images showing the desintegration of the stripe pattern and restoration of the corresponding herring-bone phase upon
sweeping back toward positive potentials, 46.67 nm × 46.67 nm, It = 0.1 nA; a) Ub = 240 mV, E = −300 mV; b) Ub = 200 mV, E = −240 mV;
b) Ub = 233 mV, E = −165 mV.
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Figure 8: a) Typical STM image showing two rotational domains of the DBV+• alterating stripe pattern (see text): 35.49 nm × 35.49 nm, Ub = 386 mV,
It = 0.1 nA, Ew = −280 mV; b) Molecularly resolved STM image of the DBV+• alterating stripe pattern, 5.06 nm × 5.06 nm, Ub = 298 mV, It = 0.1 nA,
Ew = −286 mV. Reproduced with permission from [16].

0.43 ± 0.01 nm and
= 3.32 ± 0.1 nm, respectively. From this
a DBV +• surface coverage per domain is calculated as
Θ = 0.25 ML with respect to the c(p × √3)Cl layer serving as
the template, or 14.30·1013 molecules/cm2.

Discussion
The principles of structure formation of the adsorbed DBV
species become particularly clear when comparing the findings
for the ordered phases of DBV on Cl/Cu(111) with those
obtained on Cl/Cu(100). To this end we summarize here very
briefly the previously published results for the DBV adsorption
on Cl/Cu(100) in 10 mM HCl solution [5-7]. First of all the
chloride anions are known to form a well-ordered c(2 × 2)
structure on the Cu(100) surface (see Figure 11) between
−300 mV (near the HER) and the onset of the CDR around

+150 mV vs RHE. As illustrated in Figure 9 a highly ordered
layer of DBV2+ is observed at +50 mV on the chloride covered
Cu(100) electrode in contact with the 0.1 mM DBVCl 2
containing 10 mM HCl electrolyte, forming a so-called “cavitand”-structure consisting of small squares with a hole in the
center. Figure 9a shows two mirror domains of this phase
denoted as I and II enclosing an angle of 32° between them. Of
course, due to the four-fold symmetry of the Cu(100) surface
there exist also mirror domains I' and II' rotated by 90° resulting
in four possible domains in total.
A close inspection of the domain boundary in Figure 9a reveals
that occasionally the small squares are incomplete (white arrow
in Figure 9a) suggesting that the cavitands are actually formed
from subunits. This is verified by the two high-resolution zoom-

Figure 9: STM images of the DBV2+ cavitand phase on c(2 × 2)Cl/Cu(100); a) 29.2 nm × 29.2 nm, b) and c) 7.5 nm × 7.5 nm, It = 0.35 nA,
Ub = 120 mV. Reproduced with permission from [7]. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.
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ins in Figure 9b and c. Each cavitand consists of four individual DBV2+ species building a square-shaped motif with a
cavity in the center. Since the four building blocks may be
arranged in two different ways as illustrated in the two zoomins these cavitands occur in two circularly chiral enantiomers
[5-7]. However, since neither the Cl/Cu(100) surface nor the
DBV 2+ species (Figure 2) are chiral in nature the DBV 2+
covered Cl/Cu(100) surface as a whole is a racemate of enantiomeric domains like I and II in Figure 9a. The dicationic character of the DBV2+ building blocks of this cavitand structure
was verified by ex situ XPS measurements using synchrotron
radiation, namely by a dominant N(1s) signal at 402.1 eV [27].
Sweeping the electrode potential to a value below −200 mV vs
RHE causes the disintegration of the cavitand structure and the
formation of a stripe pattern (Figure 10) similar to the one
shown in Figure 7a (inset) except that here the orientation of the
individual molecular species in adjacent stripes is the same and
not alternating. This new phase is a consequence of the reduction of the adsorbed DBV2+ dications (i.e., the building blocks
of the cavitand structure) to monocation radicals DBV+• [5,6],
which form the polymeric stripes. The distance between adjacent stripes is s s = 1.8 nm and the intermolecular distance
within the DBV+• stripes is ds = 3.6 Å. A correlation of the
molecular structure of the stripes with that of the Cl-lattice
underneath as deduced from STM images taken at different
tunneling conditions as described above (Figure 10b,c) proves
that the bipyridinium cores of the DBV +• species are again
oriented parallel to the close-packed chloride rows underneath.
Unlike on Cl/Cu(111), however, not only have molecules in
adjacent rows the same orientation but all molecular stripes on
the Cl/Cu(100) appear also with the same brightness
(Figure 10b).

All observations made for the adsorption of DBV on the chloride precovered Cu(111) and Cu(100) electrode surfaces for
both the dicationic DBV2+ and the monocation radical DBV+•
species, respectively, are summarized in the structural models
of Figure 11a–d.
First of all in both the DBV2+dication and the DBV+•monocation radical species the positive charge resides on the
N-containing bipyridinium core as revealed by the N(1s)
photoemission spectra [27], while the two benzyl groups,
decoupled from the delocalized π-system of the bipyridinium
core by the two CH2 groups, are relatively more negatively
charged. As a consequence the preferred adsorbate–adsorbate
interactions are electrostatic attractions between the positive
bipyridinium cores and the benzyl groups. In addition π–π-interactions between all π-systems of adjacent molecules will play a
role with the stipulation that the benzyl groups take up a transconformation [6] as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 8b and in the
structural models in Figure 11. In particular, the π–π interactions between neighboring monocation radicals are important
which, by spin-pairing, are known to lead to the formation of
dimers in solution [5]. The adsorbate–substrate interactions are
obviously dominated by electrostatic interactions between the
doubly (DBV 2+ ) or singly (DBV +• ) charged bipyridinium
cations and the negatively charged chloride layer underneath,
with the additional remark that the anion density, and thus the
negative charge density, on the chloride precovered Cu(111)
surface is higher than on Cl/Cu(100). This manifests itself in the
fact, that the respective coverages are consistently higher on the
Cl/Cu(111) surface compared to Cl/Cu(100), namely Θ(DBV2+)
= 0.075 and Θ(DBV+•) = 0.20 on Cl/Cu(100) vs Θ(DBV2+) =
0.25 and Θ(DBV+•) = 0.25 on Cl/Cu(111).

Figure 10: Typical STM image showing two rotational domains of the DBV+• stripe pattern on Cl/Cu(100): a) 57.6 nm × 57.6 nm, Ub = 268 mV,
It = 0.2 nA, E = −380 mV. Structural correlation between the stripe pattern and the underlying chloride lattice: 6.8 nm × 6.8 nm; b) Ub = 28 mV,
It = 4 nA, E = −200 mV; c) Ub = 1 mV, It = 9 nA, E = −130 mV. Figure 10b and c are reproduced with permission from [5]. Copyright 2006 Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 11: Structure models for the observed ordered layers of DBV2+ dications and DBV+• monocation radicals on a c(p × √3)Cl/Cu(111) and a
c(2 × 2)Cl/Cu(100) electrode surface, respectively, as derived from in situ STM measurements.

Based on these possible interactions all structures of both the
DBV 2+ dications and the DBV +• monocation radicals are
consistently explainable (Figure 11). In all cases the positively
charged bipyridinium cores are oriented parallel to the closepacked rows of the chloride anion lattice underneath in order to
maximize the electrostatic attraction. This explains the parallel
and 90° vs parallel and 120° orientation of both the individual
DBV 2+ or DBV +• bipyridinium moieties as well as corresponding structural domains with respect to each other, on the
Cl/Cu(100) and Cl/Cu(111) surface, respectively. Electrostatic
repulsion between parallel oriented DBV2+ units leads to relatively large distances between them within the cavitand structure on Cu(100) and the “herring-bone” structure on Cu(111).
Interestingly, these distances are multiples of the nearestneighbor Cl–Cl distance, the shortest being 0.83 nm within the
“herring-bone” structure on Cl/Cu(111). The directions of molecular rows of both the "alternating stripe" structure of
DBV2+dications and the stripe phase of DBV+• monocation
radicals on Cl/Cu(111) are also aligned with the directions of
close-packed chloride ions underneath, resulting in three
possible domains in total rotated by 120° with respect to each
other. The existence of the mirror domains of the cavitand

structure ±16° off the direction of the two orthogonal directions
of densely packed chloride rows on Cu(100) (Figure 11a), in
turn, leads to four possible domains of the DBV 2+ cavitand
structure on Cl/Cu(100). Likewise, the molecular rows of the
DBV+• stripe phase on Cl/Cu(100) propagate 37° off the direction of closely packed chloride anions. This, together with the
twofold symmetry of the Cu(100) substrate, results again in a
total of four possible domains of this structure on Cl/Cu(100).
Summarizing so far, the occurrence of the angles of 90° and
120° and the coincidence of the connecting line between the
two N-atoms of a bipyridinium core with the direction of closepacked anion rows of c(p × √3)Cl/Cu(111) and c(2 × 2)Cl/
Cu(100) reflects the influence of the symmetry of the respective substrate and the dominance of electrostatic adsorbate–substrate interactions.
Looking into the fine structure of the various phases, we find
the largest distance as well as an orthogonal orientation between
the DBV 2+ as a consequence of the electrostatic repulsion
between these dications in the cavitand phase on Cl/Cu(100).
The benzyl groups inside the cavity may partly shield this repulsion between the DBV2+ units (Figure 11a). Within the DBV+•
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stripes on Cl/Cu(100) the distance between the molecular units
is only 0.36 nm due to a reduced electrostatic repulsion and an
attractive π–π- and spin-pairing interaction between the parallel
oriented monocation radicals (Figure 11b). Similar intermolecular distances have also been observed for π–π stacked phases
of 2,2'-bipyridine on Au(111) [28] and Cu(111) [26]. Even
though this distance is typical for π–π-interacting aromats [29],
the measured distance of 0.36 nm agrees perfectly with the separation between parallel densely packed rows of chloride
anions, again a manifestation of the strong electrostatic interaction with the substrate. The lateral displacement between
adjacent DBV+• bipyridinium cores within the rows, leading to
the mirror domains off by ±37° from the
directions of the
substrate, is probably due to steric hindrance between the transoriented benzyl groups of the DBV+• units.
Also on the Cl/Cu(111) substrate the intermolecular distance of
the parallel DBV2+ dications within the rows is large, and with
0.83 nm nearly twice the Cl–Cl distance along the commensurate direction of the c(p × √3)Cl layer between closely packed
rows of the anion underlayer. This distance leaves enough space
between two positively charged bipyridinium cores for a benzyl
group of the neighboring row, thereby shielding the electrostatic repulsion between the former (Figure 11c). As a further
consequence, the trans-conformation of the DBV 2+ species
matches the 120° orientation of adjacent bipyridinium cores
within the “herring-bone” structure. The remaining benzyl
groups may also π–π interact and are located within the dark
lines between the “herring-bones”. The model in Figure 11d
summarizes the "alternating stripe" structure formed by the
DBV+• species on Cl/Cu(111). Both the individual monocation
radicals as well as the stripe propagation direction are aligned in
directions, molecules in adjacent rows being rotated by
120°. The intermolecular distance of 0.43 nm within the rows,
though still consistent with π–π interaction, equals precisely the
Cl–Cl distance in the
direction of the substrate, again
pointing to a dominance of adsorbate–substrate interactions.

Conclusion
The electrochemical behavior and a related structural transition
of the 1,1’-dibenzyl-4,4’-bipyridinium molecule cations on a
chloride-modified Cu(111) surface have been investigated by
means of cyclic voltammetry and in situ scanning tunneling
microscopy. Current waves in the cyclic voltammogram clearly
indicate the potentials where reduction of the dications occurs
first to the monocation radicals and then to the neutral molecules. At positive electrode potentials the dicationic DBV2+
molecules form a condensed and highly ordered "herring-bone"
phase consisting of structural elements each formed by two
individual DBV2+ molecules. In contrast, an "alternating stripe"
pattern is observed for the molecules in their monocation

radical form (DBV +• ) at negative potentials below the first
reduction peak. In both cases, their structural motifs are
predominantly governed by dominant electrostatic interactions
between the adsorbate species, both in their dication and monocation radical form, and the negatively charged chloride lattice
underneath. The phase transition from the DBV 2+ -related
"herring-bone" phase to the alterating stripe pattern based on the
radical monocationic DBV+• is observed as a reversible process
occurring via nucleation and growth. Possible models for both
the herring-bone phase and the alternating stripe pattern are
proposed. Their detailed discussion also in the light of the
corresponding findings for the same species on a c(2 × 2)Cl/
Cu(100) electrode surface clearly points to a dominance of electrostatic adsorbate–substrate interactions, i.e., a strong template
effect of both substrates on the self-organization of these
organic surface films.

Experimental
In this work we have employed a combination of cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy
(EC-STM). The direct combination of in situ STM and CV in
one and the same electrochemical cell permits a precise correlation of the obtained STM images with features in the corresponding CV data. The whole experimental setup is home-built
and described in detail in [25]. The tunneling tips used in all
experiments were electrochemically etched from 0.25 mm in
diameter tungsten wire in 2 mM KOH solution, rinsed with high
purity water, dried and subsequently insulated by passing them
through a hot melt glue film (ethylen–vinylacetat copolymer).
The Cu(111) single crystal used was manufactured by MaTeck,
Jülich, Germany. Prior to each series of STM measurements the
copper sample was electropolished by immersing it into 50%
orthophosphoric acid at an anodic potential of 2 V for about
20–40 s. This removes the native surface oxide film formed in
air. In order to guarantee a reproducibly smooth surface even
after several electropolishing procedures, a precision of the
surface orientation of less than 0.5° off the (111) plane is
required. Less well defined surfaces suffer a growing roughening with repeated cycles of electropolishing.
The chloride-modified Cu(111) surface, chosen here as substrate for the viologen films, was prepared and characterized by
first carrying out CV and STM measurements several times in
pure 10 mM HCl solution, i.e., the supporting electrolyte. This
procedure also improves the quality of the Cu(111) surface due
to the operation of the so-called “electrochemical annealing
effect” [17,30]. For the adsorption of the molecular film on top
of the chloride-terminated electrode surface, the pure supporting
electrolyte was routinely substituted by a solution of 0.1 mM
1,1’-dibenzyl-4,4’-bipyridinium dichloride in 10 mM HCl
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(10 mM HCl + 0.1 mM DBV2+) at potentials between −50 mV
and +50 mV vs RHE (reversible hydrogen electrode). In this
paper all potentials of the Cu(111) electrode, i.e., the working
electrode, are quoted with respect to a reversible hydrogen electrode, while a Pt wire is employed as counter electrode.
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Abstract
Three shape-persistent naphthylene–phenylene–acetylene macrocycles of identical backbone structures and extraannular substitution patterns but different (empty, apolar, polar) nanopore fillings are self-assembled at the solid/liquid interface of highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. Submolecularly resolved images of the resulting two-dimensional (2D) crystalline
monolayer patterns are obtained by in situ scanning tunneling microscopy. A concentration-dependent conformational polymorphism is found, and open and more dense packing motifs are observed. For all three compounds alike lattice parameters are found,
therefore the intermolecular macrocycle distances are mainly determined by their size and symmetry. This is an excellent example
that the graphite acts as a template for the macrocycle organization independent from their specific interior.

Introduction
One of the ultimate aims in supramolecular chemistry on solid
surfaces is the formation of two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures that are capable of performing highly specific tasks as an
effect of functional units that are implemented into the adlayer
building blocks. An efficient functionality of such architectures
will essentially rely on a precise control of the orientation and
distribution of the molecules on the surface that is summarized
in the field of 2D supramolecular engineering [1,2]. Shapepersistent arylene–alkynylene macrocycles are promising candidates as future mounts for functional units. These are separated

from each other and cannot interact intermolecularly if the rings
are adsorbed in parallel to the substrate. The exterior of the
macrocycles can be substituted with alkyl side chains (or their
alkoxy analogs) that guarantee a sufficient compound solubility.
The macrocycles can be co-assembled with other compounds at
the surface [3,4], and they can also template the subsequent
organization of guest molecules and thus a growth into the third
dimension [5,6]. One of the most often used substrates for
supramolecular surface patterning is highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) which provides large atomically flat terraces
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between step edges and a sufficient adsorbate mobility, required
for the self-assembly process that leads to the 2D crystal formation.
For a more detailed understanding of the macrocycle–HOPG
and macrocycle–macrocycle interactions, the following key
aspects must be considered:
(i) how the extraannular alkyl side chains of the adsorbed
macrocycles pack, and whether this can be compared to the
packing of linear hydrocarbons on HOPG,
(ii) how the specific attachment of the extraannular alkyl chains
at the macrocycle rims affects the packing, and
(iii) how the ring interior influences the packing of the macrocycles on HOPG.
First we address the structure of self-assembled alkyl chains on
HOPG. Their methylene units adopt a staggered (anti) conformation and align along one of the three crystallographic
main axis directions of the substrate. Their carbon backbones
either orient (as most often observed) coplanar with the graphite
surface (Figure 1a) and adopt equilibrium interchain distances,
d eq , of 0.43 nm [7-12], or they orient in an (also reported)
stacked fashion (with the carbon backbones axially rotated by
90°; Figure 1b) and a deq of 0.35 nm [9-12].
Shape-persistent macrocycles on HOPG form non-covalent 2D
assemblies held together by the van der Waals interaction
between the alkyl side chains even without the presence of any

additional functional groups [13-15]. The templated alignment
of the alkyl chains on the surface determines the commensurability or registry of the adsorbate vs substrate lattice vectors –
even if extended rigid backbones act as cores of certain sizes
and shapes [16] that provide anchor units for the alkyl chains.
However, often the 2D superstructures are not predictable [17]
or show a conformational polymorphism [18], also as an effect
of varying compound concentrations in the supernatant solution
[19,20]. A recent approach investigating macrocycles of triangular, quadratic, pentagonal, and hexagonal shapes that carry
alkoxy side chains pointing away in normal direction from their
sides has led to the concept of molecular polygons [4]. An
example for the schematic design of an alkoxy side chain
substituted molecular hexagon and its characteristic side-chain
interdigitation concept are shown in Figure 2a and b, respectively. Two alkoxy side chains of each side interdigitate with two
side chains of an adjacent macrocycle and form an ABAB interdigitation pattern along each HOPG main axis direction.
An increase of the concentration of the adsorbate molecules in
the supernatant solution leads generally to denser but often
significantly less specific or amorphous packing morphologies,
as an uncharacteristic but variable number of the side chains are
no longer adsorbed on the substrate, but point towards the solution phase [4]. The molecule–molecule interaction strength and
the intermolecular distances originate from the length and the
packing of the side chains that are adsorbed on the substrate.
Reducing the symmetry of the hexagon, or reducing the
numbers of side chains on some of the hexagon sides, should
lead to an unequal van der Waals interaction strength along
different directions, which would consequently allow also a

Figure 1: (a), (b) Two distinguishable packings of alkyl chains on cutouts of graphite are shown with the carbon backbones aligned (a) coplanar with
the graphite surface [7-12], and (b) perpendicular to the graphite surface [9-12]. In both cases the chains align along one of the substrate main axis
directions (i.e., d1, d2, or d3) and adopt equilibrium distances of (a) deq = 0.43 nm or (b) deq = 0.35 nm [10].
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Figure 2: (a)–(c) Schematic structure of a hexagonal shape-persistent macrocycle with extraannular alkoxy chains at its sides, the side chain interaction scheme, and the resulting pattern geometry. (a) Two (flexible, linear) alkoxy side chains of each hexagon side point along the normals of the
latter. (b) Two side chains of neighboring hexagon sides interdigitate in an ABAB binding motif. Identical van der Waals binding occurs along all six
directions determined by the three crystallographic main axes d1, d2, and d3. (c) Hexagonal pattern of molecular hexagons where all alkoxy side
chains are adsorbed on the substrate along the six HOPG main axis directions, d1, d2, and d3, that are defined by the arrows in (a). Backbones are
shown as bold black and grey lines, and the alkoxy side chains that after adsorption align along d1, d2, and d3 are shown as solid lines, dash-dotted
lines, and dash-double-dotted lines, respectively. The red lines indicate unit cell vectors a and b; the blue arrow indicates the backbone orientation, c.

prediction of the surface pattern at high concentrations. This
should lead to a tailorable structure of both, the porous and
dense polymorphs, or – in other words – an alteration between
two discrete designable packings, here as an effect of the compound concentration in the supernatant solution phase. Note that
contrary to “alterable” packings, the term “adaptable” has been
previously applied to indicate (side chain substituted) units in
shape-persistent macrocycles that change their orientation with
respect to the overall backbone, e.g., as an effect of solvophobic effects by a rotation of the corresponding p-phenylenes
[21].
In general, in order to achieve predictable 2D adsorbate geometries of shape-persistent macrocycles, as adjustable with atomic
scale definition, it is essential that the unit cell parameters (and
the packing architectures in general) do not change when the
central unit is varied. The driving forces for their 2D selfassembly are most probably independent from the presence of
additional functional groups pointing into the third dimension or
located inside the cavity interior. To the best of our knowledge,
only little effort has been spent so far on investigating the role
of intraannular substituents on the 2D supramolecular surface
patterns of macrocyclic compounds. Therefore, in addition to
the concentration-driven conformational polymorphism that is
yet attributed to a distinct extraannular substitution pattern as
discussed above, we evaluate the role of the intraannular substitution on the 2D supramolecular self-assembly of macrocycles.
Compounds 1–3 (Figure 3) have the same macrocyclic rigid
backbone and flexible octadecyloxy periphery and differ only in

their intraannular substitution. While 1 has an empty interior, 2
contains an alkyl chain crossing the ring, and 3 a polar
oligoether chain. The macrocycles are composed of four
naphthylene units as upper and lower east and west corner
building blocks, whereas the north and south corners are phenylene units.

Results and Discussion
All three compounds 1–3 form porous (“low concentration”,
Figure 4a–c) and dense (“high concentration”, Figure 4d–f)
adsorbate patterns, depend on the compound concentrations, as
observed by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
Bright and dark parts in the STM images correspond to regions
covered by aromatic backbones and alkoxy side chains, respectively [23], whereas the medium bright image color mostly
represents regions covered by solvent molecules. For the porous
patterns (polymorph A) of all three compounds, unit cells of
an,A = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, bn,A = 4.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(an,A,bn,A) = 57 ± 2°,
n = 1, 2, 3, are indexed and are undistinguishable within the
experimental resolution. The orientations of the backbones are
defined by their north–south-axis directions cn,A, n = 1, 2, 3,
and all backbones are oriented with γ(cn,A,d1) = 90 ± 3° relative to the HOPG main axis direction d1. In addition, the alignment of the unit cell vectors bn,A, n = 1, 2, 3, with respect to d1
is γ(a1,A,d1) = 3 ± 2°, γ(a2,A,d1) = 5 ± 2°, and γ(a3,A,d1) =
3 ± 2°, and the values do not vary within the experimental error.
In other words, the packing of all three compounds is independent on whether the cavity is empty (1), filled by an undecyl
diether (2), or a tetraethylene glycol diether (3) strand. Rather, it
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Figure 3: (a)–(c) Shape-persistent macrocycles with an empty cavity (1), an apolar interior (undecyl diether strand, 2), and a polar interior (tetraethylene glycol strand, 3). (a) Schematic structures. The bold lines represent the (identical) macrocycle backbones; the thin straight, dash-dotted, and
dash-double-dotted lines indicate alkoxy side chains. (b) Chemical structures. (c) Molecular models. Backbone geometries of the shape-persistent
macrocycles with different interiors were derived by force-field modelling (Spartan ‘08) restricted to 2D (including interaction with a graphene layer
with fixed atom positions), and extraannular octadecyloxy side chains in staggered (anti) conformation were subsequently added (along d1, d2, and d3
directions to adopt 60°/120° angles). The macrocycle sizes are indicated, and the cavity sizes dH-H for 1 and dO-O for 2 (with the 1,11-undecanediol
interior) as well as for 3 (with the tetraethylene glycol interior) are given. Note that slightly varying macrocycle sizes are induced by the intraannular
strands and vary by less than 2 Å. (b) and (c) are adapted with permission from [22]. Copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

is a result of the chemical structures of the backbones and
extraannular side chains that is schematically represented in
Figure 5a. Each naphthylene unit is 2,7-disubstituted to realize
the 120° angle in the rigid macrocyclic backbone (Figure 3b),
and carries additional octadecyloxy side chains at positions 3
and 6 of which one points along d1 in the porous pattern (cf.
Figure 5a). They form an ABAB packing motif (along d1, cf.
Figure 5b) and are (mostly) resolved by STM (Figure 4a–c).
The other four alkoxy side chains of the four naphthylene
corners point towards each of the four directions along d2 and
d3 (cf. Figure 5a), with γ(d1,d2) = γ(d2,d3) = 60°/120° as defined

by the HOPG substrate, and form AB alignment motifs
(Figure 5c). Although the latter remain unresolvable by STM,
the observed packing can only be explained by the alkoxy side
chains oriented in this fashion [7-12].
If the compound concentrations (of 1–3 in TCB, respectively)
are increased (from 2–3 × 10−6 M to 10−5 M), denser packings
are observed (polymorph B) as shown in Figure 4d–f. The
indexed unit cells are for compound 1: a1,B = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm,
b1,B = 2.9 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a1,B,b1,B) = 66 ± 2°, for compound 2:
a2,B = 4.4 ± 0.2 nm, b2,B = 2.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a2,B,b2,B) = 71 ± 2°,
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Figure 4: Scanning tunneling microscopy images and supramolecular models of (a)–(c) porous (= polymorph A) and (d)–(f) dense patterns (= polymorph B) of 1–3 at the TCB/HOPG interface. Image parameters, unit cells, and additional packing parameters are for the porous patterns: (a) 1;
c = 2 × 10−6 M, VS = −1.0 V, It = 12 pA; a1,A = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, b1,A = 4.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a1,A,b1,A) = 57 ± 2°; γ(a1,A,d1) = 3 ± 2°; γ(c1,A,d1) = 90 ± 3°; (b) 2;
c = 2 × 10−6 M, VS = −1.0 V, It = 7 pA; a2,A = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, b2,A = 4.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a2,A,b2,A) = 57 ± 2°; γ(a2,A,d1) = 5 ± 2°; γ(c2,A,d1) = 90 ± 3°; (c) 3;
c = 3 × 10−6 M, VS = −1.2 V, It = 15 pA; a3,A = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, b3,A = 4.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a3,A,b3,A) = 57 ± 2°; γ(a3,A,d1) = 3 ± 2°; γ(c3,A,d1) = 90 ± 3°; and for
the dense patterns: (d) 1; c = 10−5 M, VS = −1.2 V, It = 5 pA; a1,B = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, b1,B = 2.9 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a1,B,b1,B) = 66 ± 2°; γ(a1,B,d1) = 1 ± 2°;
γ(c1,B,d1) = 90 ± 3°; (e) 2; c = 10−5 M, VS = −1.2 V, It = 30 pA; a2,B = 4.4 ± 0.2 nm, b2,B = 2.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a2,B,b2,B) = 71 ± 2°; γ(a2,B,d1) = 6 ± 2°;
γ(c2,B,d1) = 90 ± 3°; (f) 3; c = 10−5 M, VS = −1.2 V, It = 10 pA; a3,B = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, b3,B = 3.1 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a3,B,b3,B) = 68 ± 2°; γ(a3,B,d1) = 2 ± 2°;
γ(c3,B,d1) = 90 ± 3°). All image sizes are 32.7 × 32.7 nm2. The red lines indicate the unit cells, an,m, bn,m, γ(an,m,bn,m), the white and black lines indicate the HOPG main axis directions, d1, d2, d3, and the blue arrows indicate the north–south axis directions of the backbones, cn,m, n = 1, 2, 3; m = A,
B. The dashed white arrows in (b), (e), and (f) point out packing faults. In particular, arrows A–C point out packing faults where the lines of macrocycles are shifted along the HOPG main axis direction d1 by the length of one or more –CH2– units. The STM image in (e) is adapted with permission
from [22]. Copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 5: (a)–(e): Schematic structure of the shape-persistent macrocycle 1 (as a representative of the series of 1–3 that form the same patterns), its
alterable side chain interaction schemes, and the resulting pattern geometries. (a) Eight alkoxy side chains are attached to four corners of the backbone. After adsorption, four side chains align along the crystallographic main axis direction d1, and four alkoxy side chains align along directions d2
and d3. (b) Two alkoxy side chains of neighboring sides form an ABAB interdigitation motif along d1 (more robust packing). (c) Two side chains of
neighboring macrocycles align along directions d2, and d3, here denoted as AB packing motif (less robust packings). (d) Porous pattern (polymorph A)
of macrocycles where all alkoxy side chains are adsorbed on the substrate. (e) Oblique packing (polymorph B) of the molecules where six of the eight
alkoxy side chains (black solid and dash-double-dotted thin lines) of each molecule are adsorbed on the substrate, whereas two side chains of each
molecule point towards the solution phase (black dots). The arrows in (b) define the HOPG crystallographic main axis directions d1, d2, and d3. The
backbones are shown as bold black and grey lines with alkoxy side chains that after adsorption align along d1 (thin solid lines), d2 (thin dash-dotted
lines), and d3 (thin dash-double-dotted lines). The red lines indicate the unit cell vectors an,m and bn,m; the blue arrows indicate the macrocycle
north–south axis directions, cn,m.

and for compound 3: a3,B = 4.6 ± 0.2 nm, b3,B = 3.1 ± 0.2 nm,
γ(a 3,B ,b 3,B ) = 68 ± 2°. This means that the unit cells vary
slightly but significantly with respect to the experimental error
for the three compounds. A further evaluation of the results
requires a more detailed inspection of the packings. The alignment of the unit cell vectors an,B, n = 1, 2, 3, with respect to d is
γ(a1,B,d1) = 1 ± 2°, γ(a2,B,d1) = 6 ± 2°, and γ(a3,B,d1) = 2 ± 2°
and thus identical for 1 and 3 within the experimental error,
whereas it is slightly different for 2. The orientation of the backbones cn,B, n = 1, 2, 3, is again γ(cn,B,d1) = 90 ± 3° relative to
the HOPG main axis direction d1. Five side chains of two adjacent macrocycles are aligned along the crystallographic main
axis direction d1 and form an ABABA interdigitation motif
(Figure 5e) and give rise to a certain robustness of the latter.
However, the binding motif of two side chains that align along

directions d 2 and d 3 between each two macrocycles, here
denoted as an AB packing motif (and observed in polymorph A,
Figure 4a–c, and schematically shown in Figure 5c) is no longer
found in polymorph B.
In other words, at higher concentration the packing changes
compared to the low-concentration polymorph can be described
as following:
(i) The alkoxy side chains indicated as solid lines in Figure 5d
and e have the same alignment in both polymorphs (robust
packing);
(ii) two of the side chains of each macrocycle that stabilize the
less robust packing motifs (which are indicated as dash-double-
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dotted lines in Figure 3a as well as Figure 5d and e) alter
between different alignment directions in both polymorphs,
along d3 in the porous pattern in Figure 5d and along d1 in the
dense pattern in Figure 5e; and
(iii) two side chains (which are indicated as dash-dotted lines in
Figure 3a and Figure 5d) point towards the solution phase (and
are represented as dots in Figure 5e).
Note that the alkyl chains that point towards to the solution
phase may, in principle, interfere with the STM tip. However,
the high flexibility, the low electric conductivity, and the low
number of only two dangling alkyl chains per molecule allow a
(rather) undisturbed STM imaging. In addition, the molecules
are still fixed on the substrate by the remaining six adsorbed
side chains and the dense packing.
The packing alters from the porous polymorph A, a highly
symmetric hexagonal pattern of macrocycles (where all alkoxy
side chains are adsorbed on the substrate which is similar to the
pattern discussed for the molecular hexagons, Figure 2) to the
dense polymorph B, an oblique packing. Thereby the coordination numbers of the molecules – defined as the directions along
which the side chains stabilize the network [15] – are reduced
from six in polymorph A (Figure 4a–c, Figure 5a–d) to two in
polymorph B (Figure 4d–f, Figure 5e). Both supramolecular
patterns are closely related to their backbone structures and
substitution schemes.
While the lattice parameters of the porous packings (polymorph A) are identical for all compounds, 1–3, the lattice parameters of the dense packings (polymorph B) vary slightly,
depending on whether the cavity is empty (1), filled with an
undecyl diether strand (2), or a tetraethylene glycol strand (3).
In the porous polymorphs (of each compound), the alkoxy side
chains maximize their overlap, and both lattice constants are a
direct effect of the side chain lengths. In the dense polymorphs,
the packing along lattice vector an,B (n = 1, 2, 3) is similarly a
direct result of the side chain length. Contrary, the packing
along the lattice vector bn,B (n = 1, 2, 3) is a result of two
effects:
(i) It results from the packing density of six interdigitating side
chains, and the distance between each two neighboring chains is
ca. 0.4 nm, as discussed above.
(ii) It is an effect of the steric requirement of the northeast and
the southwest parts of neighboring macrocycle backbones. The
backbone sizes of 1–3 vary slightly as an effect of the macrocycle interior, and are 25.1 Å for 1, 24.5 Å for 2, and 23.3 Å for
3 (cf. Figure 3c).

The angle γ(an,B,bn,B) between the unit cell vectors a and b (for
n = 1, 2, 3) is a result of the interlocking of the –CH2– units of
alkoxy side chains neighboring macrocycles. The macrocycles
can be shifted along the HOPG main axis direction d1 by multiples of two –CH2– units. Examples for this behavior are also
seen in the packing faults that are indicated by arrows A–C in
Figure 4e and f. In other words, slight changes of the backbone
sizes can lead to a different interlocking of the side chains of
adjacent macrocycles and thus may affect the packing of the
macrocycles to an extent quite above the threshold of the
experimental resolution.
Contrary to the different robustness of the tubular aggregates
(gels) from these macrocycles (where the intraannular strands
come into close contact) [22], no stability changes and no
packing scheme changes for the 2D surface patterns are
observed. Similar patterns with alike (porous polymorph) and
only slightly varying (dense polymorph) unit cell parameters for
all three compounds are formed. This is a clear result of the
driving force for the pattern formation, which is – at least for
the porous polymorph – a combination of van der Waals interactions between the molecules and the underlying graphite and
the alkyl chain interdigitation between neighbored macrocycles.
This shows that it is possible to vary the functionality of the
macrocycle interior and to keep the pattern constant, which is of
great relevance for the tailored design of functionalized adsorbate layers. Moreover, the distances of the macrocycles 1–3 (cf.
Figure 5a) are alterable in a (more) predictable fashion along a
specific direction (that shows the weakest intermolecular van
der Waals interaction strength) as compared to the rather unspecific denser polymorphs of the hexagonal molecules described
earlier (Figure 2). This can be drawn back to two discrete stabilities of different binding motifs that occur along the directions
d1 as compared to d2 and d3.

Conclusion
STM investigations of three shape-persistent macrocycles with
different cavity fillings demonstrate that the ring interior has
(rather) no effect on the 2D supramolecular surface patterns.
Hence, this approach opens a way towards the tailored design of
adsorbate layers that can carry functional groups in their interior. The pattern geometry is steered by the periphery and backbone of the macrocycle, whereas the layer functionalization is
provided by the specific interior. Furthermore, the packings are
closely related to the backbone structures and substitution
patterns, for both, porous and dense polymorphs, and are alterable by compound concentration changes. The future investigations will include the role of size and flexibility of the
intraannular strands on the supramolecular assembly in one and
two dimensions, a strategy to attach functional units that point
away from the surface to the third dimension in a pillar-like
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fashion, as well as the attachment of groups that selectively
bind additional guest molecules that do not self-assemble
without macrocycle template layers.

Experimental
The synthesis and characterization of the compounds has
been reported before [22]. STM was performed at the solution/
solid interface under ambient conditions. 0.5 µL of a
10−5–2 × 10−6 M solution of the respective substance in 1,2,4trichlorobenzene (TCB) was dropped onto a piece of freshly
cleaved HOPG at elevated temperature (70 °C), and the sample
was allowed to cool to rt prior to STM imaging. All STM
measurements were performed in situ (with the tip immersed
into the liquid) and typically completed within 30 min after the
sample preparation. Bias voltages between −1.0 V and −1.2 V
and current setpoints between 5 pA and 30 pA were applied to
image the molecular adlayers shown in this work. Mechanically cut Pt/Ir (80:20) tips were used and further modified in
situ by applying short voltage pulses. All STM images were in
situ calibrated by subsequent immediate acquisition of an additional image at reduced bias voltage, therefore the atomic lattice
of the HOPG surface is visible, which is used as a calibration
grid. Data processing, also for image calibration, was performed
using the SPIP 5 (Image Metrology) software package.
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Abstract
Self-assembled monolayers of a molecular spoked wheel (a shape-persistent macrocycle with an intraannular spoke/hub system)
and its synthetic precursor are investigated by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) at the liquid/solid interface of 1-octanoic acid
and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. The submolecularly resolved STM images reveal that the molecules indeed behave as more
or less rigid objects of certain sizes and shapes – depending on their chemical structures. In addition, the images provide insight into
the multilayer growth of the molecular spoked wheels (MSWs), where the first adlayer acts as a template for the commensurate
adsorption of molecules in the second layer.

Introduction
Molecular spoked wheels (MSWs) have gained increasing
interest as two-dimensional (2D) carbon-based objects of
adjustable sizes [1-5]. They can be viewed as shape-persistent
arylene–alkynylene macrocycles in which the intraannular
spoke system increases the stiffness (persistence length) of the
ring. They are non-collapsible monodisperse cyclooligomers
with a fixed and predictable conformation, and their side-chain
substitution guarantees their solubility in organic media. Our
previous works on freely rotating chains of rigid rod segments
and on shape-persistent macrocycles [6,7] have recently led us
to a set of molecular polygons (macrocycles) of discrete sizes
and symmetries, e.g., triangles, squares, pentagons, and hexa-

gons [8]. These represent basic building blocks for a supramolecular Archimedean surface tessellation system [9].
Thereby, the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) acts as
a template along the main axis directions of which the alkyl/
alkoxy side chains align [10,11], and consequently the superstructures can be viewed as commensurably aligned adlayers.
Among a series of characteristic superstructures, a hexagonal
pattern is observed for molecular hexagons that self-assemble at
the liquid/solid interface of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) and
HOPG, however, the molecules tend to collapse (by rotation
around the single bonds of two corner units) in the presence of
molecular squares [8]. Consequently, an increased under-
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standing of the 2D self-assembly of MSWs on HOPG should
nominally pave the way towards a suitable molecular design for
(stiffened) hexagons that is compatible with our previous series
and might form cocrystals with other polygons, thus patterns of
increased complexity and larger lattice constants become
feasible. Our MSW 2 and its precursor 1 were recently investigated by means of single-molecule photoluminescence spectroscopy as model compounds for conjugated oligomers
commonly used in polymer light emitting diodes [12]. The
chemical structures of both compounds are shown in Figure 1.
Their synthesis and characterization has been reported before
[11]. Here, we present scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
investigations of both compounds, aiming at an extended
description of the observed molecular geometries and their
supramolecular monolayer and multilayer formation on HOPG.

Results and Discussion
We started our STM investigations on the MSW 2 using TCB
as a standard solvent for STM, but did not observe molecules,
most probably because they do not adsorb to form two-dimensional (2D) supramolecular adlayers at the liquid/solid interface
of TCB and HOPG. When using 1-phenyloctane, another
commonly used solvent for STM measurements, we could
acquire some images of the MSWs, but imaging was less stable
(Supporting Information File 1). However, much better images
of 2 were obtained using a third solvent, octanoic acid (OA),
which has also previously been used for imaging MSWs [2,4].
We compared the so-obtained images of MSW 2 with its

precursor 1 under similar conditions. In all images, regions
covered with conjugated backbones and alkoxy side chains are
observed in bright and dark colors, related to high and low
tunneling currents, respectively [13].
At the OA/HOPG interface 1 forms a 2D-crystalline monolayer
(Figure 2a and b) for which a hexagonal unit cell of a = b =
6.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a,b) = 60 ± 2° can be indexed. The unit cell
vector a is oriented with γ(a,d1) = 9 ± 2° relative to one of the
HOPG main axes (and alkoxy side chain alignment directions)
[10,11], d 1 . A high resolution STM image is shown in
Figure 2c, and a molecular model is superimposed to a copy of
the image in Figure 2d. On a first sight, a bright hexagonal
frameline (corresponding to the six rim segments) is observed,
which is filled with a star-shaped (spoke) system and central
darker spot (hub; cf. definition in Figure 1). In other words, the
rim units appear (mostly) as a continuous line. The six rim
segments contain central carbazole units (cf. chemical structure
in Figure 1), so that they are only slightly curved (or bent; as
seen in the molecular model in Figure 2c and d where one of the
six carbazole units is marked by a white arrow). They are still
not directly connected, but terminated with acetylene units.
However, a gap can rarely be estimated from the brightness
modulation (cf. circle in Figure 2c). Moreover, the six kinks
that are seen in the STM images (one of which is marked by the
white circle in Figure 2c and d) correspond (not to the carbazole
units but) to the intersections of the terminal acetylenes of the
rim segments.

Figure 1: Chemical structures of precursor 1 and MSW 2. Hub, spokes, and rim units are shown in green, red, and blue colors, respectively.
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Figure 2: (a)–(d) STM images, a molecular, and a supramolecular model of 1 at the OA/HOPG interface. (a) STM image (40.9 × 40.9 nm2,
VS = −1.6 V, It = 5 pA) and (b) supramolecular model: The MSW precursors self-assemble into a 2D-crystalline pattern of densely packed molecules.
A hexagonal unit cell (red lines) of a = b = 6.7 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a,b) = 60 ± 2° is indexed. The unit cell vector a is aligned relative to one of the three HOPG
main axis directions (black, white lines), d1, with γ(a,d1) = 9 ± 2°. The direction of the backbones, c, as defined by two spokes (and shown by the blue
arrow), is γ(c,d1) = 12 ± 2°. (c) and (d): High-resolution STM image (9.3 × 9.3 nm2, VS = −1.6 V, It = 4 pA), (c) without and (d) with a superimposed
molecular model. The white arrows indicate one representative carbazole unit that connects a rim segment with a spoke. The white circles indicate
one representative kink of the brightly appearing hexagon, and the corresponding region in the molecular model where two adjacent rim segments
meet. In other words, the kinks do not correspond to the carbazole units, but originate from adjacent rim segments that align in a characteristic
fashion. Both STM images were acquired from a 2 × 10−6 M solution of 1 in OA, and the sample was thermally annealed for 30 s at 70 °C prior to
imaging.

According to the space-filling model, only three of the four
pseudo-intraannular alkoxy side chains fit (after adsorption)
into the triangular cavity regions between each two spokes and
the rim. Based on the observed intermolecular distances and an
alignment of the alkoxy side chains along the HOPG main axis
directions [10,11], an intermolecular side chain interdigitation
scheme as shown in Figure 2b is proposed. Alternatively, it
cannot be excluded that all intraannular alkoxy chains point to
the solution phase. Due to the high flexibility and the weak
electrical conductivity of the alkoxy chains, this commonly
does (rather) not affect the image quality if the molecules are
sufficiently strong bound to the substrate. Oppositely, the
pseudo-extraannular side-groups are most probably adsorbed on
the graphite surface and interdigitate, since the observed
(regular) distance between the molecules fits perfect with the
molecular model. Additionally, this assumption is supported

from the slight contrast undulation between the backbones in
the STM image.
Opposed to 1, MSW 2 self-assembles into a less ordered
adlayer (Figure 3a). Throughout all STM images, the expected
MSW-like shape of each of the molecular entities is clearly
apparent. The conjugated rims appear brightly, but have a
significantly more round and/or disturbed shape (Figure 3d) as
compared to the precursor 1 (Figure 2c). The spoke units of the
MSW (Figure 3a and d) appear – throughout all images – less
brightly than the rim, which was not the case for precursor 1
(Figure 2a, c, d). The central hub does nearly show any (bright)
tunneling current features. For the overall hexagonal packing a
(nominal) unit cell of a = b = 6.9 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a,b) = 60 ± 2° is
approximated where both unit cell vectors are aligned along the
HOPG main axis directions (Figure 3a). The centers of all
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Figure 3: (a)–(f) STM images, mesh, polygon, and supramolecular models of MSW 2 at the OA/HOPG interface. (a) The overview STM image
(88.6 × 88.6 nm2, VS = −1.5 V, It = 10 pA) shows an adlayer in which the circular shapes of the MSW rims and features of the central hub/spoke
system are recognizable. A (nominal) unit cell of a = b = 6.9 ± 0.2 nm, γ(a,b) = 60 ± 2° (red lines) is approximated. (b) A copy of the STM image
shown in (a), where the centers of all MSWs are marked by red dots, and dashed lines are drawn to connect all adjacent dots, so that a network structure results, which is shown without the STM image in (c). (d) A more detailed STM image (23.0 × 23.0 nm2, VS = −1.5 V, It = 10 pA) confirms the high
variation of rim–rim distances. (e) A mesh model is drawn similar as in (b). The centers of equilateral hexagons are placed at the positions of the red
dots, and the orientation of each hexagon is fitted to match the MSW orientation (by rotation). The corners of adjacent hexagons are connected by
solid black lines to form triangles and tetragons, the variation of the shapes of which points out the high degree of disorder. (f) The data obtained in (d)
and (e) is translated into a supramolecular model. The alkoxy side-chains are subsequently added to match the expected directions along the HOPG
main axes [10,11], showing that the intermolecular interactions cannot be described by (only) one side-chain interdigitation motif. The MSWs were
deposited from a 10−5 M solution, and the sample was thermally annealed for 30 s at 80 °C.

MSWs in the STM image in Figure 3b (which is a copy of the
image shown in Figure 3a) are marked by red dots. All adjacent
dots are connected by dashed lines, resulting in a mesh model of
triangular tiles and sixfold vertices (Figure 3c). However,
following the dashed lines along each of the six predominant
directions shows a slight zig-zagged distortion. The mesh has a
significantly lower degree of order than expected for a 2D-crystalline packing (that was observed for 1). Some regions even do
not allow a detailed interpretation (as shown as blank parts in
Figure 3c).
A higher resolved STM image (shown in Figure 3d) shows that
the MSW distances are not equal. The MSW centers are again
marked by red dots and connected by dashed red lines (to form
the red mesh shown in Figure 3e). The center of an equilateral
hexagon is placed onto each of the red dots in Figure 3e, and the
orientation of each hexagon is fitted (by rotation) to match the

orientation of each corresponding MSW observed in Figure 3d.
In other words, the high-resolution STM image is transcribed
into a polygon model. The corners of adjacent hexagons are
connected with solid black lines. The resulting triangles and
tetragons are far from having identical shapes that were
expected for a crystalline pattern (for two hypothetical packings and corresponding tessellation patterns, see Supporting
Information File 1). The STM image (shown in Figure 3d) and
the mesh model (shown in Figure 3e) are transcribed into a
supramolecular model (shown in Figure 3f) based on rigid
(ideal) backbones and subsequently added alkoxy side chains,
each aligned along the HOPG main axis direction it fits best to
(cf. white lines in Figure 3d) [10,11]. The result confirms that
the intermolecular interaction cannot be described by a single
packing concept. Consequently, the packing must be interpreted as an effect of a variety of different intermolecular (and
intramolecular) alkoxy side-chain interaction/interdigitation
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motifs. The degrees of freedom of each MSW 2 are reduced (as
compared to 1), and the lower flexibility of the MSWs together
with their large size and the resulting molecule–surface interaction decrease the ability to form a regular pattern, probably
(also) due to a lower compound solubility. We observed a
similar behavior for phenylene–ethynylene–butadiynylene
macrocycles which we compared to their acyclic analoga of
identical oligomerization degree [7].
Moreover, a strong tendency of 2 to stack into multilayers was
observed, even if the first adlayer was not fully covered with
MSWs (as seen in the overview STM image in Figure 4a). The
more detailed STM image in Figure 4b shows that the MSWs in
the second layer adsorb on top of the center between three firstlayer MSWs (cf. arrows in Figure 4b, and the underlying molecular model in Figure 4c that represents the region marked by the
dashed lines in Figure 4b). The central hub of the second-layer
MSWs, which can for sterical reasons not planarize, fits
perfectly into the intermolecular cavities formed by three adjacent molecules in the first layer. In addition, the MSWs in the
second layer in the region marked by the white dashed lines in
Figure 4b are rotated by ~30° relative to the MSWs in the first
layer, as seen from the orientation of the rim segments, so that
their pseudo-extraannular octyloxy side chains are (most probably) adsorbed on the HOPG substrate in the intermolecular
pores of the first layer. The results clearly indicate that not only
the HOPG acts as a template for the organization of the first
molecular adlayer, but the adsorption pattern is transferred to
the second layer. In other words, the first layer of MSWs in a
template for the commensurate adsorption of the second MSW
layer.

In STM experiments, the second adsorption layer is generally
not observed due to the high mobility of the molecules therein
with respect to the scanning STM tip, and the higher tunneling
resistivity. Coadsorption on a (supra-)molecular template is
rather an exception than a rule. However, when observed, it is
often between electron-rich macrocycles that act as hosts for
electron-deficient guest molecules (e.g., fullerenes, metallacycles) [14,15]. In the case here, the adlayer stability can be
ascribed to a mechanical interlocking together with a high van
der Waals interaction due to the large molecule size. It is worth
to note that these investigations may also give insight into the
spoked wheel organization in the bulk material.

Conclusion
Precursor 1 and MSW 2 self-assemble at the OA/HOPG interface into 2D adlayers. In both cases, the packing is determined
by the molecular backbone shapes and the attached octyloxy
side chains that tend to pack densely and align along the main
axis directions of the HOPG substrate which acts as a template.
The STM images of both, 1 and 2, reveal the differences in the
molecular structures that result in different adsorption behavior.
While only 2D-crystalline monolayers were observed for the
more flexible precursor 1, MSW 2 forms less ordered patterns
and tends to form multilayers. A characteristic stacking of the
macrocycles in the second layer on top of three macrocycles of
the first layer is observed, showing that the first molecule layer
acts as a template for the second molecule layer.

Experimental
The synthesis and characterization of the compounds has been
reported before [11]. STM was performed at the liquid/solid

Figure 4: (a)–(c) STM images and a supramolecular model of MSW 2 at the OA/HOPG interface. (a) Overview STM image (200 × 200 nm2 (internal
scanner calibration), VS = −1.4 V, It = 5 pA). A several 10 × 10 nm2 large region is covered by a monolayer and (partly) a multilayer, whereas large
parts remain uncovered. (b) The more detailed STM image (40.5 × 40.5 nm2, VS = −1.5 V, It = 10 pA) shows MSWs that are adsorbed in a second
layer on top of the centers of three supporting molecules (and indicated by white arrows). (c) Supramolecular model of the region marked by white
dashed lines in (b). The first MSW monolayer (on HOPG) is shown in grey color, whereas the molecules in the second layer are shown in blue color
(and their pseudo-extraannular alkoxy side chains are not shown). The molecules were adsorbed from a 10−5 M solution, and the sample was thermally annealed for 30 s at 80 °C prior to imaging. The white asterisk in (b) indicates the HOPG main axis directions.
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interface under ambient conditions. Typically, 0.5 µL of a
10−5–10−6 M solution of the respective substance in OA was
dropped onto a piece of freshly cleaved HOPG at elevated
temperature (70–80 °C), and the sample was allowed to cool to
rt prior to STM imaging. All STM measurements were
performed in situ (with the tip immersed into the liquid) and
typically completed within 30 min after the sample preparation.
Bias voltages between −1.4 V and −1.6 V and current setpoints
between 4 pA and 10 pA were applied to image the molecular
adlayers shown in this work. Mechanically cut Pt/Ir (80:20) tips
were used and further modified (while imaging) by applying
short voltage pulses. All STM images were calibrated by subsequent immediate acquisition of an additional image at reduced
bias voltage, therefore the atomic lattice of the HOPG surface is
visible, which is used as a calibration grid. Data processing,
also for image calibration, was performed using the SPIP 5
(Image Metrology) software package.
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